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Ih this essay our topic is about nthe collapse of Igbo 

·traditional society in Achebe 1 s two navals 

and Arrow of God.tt 

Things Fall _Apart 

We have chosen this theme because we think that it is 

necessary to paya tribute to Igbo people 1 s stifled authentic cul·~ 

ture and therefore African culture since the Igb(r.)do belong to 

Africa and still live in the Eastern part of Nigeria in West 

Africa (see map p. 1U). 

This issue is all tha more important because we African 

are almost uprooted losing ipso facto our identity as negroes. 

If we happen to forget ourselves other nations can but forget us 

as far as humanity is concerned. We too belong to this world and 

ought to be regarded as human=beings. To convince the others to 

do so~ cultural propaganda = but not cultural imperialism - is 

not unnecessaryo Our intention is not different from that of Achobo 

as a teacher. We want to hit the nail on the head by making our 

eventual readers ~J understand Igbo mysteries~ values and beliefs 

in pretenatural occurrences as efficient powers capable of Ghapine 

human dest:i.ny willy=nilly. In brief our main purpose is to explain 

how do the IgboOhappen to have. such an attitude rather than·anothor 

on~o To put it in a nutshell we want to analysa in detail through

out this essay the mechanism which leads the Igboô to percoi ve 
,,(/11, 

·themselves in this way rather than,the other~ to interpret the 

events - ~ may it be natural œsupernatural-as they do~ to explai~ 

their lives and existence in the environment they live in as 
~ 1 

Africans.vigbo~.1 process of mind has given an opportunity ta the 

white man to judge the black man and to condemn his supposee. lack 
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of intelligence and upbringing. First African mind has been 

negatively explained by Claude Levi Strauss with his concepts 

of 11 primitive mindtt. It is high time. Europeans listened to 

the very natives 1 message~ for, the black man has something 

different to tell and prove in the eyes of his disparagers. 

Achebe makes his duty to extol the African past and let us 

interpret · it according to our own standpoint. He gives us facts 

and the very facts are polemical because pregnant with meaning 
;) 

for who dare go beyond the factual level and the forefathers 

spiritual legacy. 

Achebe invites us to dig into our past which has some 

dark stains however glorious i t may be. By so doing.p we will 

know what we can lose without great damage and what we may gaiil 

when in contact with the other. In fr?nt of that dat\ black 

men ought to understand how far not ta go. This analysis of 

our forefathers 1 legacy may be used as an apology for black 

traditional culture or mere useless propaganda which does not 

tell on our everyday life when it is dealt with idealistically 

but not realistically. It must be more than a pious wish. Many 

African writors use literature as a means to prove evorything~ 

as a lumber-room. As for Achab~ it is an ttapplied art" to euro 

a worldspread disease diagnosed as a mental alienation as far 

as the black westernized man is concerned. Therefore wc may 

ask :"does Achebe manage to avoid the easy temptation to idoali

ze at will his pristine ancestral civilization ?"Achebe himsolf 

gives us the answero We will quota him in this issue later on. 

His opinion on African writers 1 role bas beon expressed many 

times in lectures~ articles~ essa~and interviews. As far as 
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his views arG concerned African writers do have a mission to 

carry out: to rehabilitate African dignity by telling the truth, 

the whole truth~ and nothing but the truth about African past 

as far as literary truth can be reached. We must require neither 

scientific nor historical truth because the ~riter may take 

liberties with history and he is not necessarily a scientist. 

However he can borrow his method of analysis which he applies 

to facts and occmTences may i t be external or internal ~ na tural 

or supernatural. The writer is somewhat a historian since he 

has ihdeed a story -.for not to say a history - to tell: that 

of the individual 7 society or bath under precise circumstances. 

He reacts here against those European· ideologists who used 

to look at Africans as noble savages. Europeans look down us 

bacause they think that we have invented nothing and are still 

swinging carelessly on our tropical creepere. This hackneyed 

and false image of the black man leads the white man to believo 

that he has the tluty to civilize the grand childj I maan the 

black man. 

This distorted view~ this misconception of African 

traditional way of life compels Achebe to dofend African past 

through the Igbo one. He pinpoints the traditional valuos of 

Igbo community without exaggerating either the good or the evil 

within his forefathers 1 land. Needlass to say that the Igbo 

socioty is a microcosm of African one. Achebe 1 s ambition is 

a lofty one. But how does ha fulfill this gigantic tas~[? Ho 

uses all his talent to depict many aspects of Igboland customs 

and traditions in a given period. The Igbo clan belongs to West 

African cultural erea. Achebe himself may bo taken as an 
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impartial witness of that society of old. He has ta tackle many 

or all the aspects of Igbo community to become more and more 

convincing in the eyes of the disparagers of African civiliza

tion which is 0ven denied. The writer must underline his commu

nity1s weakness and strongth through its two charactcristic 

heroes. I mean Okonkwo in 'fhings Fall Apar~~ and Ezeulu in 

A~rl"O}:L of Gog_. ThG tw0 charactcrs I failure tells directly 

on the collapse of ancestral wisdom and Igbo traditioncl 

socioty. What do wa mean when we speak of the collapse of a 

society? 

The phenomenon of a collapsing society can bo inter·· 

preted as the disruption of its ties which used to keop and 

check its balance over the abyss of_nonentity. This doos not 

mean that a society must be static and rejoct any metnmorpho

sis. Metarnorphoses are welcomed insofar as they do not 

strengthen thG disruptive elements within society. Otherwise 1 

the collapse is u.navoidable. That is what ~Jefalls Igbo sociot/ 

wo are going to deal with. Its agony is a Long one becausa tho 

chaos forces are loosed upon it. It is a flght to the daath. 

Turning and turning in the widening gyre 
The falcon cannot here the falconer 
Things fall apart ; the canter (aie) cannot hold 
Mers anarchy is loosed upon the world. (1) 

The phenomenon of the collapse is caused by disorder and 

turmoil. Was the society apt to survive after its clashes 

1 -· Clf~SE (Narlème) -·· The Tra.gic Vain in Chinva Achebe 1s Th1.:~ms Fall_ 
~nd Arrow 9.,,f C~~ Mémoire de Maitrise d'anglais 198?; quot:1I1:-; 
.:L::~tsi pq;:)Iil Oll"GJ.:tlod îl'I'.ho Second Com:iJ:i.r:.·a. p. 9. 0 11 1r1.-, .. , 'l'rar.o-î,-, 

.... ._l 1/ - • • l.l. "'" !-~ •"4 ,._J 

Vein in Achebe Ys Tœdlf>-.Ji. Fall Apar_i anà lœrow of God. '1 ~-
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with the new order without metamorphosas? That is the issue 

we intend ta discuss throughout this assay. 

What we admire in Achebe is his out-spoken-mind. In 

fact he does not wear blinderso His purpose is not to stamp 

out all the flaws of African society •. He does not plead guilty 

for his forefathers 1 supposed inferiority but seems to tell 

us g 11 do not have guilt or inferiority comploxes ~ you match 

the white man if you are not better than him 1i. Our defett when 

facing the white man has a dialectical explanation in terms 

of human being 1 s behaviour. To understand how Ibgo socioty hap

pens to be disrupted needless to say the writer too has to dig 

deap into his ancestral legacy to find out the quintessonce 

of Igbo values in a hierarchical society in touch with an alien 

and hostile world which seems superior in many aspects as we 

will try to demonstrate through our analysis of Igbo traditiona1 

society collapse when clashing with the western values. Let 

us quota - as promisedo Achebe 1 ~ own definition of the writer 1 s 

role to rehabilitate African ridiculed dignity. This may buttroGG 

his own standpoint - and mine too - on that matter in dispute 

among the highbrows. 

The worst thing that can happen to any people 
is the loss of their dignity and self-respect. 
The writer's duty is to holp them regain it 
by showing them in human terms what happened 
to them~ what they lost. There is a saying 
in Ibo that a man who can't tell where the 
rain began to beat him cannot know where 
he dried his body. The writer can tell the 
people where the rain began to beat themo (1) 

1 - G. D. KILLAl'VI,, . .l\frican Writers On Afric~.Wri!,~ng., Heinemann 9 London 9 

p. 80 
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Achebe 1s view about writers using African history is net a 

biased one. He does not exclude present days influences upon 

past valueso He advocatas the use of both valuable elements 

but he prefers to dig into the past whi6h enables him to find 

back his lost roots and by the same way to find out black iden

tity through ages. In his search ha has found that the notion 
d 

of solidarity was a valuable concept in African communal life. 

Since the colonizor has hindered all perspective to reviv0 

pristine custom of traditional society~ the writer has indeed 

a paramount role to play nowadays. The writer is a sort of a 

Messiah. Achebe 1 s thought process borrows historical and un-

questionablc facts to buttress his argumentation. He uses 

ironically some negative terms applied to Africa such as the 

"Continent of Darkness used - with its negative connotations -

by some narrow-minded. European highbrows or ideologists of 

cultural imperialism such as Rudyard Kippling; le Comte Gobi

neau and Georg8 Allen. 

Achebe may be accused of being 11 ethnocentrist 11 but 

what wi.tters right now is not to disparage the white man O:i'.' to 

blarne Achebe but to look for convincing evidences against or 

for Achebe'Q statoments about Igbo hierarchical values and 

structure. An analysis of social values and their impact on 

the individual ia an imperativ0. It helps to highlight what 

is going Qn within the community and in the Igbo mind. A psy

chological approach to understand the characters is necessary 

if not compulsory~ The conflict betwe0n the individual und 

society is not blatant yet. This is due to a certain standard 

or principle of behaviour gained through extra muras activities 
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and informal education which takes place everywhere and at any 

time. 

In ~gboland the individual has tt give up a part of 

his freedom ~.n exchange of his protection ly his clansmen 

against natui~al and supernatural forces as far as it can be 

done. Any egotistic behaviour ie doomed to ~ail. So tho conflic= 

tual relationship between the individual anl society is less 

acute than in western society. To provide 2~ainst distorting 

his thought Achebe does 1ot put up with mare assertion and 

theoritical arguments. He tries to buttress his arguments with 

the two novels we will a.nalyl.Ïe futhermore. 

What I have said must not be undorstood to 
mean that I do not accept the prosent day 
as a proper subject foi the novelist. ( .•• ) • 
This? I think~ is what Aim& C~saira means 
when he sa.id the short eut to th,9 future is 
via the past. (1) 

Black Americans and soma francophone intellectuals have differently 

e:,cpressed. the way they undarstand thoir nblackness" or 

to speak like Senghor thcir "nfgritude or n&grit§". The English 

speaking writers speak of African personality. In bis two 

navels Achebe attompts to prove that there is a balance of powo~ 

in African traditional society despite soma proclamation of 

faith to have a satisfecit from Europeans. Achebe does not try 

to please anyone. He tolls things as they are. This leads him 

ta refuse to praise every aspect of Igbo peopl0 1 s life. He 

givei us a realiatic analysis of his past und dares to deal 

with myste:rious and irrational forces which hamper his African 
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clansmen from facing the danger which threatens them with more 

probable success than usual. The reasons why traditional 

African society failed are inherent in it. The author 1 s inten

tion is not to conceal that negative aspect. He is objective 

in his analysis. He happens to satirize some trite behaviour~ 

soma common beliefs and mental attitude. Achobe protesta 

against the fact that many writers do romanc8 in order to 

intoxicate their mind and that of their audience by exaggerat= 

ing positively the ideal of their community. Therefore Achebe 

finds Camara Laye 1 s ~ark Child too romantic and idealistic. 

Achebe 1 s realism and frankness urge him to extol the positive 

aspects and to thrash the negative ones. He aven boasts of some 

European contributions to African developmeni~ such as the 

advent of modern science and technique. This point is rather 

controversial since the white man's aim was not to_develop 

Africa for itself but to take its wealth to Europe for the 

Western.ers' own social welfare. This was possible because the 

na ti vas suspect nothing/ the cracks begin to walrn them up. The 

reasons of the downfall must be looked for in Igboland tradi~ 

tional institutions which contain their owi1 contradiction.s 

paving the way for the assault of Europeans. This tells on the 

quick triumph of the white man who is wBll .aware·of' the weak= 

nasses of that oommunity. 

Weakness and strength of Igbo social structure and 

its hierarchy can but tell on Igbo mentality shaped through 

ages by the CQllective conception of cosmic forces and man's 

position in the universe. 
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It is not easy to see clearly what we want to do 

without a plan. Thus we propose to follow this plan divided 

into three parts. Each one will have three chapters 

PARTI - Igbo social structure and values 

PART II= An analysis of some characters 1 triumph or failure 

PART III - Colonialism as the revealer of Igbo 1 s weaknesses 

or strength. 

Wa think that this plan suite our topic which can be su~med 

upas follows 

~ thesis 

= ant1thesis 

and - synthesis 

Which may consists in three main points ~ the causes the 

consequences and the proposed solutio.na. So we have a dialec= 

tical plan which fits a literary approach to restera Africanè' 

pride and self =confidence by a criiiœl stu(~y of Igboland 

decline. We will try to analyse as objectivoly as possible why 

African society - epitomized here by Igboland - will crurnblo 

down gradually and unrelentingly when facinn foreign influences 

disparately and why the clashes of the two cultures were to 

happen. Achebe tœàles us that the ruined culture is not 

necessarily the worst one 3 but what happent'! is the obliged 

dialectic of things and history des pi te the w:ri ter vs efforts 

to restore African dignity like many other writers but in a 

very original way of his own. Let us qu-0te Achebe again to 

understand him better. 
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Today things hav0 changed a lot, but it would 
be foolish to pretend that we have fully reco
vered from the traumatic affects of our first 
confrontation with Europe( ••• ). Hare then is 
an adequate revolution for me to espouse - to 
help my society regain belief in itself and 
put away the complexes of the years of deni
gration and self abasement. And it is 
ossentially a question of education in the 
best sense of that word. (1) 

Tho aim of education is to teach people how to fa.ce a new 
~ .I 

si tua tian •1) Igb~".. · one does lack eff iciency when confronting 

Western world. Achebe has not missed his tarJet when ha puts 

the stress on education. We dare affirm that the two navels 

we are dealing with are about African traditional education 

versus the Western one. The clash of the two will be bloody 

and thundering but how ? That is the question we intend to 

analyse throughout the next pages of our es,say o 

1 ~ African WritGrS On African 'vilri.:!Jgg_, op. cit. p p. 3o 
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Nigeria is today the biggest Afrj_can country 111hich 

counts about eighty million people- It is inhabited by various 

peoples of different ethnie orig~ns and culturesd The first 

important ethnie group is the Igbo who li vè in the ea.stern p~,r·c . 
. , 

of Nigeria ( see map 1? p. H-t) ~ They constltute a relat:L vely 

homogeneous group in West Africa. Many peorl~~ speakins Igbo 

in this region :_ like Asaba, Agbor and OgWfèShJ .... Ukuwu~ would 

be composed of some Igbooand some migrants from Benin or Igalao 

The Igboh 

The Ibo people live in the area between Benin 
and Igala 7 the Cross River and Niger Delta 
city states. They were divided into five major 
cultural groups _: the western or Riverain? 
northern or Awaka~ Owerrip Cross River and 
Ogoja Ibo. Those cultural groups could be 
considered as 18 the tribos" o.f the Ibo nation 
since they did not possess a central 
government nor act together politically 
the y were not 11 tri bes II in the ser:,3e in 
which that word is used to describe for 
example the Egba or Ujebu 11 tribeen of the 
Yoruba people. (1) 

scattered over the land but sha,re many thint;;s in 

common. They live in the se.me area~ have moJt often the same 

ancestor and bélong to the same cultural-araa (see diag?~ms 

pp. 16-17.i:1:.l)~One can rightf3 speak of - J Igbo na tian. Kj_1'lshiIJ 

or blood lïnks buttress tradi tional societJ, which was at tlrnt 

time well st~uctured. There vas a atrong cc~centration of po

pulation compelled by coastal slave-trade and interclan wars 

to live in the forest far from alien contact and t0 k~ep their 

culture pure s,nd unblemished. They li ved in a rainy are a where 

1 - WEISTER (J. B.) aJ1d BO.Afi""Ef~ (A~ A.) w:î.th IOOWU (Lo O.) 1 The Gro-'.-rth of 
Afriecxn Civilü~ation~ Longma.n~ London 1 ::'.S? ~ p. ~--
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thick forest grewo An agrarian civilization developed there 

and affected Igbo every day life. The Igbooelaborated a complex 

system of values which reflect their agrariaD mentali ty o 'rhe 

land was assimilated to a goddess because it feeds them from 

year to year. That metaphysical conception o? the relationship 

between nature and man can but tell on an Igbo man's daily life. 

Social institutions like religion~ justice, adminis

tration are shaped according to Igbo worldviow which is one of 

the most conservative. The individual 1 s place in Igbo society 

is a crucial issue since he does not exist ao such. He is 

defined by and wi thin , society. He belongr to a family which 

belongs to a clan. The clan lives in a sort of microstate 

called villages grouping the men of the same ancestor who is 
~-(l ·--. 

supposed to be the founder of the village o ( see diae;ram ;, , p.~'".!~\:~]'"' 

Ibgo villages' names are typical in that res,ect. They often 

begin with the radical numu 11 which rneans in Igbo 11 children 

of ••• " for example Umuaro, Umuofia, Umunneors Umuachala and 

Umuachio The villagers are supposed to descend from a coumon 

ancestor g ( see iirgbo diagram 2ii g 11 T. 11 • A t;:·pical Igbo villa0o 
.,g~ 

p. ~~-). Therefore men within one clan are considered rel~tives 

scattered over thousands of villages. The village is the poli-

tical entity of Igboland. A unique organized government does 

not exist over the clan or cultural group. But one may consider 

the way matters are settled among villagers LS a sort of social 

institution or the government of an Igbo village and see how 

far i t has been shaped by kinship=links or lin.0age wi thin a 

( . . {_~ 1,;.) 
large area see Ioo diagram 3~ p. ~~f~ ç 
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All : Igbo law and power stem from this geographical 

environmen~ but how does it tell on his relationship with the 

invisible forces such as spirits, dead ancestors 1 wand0ring 

souls and on his perception of the chaos and the cosmos in thai1 

dialectical linkv that is te say the relation between order 

and disorder~ strength and weakness, society and the individual: 

death and birth 9 and finally good and evil? 

Igbo religious beliefs can help us to explain many 

things. First of all the Igbo~are animists since they beli0v0 

in the power of the lifeless things such aa rivers? trees;, 

stars or something else. This deep=seated animistic faith 

influences· their daily acti vi ties. They live in a rural area 

and worship Ani, the goddess of the land because she is seen 

as a provider. Thus a sacred link exista between Ani and the 

Igb~in each hierarchy of~-~ social structure and aven beyond. 

This spiritual tie establishes a bridge between the dead and 

the living. Dead ancestors supposed to be closer to the deities 

and each member of the clan who has a na tural dea th ;v., buried. 

in the land and become powerful due to the land sacredness. 

On the contrary those who soil the land by their deeds or 

social statue like twins or Osu must be thrown in Evil Forest 

because they stand for evil in order to cleanse the land and 

to appease Ani since she is the distributor of justice, wealth, 

healthp good fortune and therefore happiness and social welfarJ. 

She may use the service of a priestess to carry out and intor-

pret her will. Other gods exist but she is the busiest of all 

in Umuofia. Chuku the supreme god is rather distant like a 

father among his familyo He minds only serious things. Ani stan?~ 
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for a mother letting her children suck her while Ulu looks liko 

the puritanical angry God who punishes any transgression of 

ancestral or divine lawso Therefore religion shapes man's be

haviour may it be visible or invisible.Faith plays a paramount 

role among the Igbo'.\who are p'olytheistso The impact of their 

religion explains their outlook of the environment. Deities 

teach them what is to be done and what is not. There exist many 

cornmon characteristics between African traditional religionso 

The Bambara 1 s beliefs do.net differ from thoso of the IgbOl.1$ 

A short comparative survey may be temptedo Here are soma elements 

common to the two communities. Beth believe in a supreme God 

with several subordinates. Amadou Hamp&tG Ba declares about 

Bambara 1 s animism or traditional religion that i 

Outre cette croyance en une,For6e Supr€me 
transcendante~ les religions traditionnelles 
ont encore en commun g 

1. Le profond sentiment de l'unité de toutes 
.choseso Pour elles~ chaque partie se trouve 
dans le tout~ baignant en lui, comme le tout 
se trouve dans chaque partie. Tout est lié. 
Tout est vivant. Tout est interdépendant. 
Ciest pouquoi chaque action a une r&percus
sion qui lui est propre dans 1 1 ordro 
universel. D1 o~ la responsabilité centrale 
de l'homme à l'égard de cet équilibre 
uni vers el o ( ••• ) 

2. La croyance en la nécessité de maintenir 
intacts et permanents des liens entre les 
vivants et les morts. 

J. La foi en l'immortalité de l'âme. ( ••• ) (1} 

--------~-----~--------~--~----·-----· 
1 = BA (Araadou Hampâté) ~ Communication in 11Colloque sur les religions 

traditionnelles africaines comme sources de valeurs de 
civilisation11 • Collect. culture et religion. Présence 
AfricainG 9 Paris Ve~ p. 66. 
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The fear to disrupt the cosmic order compels the Igbo 0 to organize 

the earthly disorder by interpreting their deitiesi will in 

order to restore and to keep watch over the heaven by law. This 

brings about the need to live in community because the indivi

dual living by himself is inconceivable. In order to survive in 

a hostile environment Igbo society bas elaborated an origi-

nal rural civilization in a certain extent. This search for 

equilibrium implies self-awareness and self-control so that they 

may influence negatively or positively human condition or human 

destiny. This explains the existence of medecine-men, priests 

11 chi-n a personai god - and the 11 egwugwu 11 = 11 a masquerader who 

impersona tes one of the ancestral spirits of the village ii. So J.,-~ 
: .. -bo village government functions as a poli tical body when major 

l:Dk 
decisions concerning the whole community are~taken. There exiEt 

many levels for deciding on the individual 1 s right and duties ••• 

Igbo social structure determines man's horizontal relationship 

with his fellows and his vertical relationship with deities. 

These two fundamental aspects of Igbo way of life are unavoi= 

dable if one wishes to understand Igbo institution be it poli= 

tical~ administrative or even judicial. The divine is everywhere 

Igbo people are very religious. Their relationship with deities 

and ancestral spirits conditions their conception of law and 

customs~ therefore man's place in the universe. Their wisdom 

makes up a coherent cosmology on which depends the role of man 9 

family~ clansmen~ village and societyo The main respected values 

are wealth 7 wisdom and manliness. The individual is judged accord= 

ing to his aptitude to secure those valueso 

In such a spiritual and nonetheless materialistic 

society a man was all the more important because he had many 
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full barns» numerous wives and childreno In rural area available 

labour was valuableo The family is a hierarchical structure and 

its own values reflect sociocultural aesthetic and ethic. It is 

the microcosm while society is the macrocosmo The individual 1 s 

beliefs and deeds are revealing of the social ethic o The worship 

of heroes 9 medecine=men~ dead ancestors 9 priests and deities is 

astate of collective roind which tells on human beingrs everyday 

life. The Igbo man is aware of his place on and in the lando Dead 

or alive he knows where to goo His cultural legacy is very useful 

in that respect. 

Cette conception (du monde)~ prise diabord comme 
un syst~me des ithiques prescriptives 9 rel~ve du 
fait que les Ibo sont un peufle tr~s religieux. 
Heureux de son appartenance a son Umunna~ systàme 
de descendance par la ligne paternelle (il est 
en effet difficile d 1 imaginer un Ibo ignorant 
son Umunna) et jouissant de privilèges spéciaux 
dans un Umunne (ensemble des agnats de sa 
mère)j un Ibo traditionnel a une conception 
dynamique du monde. Il 1 1 explique en tGrmes 
d 1 interrelation continue entre le matériel 
et le spirituel~ le visible et 1 1 invisible~ 
le bon et le mauvais 9 le vivant et le morto (1) 

The earth is the provider and the protector. It is lookeaon as a 

tûtula.ry goddess. The way an Igbo perceives his tie with the 

earth shapes his process of thought. He thinks of himself as a 

part of the universe sejourning on the land for a while. Like 

the seed which springs up from earth and will return to it 9 man 
.1/u, 

lmows where he cornes from and where he i-s going 9 among .- Igbo~. He 

does net livG in anguish except in extraordinary circumstances. 

An Igbo cannot imagine himself as an individual self isolated 

from the group. This is all the more true because a man alone is 

vulnerable before the chaotic world which three.tens to reduce 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q O O O O O D O 9 D O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O G 0 

1 - ANOZIE (O. Sunday) -.~~i9lom-e du roman africain» éd. Aubierp 
Parisll 19700 p. 290 
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him to nonentity. To survive 1 the Igboohave built up a system of 

administration and a set of values which defines and determines 

human condition within the macrocosm or the superstructure that 

is to say society. ~- Igbo man can live nowhere else but within 

his traditional community which points out to him where he must 

stand up due to his contribution for the advancement and welfare 

of his fellowmeno The individual and society are dialectically 

linked. Igbo man is a well-balanced combination of social and 

natural laws. 

L'isolement de l'individu est inconcevable. 
Sa force vitale est en ·relation constante avec 
celle des ancêtres et des autres membres du 
groupeo La plus grande calamité consiste à en 
etre retranché et réduit ainsi à une existence 
déficiente, sans protection 9 voué au néanto (1) 

Therefore the individual fears to single out himself and becomes 

- by working hard - a hero that is to say someone admired becausa 

of his wonderful exploits~· his highly beneficial deeds and his 

lofty principles. The haro epitomizes his society 1 s values up to 

a pointe He is daring and ambitious. He is rewarded in return 

by his clansmen who acknowledge his achievements. 

Such characteristic features are visible on Okonkwo in 

.TI:!_ings E@.11 Apart. Okonkwo is physically strong. He is a good 

farmer a daring warrior and an unmatched wrestlar. He can feed 

his family adeqnatel~
1
protect his community and honour his 

fatherland. Besides physical strength is an external .mark of 
J ).li,_, 

manhood. But mere brutal force is not enough to impress .. I,gbot.> 

favourably. Intelligence is required too in many Igbo games 

---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ~ DESCHAMP · (Hubert), !@Il Religions· de 1 1 Afrique N<;?.iE.2.• 3ème édit. 

PoU.F., Paris 1965 1 p. 19. 
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which are a test of achievements. May it be spiritual or physi

cal an exploit is always an eloquent evidence of superiority. 
) 

Okonkwo has provod to be skilful by throwing down his sly and 

strong opponent during a wrestling match betwoen villages. From 

that day his success gradually increased amen~ his clansmGn. 

Okonkwo was well known throughout the nine 
villages and aven beyond. His fame rested on 
solid persona! achievements. ( ••• ) That was 
many years ago~ twenty years or moreî and 
during this time Okonkwois fame had grown 
like a bushfire in the harmattan. He has 

beaten the till now unbeaten Amalinze the Cat. 
Amalinze was the great wrestler who for seven 
years was unbeaten from Umuofiu to Mbaino. (1) 

Okonkwo 1 s success is possible because the individual is rewarded 

according to his own merit and not to his fatherws.Okonkwo is a 

hard-working man. This enables him to belong to the high-ranking 

members of Umuofia community. He has inherited no wealth however 

rich ha may be afterwards. His place depends on his capacity to 

m0et his fellowmen 1 s expectations. Each freeborn Igbo man may 

reach the highest summit of honour. Such a reward is not to be 

inherited. The hero 1 s motivation is the fear of not being up to 

his ideal. He is an upstart with all it iruplios. Social 

ethic is a critorion to measure the individual degree of inser= 

tion in the community and his faithfulness to ancestral wisdom 

is rewarded. Those who rebel against such laws and customs are 

banished following Ani 1 s decision. The goddess of the land rules 

Igbo communi ty in Umuofia. She f~'bti..ds to break the Week of t.h.G 

---------------------------------------------------------------
1 - ACHEBE (Chinua)~ Things Fal.l Apart ~ Heinemann~ African Writers 

Series? London? 1986~ p. 3o 
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Peace~ to kill a clansman~ to commit adultery or suicide and 

soil the land which is looked on as a supreme mother who cares 

about her children. Ceremonies are organized to thank Arii for 

abundant harvest while lazy men are taunted publicly. Unoka is 

belittled since his ideal is to take life as j_t comes, He rejects 

the social norm of behaviour as the gateway to happinesso He is 

an Epicurean~ His flute enraptures him. He is a well known musi

cian around villages. Athis spare times Unoka lives in his ivory 

tower almost communicating with the invisible. For him? music 

has a therapeutic function. It keeps hjm alive when he experien-

ceo aloneness His golden tower - I mean the atmosphere in which 

he is fenced - prevents him from watching the hidden side of life~ 

Life is sornething precious one must enjoy. When Unoka is thrown 

at the Evil Forest almost dying he brings his flute. His happiest 

moment is when he is playing music arwhile drunk. Villagers 

happen to call ::_him to perf orm for egwugwu I s ceremony. 

He wore a haggard and mournf'ul look except when 
he was drinking or playing on his flute. He 
was very good on his flute~ and his happiest 
moments were the two or three moons after the 
harvest when the village musicians brought down 
their instruments~ hung above the fire-·plac~; 
Unoka would play with them 9 his face beaming 
with blessedness and peace. ( ••• ) They would go 
to such hasts for as long as three or four 
markets~ making music and feasting. (1) 

Unoka is one individual among manyo He embodies what he thinks 

to be good. He chooses his own values and behaves accordingly. 

He is a day-dreamer who wanders over the land looking for merry

makings o Igbo society does net accept such flightiness· of conduct 0 

1 - Things Fall A.part~ op. cit.~ P• 4° 
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Only a female "an agbala" can do such thing in a society where 
J 1 

manliness is rewarded accordingly. Unoka 1 s behaviour when he was 

young foretells how he will behave when he becomes an adult. He 

used to look for birds instead of working at the country fields. 

We are not told anything about his parents. How do they breed 

him up ? That fact ma.y highlight ·. the inner motivation of the 

grown up because a man's education conditions his walk of 

thought and deeds which are the individual answer to the social 

demands and pressure. This answer may be adequate or not. Unoka' s 

response to the social demand is rather inadequate so he is 

outcast. Agrarian society needs physical strength first.·unoka's 

outlook is a sort of a heresy since he merely takes the life 

by its brightest side. Now Igbo community condemns harshly 

the trespassing of its principles of ruling. Unoka the non-

conformist mu~t expect to be penalized by ancestral wisdom 

and divine la.ws. 

He would r~member his own childhood, how he 
had often wandered around looking for a 
kite sailing leisurely against the blue sky. 
As soon as he found one he would sing with 
his whole beingp welcoming itAiback from its 
longp long journey and askin91it had brought 
home any lengths of cloths. l1) 

The symbol of the flying birds has three connotations ~ happi= 

nessp laziness and freedom. Unoka dreams of more freedom so 

that he may lead a more joyous and cheerful life night and day 

without paying a high price for it. He wishes to have no 

commitment which will hampex his very way of life. Unokavs 

1 = '.rhings Fall ~rt~ op. cit.s p. 4. 
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worldview is in contradiction ~Tith a society where the individual bas a 

well=defined social function. Unoka wishes he wer·e a bird 

which sings while people are working at the fields. The birds 

symbolize all that Unoka is hankering after. They sing~ eat 

and fly. Unoka marvels at their freedom and carelessness. Uno

ka I s feelings are child=like ones. He is too close to nature 

to be realistic. He is not up to feed his family. This attitude 
11.,;., 

is a dishonour among~Igb~but he does not care. He has . no 

sense of family duty. He is indignant to found a house. Unolrn. 

refuses to take into account what the Igbo,systamatically reject 

and disapprove. He is neither ambitious nôr daring. He is dia

metrically opposed to his son. He has not at all the characte

ristic features of a hero. His community despises him because 

he is an 11 agbs,la 11 tbat is to say a man wi thout a ti tle, a female. 

t;/tfL Igbo1 cannot understand a man who by his daily behaviour def'iGS 

their customs and traditional wisdom. Therefore Unoka can but 

fail in the eyes of theJ5bœo 

That was years agog when he was young. Unoka 
the grown up~ was a failure. He was poor and 
his wife and his children had barely enough 
to eat. People laughed at him b~cause he was 
a loafer, and they swore to lend him any more 
money because he never paid back. But Unoka 
was such a man that he always succeeded in 
borrowing more~ and piling up his debtso (1) 

Unoka in a certain extent prevents people from using the fruit 

of their labouro One man comas to see him because he wants 

to take the Idemili title which needs many expenses of cowries 

but Unoka welcomes him with a laugh before declaring that he 

cannot pay him back. The man is crestfallen and taken aback. 

1 = ,Things Fall Apall$ op. cito ~ p. 4. 
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He does not know which way to turn because he was not prepared 

to such a surprising attitudeo 

Achebe seizes this opportunity to describe tous ·· 

Igbo etiquette. Society has prescribed a certain number of 

rules to respect between clansmen. in particular circumstances 

like welcoming people~ marriage~ death or settling quarrel 

within the communityo Each }bo 1 s act has a meaning. The beliefs 

shape the rituals which are the repetition èf an act .. inspired 

by the forefathers or the clan-foundero The re=enactment of 

greetings symbolizes the peaceful will between the indidividuals 

The greetings are good wishes which show the good will of a 

man towards his fellowman .. The sta te of minc1 can be revealed 

by the answer to the greetings. Igbo community is a hospitable 

one as far as its ethic is not broken. 

Ceremonies and ri tuals are useful in the sen se that they 

are an informal school. They perpetuate the established order 

and maintain the group cohosion. The trespassing of the custom 

may be an offence to deities and ancestors and can be punished 

as such. The rituals of welcoming consista in drawing linos 

with a pieee of chalk and breaking kolanuts. In Igbo community 

kolanuts are much praised. They are a sign of hospitality 

and agreement between men. They show that one is favourably 

disposed towards someone. It is an offence to refuse to share 

kolanuts with·one 1 s guest. Talking always begins bycrunching 

kolanuts. Igbo society is respectful of the etiquette. Unoka 

is aware of it and sticks toit since it does not cost him 

too mucho The community foresees everything to check and keep 

in balance the social customs. From birth to death man knows 
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what to do in a given circumstance. Each society has its charac-

~~ teristic features. Igbos do have high principles which ennoble 

the individual and directly society. 

I have kola 11 he announced when he sat down 9 and 
passed the dise over to his guest. 
"Thank you. He who brings kola nuts bring life. 
But I think you ought to break it." Teplied 
Okoye passing back the dise. 
"No, it is for you, I think" and they argued 
like this for a few moments before Unoka 
accepted the honour of breaking the kola. 
okoye meanwhile~ took: the lump of chalk, draw 
soma lines on the floor and painted his big 
toe. As he broke the kola, Unoka prayed to their 
ancestors for life and health, and for protec= 
tian against their enemies. (1) 

After crunching kolanuts together and talkinG about Umuofia 

daily life Okoye tells Unoka why he has comeo Unoka~ unfortuna= 

tely cannot refund his dabts. Okoye is disappointed because 

he needs the money to organize a famous ceremony, for he is 

ready to take the Idemili title. But Unoka does not care. The 

two men are artists but they have different worldview. Achebe 

makes a contrasting study of the two musicians. Okoye tao plays 

music but he is very realistic and lives hardoniously in his 

society. Artis nota means to divide peopleo An artist is 

not necessarily someonc who must live in his ivory tower~ some

one who is a sort of a pariah like Unoka. 

Okoye does care about material wealth. He also under

stands that life is a balance between the body and the spirit. 

He has a better grasp of life as a whole than Unoka. Realistic 

artists do exist mostly in Igboland where art is functional. 

People do not rnake art· for art 1s sake. Art must be socially usefu=l 

It is not an ivory tower to fence ones~lf in. 

_,-...---------···,--,-...-.....__,_. _____ ·-----
1. 1'ltlngs Faj.:l Apart~ op. cita 9 p. 4. 
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Okoye was also a musician. He played on the 
Ogene. But ha was nota failure like Unoka. 
He had a làrge barn full of yaras and he ha.d 
three wives. And he was going to take the 
Idemili title~ the third highest in t.he land. 
It was a very expansive ceremony and he was 
gathering all his resources together. That 
was in fact the reason why he had ccme to see 
Unoka. ( 1) 

After long wanderings away Okoye at last asks Unoka to give 

him back the money he lent him two years before. The fellow 

answers that he cannot pay him back yet now. He will do so 

after the big debts. Upset by such an unselfconciousness Okoye 

leaves him alone with no much ado. Unoka 1 s attitude is ironie 

and offhand. It is not honourable to break one 1 s words. Society 

obeys certain principles such as honesty and gratefulnesso 

The fi ttest indi vidual to survive is he who sticks to the com·-

munity life ethic • Society shapes the individua.ls who 

according to their acceptance or rejection of the traditions 

are accapted as noteworthy members of the clansmen or as out

casts. Failure or success depends on the individual behaviour 

within Igboland. The social structure or the superstructure 

conditions the individual deeds. The haro or the anti-hero 

is characterïzed by his readiness or not to be submissive to 

the social order and lawo The main characters stand fpr their 

social values. If they rebel against society they fail. Some

times the hero faces two contraâictory worlds on the point 

to disappear and another which is to corne. This period of tran

sition is fatal. No haro can be flexible befora such avants 

without destroying his inner self which is characteristic 

to him and makes look on him as the most ~ttractive character 

in a navel~ particularly in Achebe 1 s two navels. 

1 = 'TI!_ings Fa.11 AQê._rt ~ op o ci t o , p. 5 o 
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Unoka fails because he does not take into account the 

demands of his clansmen mouldered by their worship of Ani while 

Okonkwo 1.s success is widening a's long as he cloes strictly wha t 

is allowed and avoids what is forbidden by society. 

Igbo social structure is organizad so that it can grant 

success or failure according to the individual 1 s behaviour 

within that very social structure •. 
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C H A P T E R 2 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE AS THE NORMATIVE PAîH TO 

SUCCESS OR FAILURE 
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A short analysis of social structure will be informative 

to better understand ~ow mankind has evolved. Our purpose is to 

pinpoint some common characteristic features o:f human societies 

which condition:: people 1 s triumph or failure when facing a hostile 

environment. Like many other social organizations African social 

structure has been shaped by struggles against its own contradic

tions. In the process of this long and hopeful fight man becomes 

aware that an isolated individual cannot overcome the hostile 

enviromnent which threatens to crush him down. This makes him 

think about his common cultural -identification. Therefore human 

beings get historical consciousness of belonging to a spiritual 

legacy. So men do feel the need to gather to put their forces and 

intelligence together to improve their statuso 

Before this hostile environment they organize themselves 

in families» tribes? clans and villages to resist any threato 

By trial and errer their community becomes more and more structu

red taking into account people 1 s deep=seated aspirations to peaces 

safety and quietness. They conform their lives to their worldview 

modelled by their religious faith. A comparative study of African 

traditional societies will prove that there does exista cultural 

African unity despite some light difference. These elements of 

common destiny and culture are visible in some cultuTal lIElufes+ .... a:tiaID 

here and there. Senegalese wisdom and t..he Nigerian one have many resemblanceso 

Igbo sayings and Wolof ones denote the same worldview. Friendship 

and solidarity within a community, totems and "taboos" are 

characteristic features of the two communities. Achebe 1 s proverbs 

are revealing in that respect. Many Igbo proverbs do have thair 
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counterparts in Wolof society. Here are some Igbo 1 s and wolof 1 s 

proverbs as counterparts 

In Wolof 

The fly that has no one to advise him follows 
the corpse into the ground ••• (1) 

Xalél bu amul nij aay ci mbédd mi ley dégga~ ( 2) 

It would be interesting to make an exhaustive analysis of their 

respective culture but such is net our purpose here. Therefore 

we will deal with Igbo social structureo 

Igbo social structure is a we11~woven one. It condi= 

tiens the individual daily life and even beyond. The indivi

dual too conditions it because social structure for an Igbo 

is nota mere superstructure. It is functional insofar as it 

plays an important role for the group'ssurvival and progress 

since among these people nothing is given once for all. Things 

must evolve to a certain extent. Soma improvaments are welcome 

and accepted as such as far as they do not disturb Igbo life 

as a whole or breach ancestral la.w and custom. If social Igbo 

structure was tao rigid the very notion of haro in Achebe's 

two navels would be questioned because the haro is by essence 

someone who carries out exploits. His life :1.;3 not trivial. 

His deeds are in accordance with his status and social ethic .• 

This ethic must not hurt the readers 1 moral feeling or that 

of the hero 1 s. fellowmen. The morality ought to be sound. It 
ft 

obeys a certain logic commonly admitted among~Igbo6and sensi-

tive mena Social ethic. is based upon good and evil even if 

they are not absolute. Subjectivity may prevail in that field. 

1 -~ ACHEBE (Chinua) ~ Arrow of God~ second edition, Heinemanll London~ 
Ibadan Nairobi~ p. 226. 

2 = Celui qui nva pas de conseiller risque de souffrir littéralament 
111 1 enfant qui n I a pas d I oncle sera éduqué par la rue '1 • N.B. 1 1 explication 
n 1est pas restrictive. 
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Some critics speak of the anti-hero who is a fictional 

character - as the haro is - who dares to challenge his society 

as a whole because in a given moment there is nota possible 

ground of understanding between him and his commuuity. There

fore he does not he1itate to rebel and to bully his likes, 

As far as the heroes are concerned I would rather speak of 

positive heroes at their beginning and negative heroes when 

int0rnal clashes start. 

The positive hero is or would be someone who achieves 

deeds to better his social structure and the negative one, 

he wh6 annihilates any perspective of progress. He is a sort 

of an anarchist or a non-conformist ~ Okonkwo and Ezeulu will 

be first positivep second negative and this respectively~preci

pitating tbeir moral or physical killing since they have no 

longer a role in the wheels of ·: ~- , Igbo social structure o The 

positive hero compared to the negative one is rather a reformGr? 

a revolutionary because he is a visionary indced~unless he 

is a conservative man like Okonkwo and Ezeulu in a given time 

of their lives. However Okonkwo is more conservative than Ezeulu. 

Bath are determined by the superstructure they have already 

found in place. Their aptitude to improve it or not defines 

their status at tho level of:· Igbo social structure. 

~-- 3 Igbo social structure is the bound.ary of human 

freedom. It enables man to know what is to be done and what 

is not after a long time of initiation and observance gradually 

carried out by the group educators who are the keepers of the 

established order which has two dimensions as far the super

structure and the infrastructure are concerned since men are 
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a.like everywhere. They have always tried to turn out chaos 

into cosmos. At least they share their humanhood since Adam 

and Eve. Here is a sensible explanation to help to understand 

the Igbo universe. 

( ••• ) il faut remonter au geste primordial et 
l'insérer dans le développement ae cette société 
de type agraire que iîon retrouve chez les Ibos 
aussi bien d 1Umu6fia_que d 1 Umuaro 1 avec toutes 
les pratiques culturelles et cultuelles et 
cette conception du monde» cè sens de 1•organi
sation et de la hiérarchisation de l'univers 
que l'on retrouve chez toutes les~agraites 
de type archaïque~ de tous les pays et de tous 
les temps. ( 1 ) · 

Igbo social structure does not completely differ from that 

of other African societies except that they know no king. They 

organize the way they want ta be ruled in accordance with their 

metaphysical principles based upon their conception of deities' 

relationship with men. Igbo society is prompt to reward indivi

dual merits or punish any breaching of law and custom according 

to their forefathers 1 decrees. No man is above his clansmen 

however powerful he may be. Igbo social structure is conceived 

in such a way that individual success ~ failure may reflect 

man 1 s responsibility which seems to contradict the existence 

of the chi or personal god supposed to be responsible for an 

Igbo man I s .l.ot o Achebe. has not gi ven a decisi ve answer to the 

issue of man 1 s freedom and the notion predestination. The Igba 

man seems to be a centre of conflicting interests whose equili

brium helps him to survive harmoniously within the community

life ~onsisting of a village or village-group which is 

represented as follows by Sunday in his §9ciologi§ du roman 

africain. 

1 - r-'IF.LONE (Thomas) ~ Chinua Ache be et }a tr1:ill_~die de 1 1 ~e ~ 
Présence Africaine~ p. 200. 
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Igbo men perceive natural elements by couples~maleoand femaleo~ 

The sky is male and the earth female. All that exists on 

earth is their sons and daughterso 

_ - -, ll;uman beings imi tate the structure of the uni-
i. 

verse they live in whenever it meets their demands.,The expla-

nation of Igbo social structure dates back from the cosmic 

organization. Igbo social structure in its attempt to 

restructure its environment do acknowledge the existence 

of two antagonistic forces: good and evil, ~ale and female, 

chaos and cosmos" Evil Forest epitomizes this last dualistic 

view of the universeo This outlook explains why the living 

and dead are so closely linked. The Igbo3do not make a 

dichotomy between matter and spirit. They confuse tbem, ei.nce they arc 

so imbricated that nobody can tell ·them apart a.t first sight ··· 

axcept initiated men such as priests. Most people 

(diagram 4) cf. Sunday (O. Anozie)~ Sociologie du roman africain~ 
Collection Tiers :Monde et Développement 9 Êdit. Aubier 
Montaig11e 13, Quai de Tonte P Paris VIe~ p. 92. 
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hold that faith in the spirits from hear-say atcording oommon 

beliefs transmitted from mouth to ear like in many African 

oral tradition countries. 

In Igbo traditional society the individual i$ not 

alone as far as he conforms his behaviour to social norm. 

The society tJ.r.i?.r~tee.s him protection and safety against 

potential threat as long as this can be done according to 

social means and possibility. Social ethic determines social 

structure but a mutual influence exists because they form 

a dialectical entity as the individual and society do. 

Achebe's Igbo community ignores Rousseau 1 s theory of "the 

good savage~ living in Nature which meets all his require

ments. The individual 1 s place is defined in and by the 

community because it is a condition of the demands of Igbo 
Lo 

etiquettes which people must stickJ.to live in he.rmony within 

Igbo community. 

Entendons par là que l'infrastructure 
socio=politique Ibo montre une nette 
tendance r,publicaine ouverte à toute 
lib~ration de la personnalit6 sociale 
dans le cadre du respect et de la 
compréhension réciproques entre l'indi
vidu et le groupe. (1) 

In Igbo social structure the individual is not an abstract 

creatureo He is a man who has all his prerogative as long 

as he obeys the decision democratically takeh. Now the hero 

must be original and single himself out to lord it over the 

overwhelming maj ori ty of corn.mon men but first belongs to a 

family which itself belongs to a clan or tribe. 

-----------------------~----------~ 
1 - Sociolog:te du :i:_9man africain~ op. cit. ~ p. 91. 
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The family is the smallest coh~rent entity in Igbo social 

structure. It can be roughly divided into two parts : the 

ummuna and the ummune. The ummuna is an Igbo word which 

means the children of the same father and the ummune those 

of the same mother. The basic social structure is composed 

of a father and a mother or mothers in a polygamous man's 

house. The husband and his wife are the first responsible 

elementsFot the household as far as childron are concerned~· 

The father 1 s role is paramount in the family affairs because 

Igbo farnily is patrilineal. Man is the head of the family 

and is held responsible for what happens in his compound. 

The wives must corne from different neighbouring villages. 

In that sense the exogamy principle strengthens·the kinship 

ties ~ to .avoid a sort of an incest .~~gbo-., are touchy about 

sexuality · a man must customarily marry outside his own 

village because those who live in the same village are suppo

sed to have a common ancestor who is the village=founder. 

The marriage outside the village is likely to ~~avent a next 

conflict among clansmen. The ties of blobd ~ra net easy to 

und9 and Ani punishes the breach of kinship relation. T~e 

ummuna and the ummunif are linked by emotional ties. Those 

considerations make an Igbo man be aware of the noti6ns of 

solidarity and unityo The family structure is a democratic 

and an egalitarian one. The assembly of family headed · 

by the oldest male member settles any conflict and rivalry 

withirt the bouse. If the dissensions are tao acute to be 

settled within Social or family structure one member may 

leave and foun~~ another village to avoid bloodshed. Igb6 

familles genealogy tree always happens to ·agree on a mythical 

andestor founder of the clan and therefore of the Villageo 
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Igbo spirit of independenco .. urges them to f ou.nd many villages 

scattered throughout 4 Nigerian tropical forest in a rather 

rainy area. ~- ~ Igbo villages'main characteristic features 

are their fragmentation and lack of a centralized political 

and administrative power. This may be percoived by a non= 

experienced man as an element of disunity but things are 

more complex. 

The forces of fusion triumph oveT those of fission. 
,{k . 

Kinship uni tes"' ro,who make up small and more or less indepen-, 

dent social entities. Many of these entities can constitute 

a group of villages or village~group according to their 

· affinities. This gathering of villages does not prevent each 

of them from having/~utonomy to manage i ts own affairs in 

accordance with its interest. Sometimes a village-group inter

feres to settle one village affaire even by compulsory measu

res. The village is characterized by the fact that its 

inhabitants have 

common territory~ speak common language 
despite soma dialectical variations. (1) 

The 11 dialectical varia tians 11 must not hamper their undërstanding 
1/u F 

each other~ The village structure enables~Igbo~to lead 

a life cultur~lly homogenous. Since there j_s no central autho

rity how to check the balance between possible clashes of 

interests which can be regardad as disruptive factors within 

the village-group? A village is not only a mere gathering 

of people it must also be an ideological entity. This calls 

in mind the issue of social relationship within Igbo community. 

1 = GREEi.'J (M. M.)~ Igbo Village Affairs.~ second edition. Frruùc and 
Co. Ltd.~ Great Brifa.in 1915Z_ 9 p. 5. 
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the 
How far do /Igbo8 consider themsel ves to be one people ? · 

the 
To salve the problem of relationship/Igbœpractic·e 

the exogamous marriage 1 that is to say an intermarriage. 

By the rules of exogamy girls leava the village 
at marriage and before that pay frequent visits 
to the husband 1 s home. They do not 1 therefore, 
have a separate house in their own village. (1) 

The village-group faveurs marriages between girls and young 

men from neighbouring villages bacause of their positive 

consequences. By so doing the different villages are bound 

to co=operate rather than toquarrel. The emotional and blood 
:tœ 

ties are very strong arnong/ J.gtos. The possibi1i ty of inter= 

clan wars is reduced and the notion of a duQlistic belonging 

may help to appease soma wirlike mood. 

The village seen as a political unit functions 

like one body. Decisions are easier to check for that rGason. 

The ideologic~l and emotional ties help to maintain social 

stability and peaceable atrnosphere among tho villagers. For 

that purpose two factors are ta be taken into account. How 

does the village-group function and who must takc the most 

important decisions? 

To understand how does the community work 

to examine.J~ social =..., · structure. Igbo rrnciety is 

of the most democratic and egalitarian. The decisions 

we have 

one 

accor-

ding to their importance and impact on the community life 

may be taken at two levels. Whenever the village or the group

village must make up its mind a town C.Ûé?.,7 calls a meeting 
I 

1 = Igbo Vil::J_age Affairs~ op. cito~ p. 18. 
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which may cuncern respectively the assembly of the elders 

and that of the villagera or all citizens. If human beings 

cannot find out a solution to the problems submitted to the 

two assemblies~ the priest consult the Oracle and every one 

ought to conform to i ts decision and law. The hierarcb.ical 

social structure is in accordance with the divine order. 

Human and supernatural organisation follow 
closely similar lines and the supernatural 
help to validate and support the human. (1) 

We will examine the role of each assembly and its prerogativo 

in Igbo society. First of all the assembly of the elde~s 

as its name indicates is the gathering of the most venerable 

older men who must settle quarrels and conflicts between 

families 7 individuals or clans. They can SJeak as masked 

spirits or ~ugwu before the other villagors to judge specia.1 

cases. Their power is not limitless. A man who has recorded 

services for the clan may belong to this wise assembly. The 

elders I assembly decisions are seldom questioned.- They are 

the representatives of the ancestors' spirit and deal with 

everything affecting the community life as a wholeo 

The elders, or ndichie, met to hear a report 
of Okonkwo 1 s mission. At the end they decided, 
as everybody knew they would 7 that the girl 
should go to Obuefi Udo to replace his 
murdered wife. (2) 

The village has many means to counteract the elders 1 decision 

when i t is unpopular be cause arbitrarily taken. i:-- Igbo histo-

rical background gives an evidence of that assessment and 

1 = lgbo Vill~e_ Affairs~ op. cit. 9 p. 26. 
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reveals a well=balanced~society. 

At the assembly the elders laid the issues 
before the people. Every man had a right 
to speak 1 the people applauding popular 
proposals and shouting down unpopul2r ones. 
Decisions had ta be unanimous and it was 
here that young or wealthy men with records 
of service and dedication to the village 
could influence policy. If the elde~s try 
to enlorce an unpopular decision tho young 
men could prevent any decision through the 
operation of the unanimity rule. If the 
Amala-ala (assembly of elders) acted 
arbitrarily and refused to call the assem
bly the people could demand it by completely 
ignoring them and bringing town life to a 
hal t. ( 1) 

The assembly of the villagcrs is convened when a decision 

calls the attention of the all free-born men. In wartime 

or when an abomination is committed it happens to take 

decision in state of emergency. The whole community must 

ba present. All the villagers have to rnake up their minds 

at once without dithering. Both assemblies are exp-ected to 

maintain the ancestral wisdom alive and therefore the clansmcn 

within the Igbo villag0-group. The dead ahcestors 1 spirit , ... ,, 

meddle with human eartb.ly ,justice since the _eg_ylugwu too 

intervene to settle some typical cas0s or to punish any 

law-break.· 

(ooo) the ancestors of the clan who had been 
cou1mi tted to Mother Earth a t their dea th 
emerged again as egwugwu through tiny à~t
holes. One of the greatest crimes a man 
could commit was to unmask an egwugwu in 
public? or to say or do anything wliich 
might reduce its irnmortal prestige in the 
eyes of uninitiated. (2) 

1 = WEBS'rER (J. B.) 9 BQAEEN (A. A.) and IOOWIJ (H. O.)~ Jhe Grevrt.h of 
AfricruJ Civilisation~ Longman 9 p. 175. 

2 = 11'gp.gs Fall Apart 9 op. cit. 9 p. 131. 
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Among other roles~ the ~gwugv.Œ: administrate justice. They 

set.tle domestic quarrels and a venge ·.O.ffended ancestors., 

They constitute nine masked spirits coming from the nine 

Umuofia villages. Here is a case of a man who is given to 

beat his wife till she miscarried. His name is Uzowulu. He 

has done so ma.ny times. One day she flees away from her hus= 

band 9 s compound who complains and takes her before the 

11egwugwui! The chief egwugwu rises up and judges the case without 

any partiality. After hearing the two sidas that is to say 

Uzowulu and Od.ukweg the wife 1 s brother the nine egwugwu consult 

together and take a wise decision. The head o:f theHegwugwun 

puts the blame on Uzowulu. He speaks to him in ironie terms. 

Go to your in laws with a pot of wine and 
beg your wife to return to you. It is not 
bravery when a man fights with a woman. (1) 

Uzowulu 1 s case may be judged by the elders 1 assernbly but 

since he is a head-strong man~ to frighten him to accept 

wisely the decree of the egwugwu 9 Evil forest~ one of them 

compells him to agree on what have been decided commonly. 

A man from Umuofia wonders if that precise case merits to 

be brought before the egwugwu. 

I don 1 t know why such a trifle should be 
brought before the egwugwu~ said one elder 
to another. 
= Don 1 t you know what kind of man Uzowulu 
is. He will not listen to any other decision~ 
replied the other. 
As they spoke two other groupa of people had 
replaced the first before the egwugwus and 
a great land case began. (2) 

1 - •fhings Fall Apart~ op. cit. 9 p. 60. 

2 = Ibidem. 
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In Igbo society the individual is thus compelled to obey the 

law of the commtlnity~ Social pressure is efficient to ro;ulate 

daily life. Evil Fore~t's words have a psycho1ogical effJct 

on Uzot-rülu vtho is incline to rebel against Lvw and custorn .. II:v:U. 

Forest goes on his own way -bo frighten Uzowulu. 

I am ~~11 FoPest. I kill a man on the.day thgt 
his life ts sweetest to him. That is true 9 

repli0cl Uzowulu. ( 1) 

Unable to do something aise Uzowulu accepts the judgement. Tha 

ogwugwu conterbale.nce any further attempt to dis1.~upt, tho clan~· 

cohesion, 

Anothet gtoup !s important to an~lyzeQ It is the age

group or the young men of the village or village-group who hav0 

been initiated at the ~ame timo. The age-gro1tp defands the 

interest of its members. In Igbo social structure people have 

an ac cura te sense of justice. No one can undu1"stand bett0J.." tha:,1 

themselves the preoccupation of the youthb So they are given 

an autonomous powet to settle their matters among thomsolves 

without breaking the fundamental notions of ~nity and cohesion. 

The elders naed the youth because of thei~ physieal force and 

the youth the elders due te their wisdom~ Tho l~st ones warn 

and advise them. They initiate them to the c~etom and la~ of 

the clanb The age-group is the threshold of ruanhood and 

manliness. It is a toat-period before defiQito social insertion 

consacrcd by marriage and co-operation with the other clunsmen. 

Rivalries are fraquent between different age-groupa. 

Each of them wants to give an avidence of its maturity in 

1 - ,TI1..i.ngs Fall A"e§:1'1,~ opo cit .. ~ p .. 66 .. 
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competition with the previous ones. Sometimes their interests 

clash and elders must intervene to restore peace and mutual 

understanding and respect. The age~group defends the interests 

of its members but a ground of understanding is always possible 

with the other community members. 

It is in this bond of common interest rather 
than in any specific activity that the signi= 
ficance of the age=group would appear to 
consist. ( 1 ) 

All those social sub-groups such as the assemblies of elders and 

villagers 9 the egwugwu and the age-group make it possible for the 

IgboDto have a common destiny and to live in a viable society. 

The collective works may be an illustration of that aspect of 

solidarity. During a certain period Igbo group-village gather to 

plough the paths which lead to the central market. This is an 

occasion for them to show their achievements and characteristic 

fea tures· as far as emula tian is conce.rned. A typical Igbo man 

cannot refuse to participate to the collective works without being 

looked on with mistrust and even disapproval. For Igbo community 

a man is first of all"'social being. He belongs ta his ummune and 

his ummuna but this last one is paramount since Igbo social 

structure is patrilineal. However all within one clan are consi

dered relatives due to the emotionnal ties. 

Among these people trade is secondly to 
agriculture as a means of livelihood and is one 
of their ruling passions. Market are the chief 
events of the week and arrangements largely 
revolve round them. All the villages of Agbaja 
have paths leading to the central market place 
and once a year on the same day~ the villages 
clear their paths. This simultaneous act~ performed 
at the season of the annual religious rites of 
the whole group is felt to be a symbol of Agbaja 
unity. (2) 

1 ·~ Igbo YiJ.:!.a.ge Affai..tfü opo cit.,~ p7 25. 

2 - !g_bo Village Affairsp op. cit. ~ p. 12. 
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The performing of those annual rituals ·within the clansmen 

reminds the people of their common origin and helps to maintain 

their unity and group awarenesso The feeling to belong to a 

well-defined social structure which has its totems and taboos 

can but condition the individual 1 s success or failure accor= 

ding to his aptitude to stick to the social principle of 

behaviour or not. From birth to death and even beyond a man's 

everyday life is checkedo The justice~,/;;;~/ the assemblies 

of elders or villagers~ the nine egwugwu are the symbol or the 

reflection of the supernatural beliefs upon human condition. 

Everyman 1 s deeds must be in accordance with the ttMother Earth~ 

that is to say Ani. He who rebels against i t is doomed to fail. 7 

he who sticks toits will succeed. 

'L_ $4'cial structure is truly the normative path to 

success or failure. The individualisa mere puppeto He is 

determined by the superstructureo If it changos he must do so 

if not he is trampled down to death ~ for Igbo wisdom admits 

that 

(ooo) a man must dance the dance prevalent 
in his time (1). 

Okonkwo has done so well that he has been looked as a haro with 

all the due honouro When he happens to refuse to dance the 

dance of his time he will be alone to face the disruptive new 

order. It w}ll bè the same for Ezeulu too who in a given tim~ 

has refused to dance that very dance he uses to praise before 

his olansmen to justify his sending Oduche to the white man's 

school defying his forefathers' deities law. The two novels we 

are going to deal with are about the problematic of men 1 s and 

deities 1 relationship. 

1 - Arrow of God, opG cito~ p. 189. 

-'· 
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C H A P T E R 3 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEITIES AND Hë.N 
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In the darlmess of ignorance. man has been puzz.led: ·hy 

nature. He musecl upon his human condition and fate. His instinct 

of self-preservation le,.d him ta build a reassuring and comfor-
. · ..... 

table world. He set up a system of explronable principles o.nd 

stuck firmly toit. But nature goes on defyinG him.: He tries 

and finds a refuge and calls it god or deity ta overcome hia 

loneliness. His intuition tells him that the s~y is·not empty 
not 

and the earth/ deserted. Man cames to gods by a. Yery tortuous way c 

In thisi_he 16oks like his forefathers. 

Abraham, the father of the believers in monotheistic 

religïon had expe1"ienced such spiritual wandering. Wi~out 

God 1 s. mercy~ he might have lost his faith in one God. Abraham 1 s 

processes of thought.are that of everyman. 

· ·'When the night 
Covered him over~ 
He ss.w a star ~ 
He said: This is my Lord. 
But when it set~ 
He said ~ I love not 

'I'hose that set. ( 1) 

He makes the same remark for the moon and the sun before the 

enlightenment of Gad; Abraham 1 s experience seams to be loat in . . 

the mists of time if we take into account the p.e:çsiste11t' ":Tay ~ûr::,3 

peoples worship their c1eities in ·African tradJti'onal re~igions 

just before colonisetion and even today because· fait~ ~eems 

ta recoil for many reasons. 

117 
1 = The Hog~~ Translated ,into English by Ali (A. Yusuf). 

Wi --·bledon g November 14 9 1937. Eng1a.nd ~ p. 309. 
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Nowadays~ thanks to-scientific and industrial revolution, 

man has almost got rid of God. Nietzsche's famous sentence is 

true in a. certain extento Man has killed God to replace Him. 

Christ is crucified again. God's presence no ·1ongsr tells on 

modern man 1 s beh~viour. How does this happen as far as African 

traditional religions are concerned since Africans have been 

thought to be a.mong the most religious men on earth. It will take 

a long time to follow and analy4e such a process. Such a thing 

is not our purpose here. 

All known human communities have felt the nee~ to 

believe in God foreve?o They have manifested it in different 

ways. De spi te some a theists and sceptics » man is. fundamenta.11,y 

religious~ Africans have been said to have no religi~n but the 

past proves the contrary. 

Aucune institution n'existe (en Afrique noire)~ 
que ce soit dans le domaine social ou dans le 
domaine politique 1 voire m&me (sic) eri matiire 
économique~ qui ne repose sur un concèpt reli
gieux ou qui n'ait la religion pour pierre · 
angulaire. Ces peuples? dont on a parfois nié 
qu'ils aient une religion~ sont en réalité 
parmi les plus religieux de la terre. (1) 

Religion cornes fr~m the Latin word nreligio~1 which means linki 

tie~ bond. Therefore in the primitive ~ind (without negative 

connotation) religion binds men to deities. Its effects ~re 

visible on African traditional society at all levels. It affects,' 

the individualsp the groups and the society as a ~hole. The 

instant need. of deities is the direct result of man's iticapacity 

to tame space and time at that period of life. The more he beco= 

mes apt to rule his destiny? the more he is inclined to rej~ct 

gods. primitive peoples were not up to do., such a thin~-. 

· 1 ~ DESC1-W-1PS (Hubert)~ Les Relig!ons _ de 1 1 Af'ritue N...Q__~rç-:. 3e edit. 
P.U.F. Coll. Que sais=je ? N°632~ Parisp p"".?1-p citan IvlâurH~o Delafosse 
dBns Les Civilisations négTo~africaines. 

. i 
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5 3. - ,, 
due to their religious beliefs. Their faith was total. They 

questioned nothing. They clung to their deities in so far as 

those o~es fulfilled their expectation in certain societies. The 

relationsbip between man and deities was ambiguous. 

The multiple natural phenomena brought them to 

worship several deities and they became ipso facto pagan and 

poiytheistic. The nature and functions of deities were defined 

by their worshippers. There is a dialectical relationship 

between man's state of mind~ his technical progresses and deities. 

The deity is a projection of man's views upon the cosmos and the 

chaos~ upon the microcosm and the macrocosm. The individual is 

and belongs to the microcosm. He is a frail being who confuses 

everything and every unknown creature or advent with his ·Lordo 

So he has many little lords as intermediaries. So African 

traditional religions are not easy to defineo They have many 

common features. Ceremonies and rituals are identical but the 

worshipped being can be an animal~ a fou:nder-hero seen as an 

ancestor~ a carved deity and so on. African religions have been 

called "animisme" 9 "naturalisme"p "tot~misme"P "manisme"~ 

"dynamisme" and even "vitalisme" according to Hubert Deschamps' 

analysis who explains to us wha t th ose differe11t. concepts- mGan. 

He adopts the word "paganisme" or a heathen religion which in 

the beginning was the peasants 1 religion. 

"pagus : pays~ canton; paganus 
.,. 

: paysan~ paien.n ( 1 ) 

The anthropologists and the ethnologists have soen in Africa 

as many religions as there are clans or tribes. This view was 

not completely false but inaccurate since it confuses diffe~ent' 

aspects of traditional religions which were -~~ p~gan. Difforent 

societies organize their lives differently but the difference 

1 ~ Les Religions de 1 1~igue Noire~ op. cit.~ p. 75. 
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was not fundamental. Many rituals and ceremonies can be observed 

from West Africa to South Africa. This may found the bases of 

_; African cultural uni ty ast/'1.a te Cheikh Anta Diop put..; it. 

Hubert Deschamps has atternpted to discribe that plausible cultu= 

ral unity. 

Animisme désigne la croyance à des imes ou~ tout 
au moinsp à des esprits animant la nature. 
Polyth,isme est la croyance A plusieurs dieuxp 
totémisme celle à 1vanimal parent et incarnation 
du clanp manisme celle à des imes humaines sur
vivant au corps. Il y a de tout cela dans les 
religions noiresi mais aucun de ces éléments ne 
prend le dessus au point de devoir imposer son 
nom à 1 1 ensemble. D'autre partj dynamisme et 
vitalisme ont des applications extra=religieuses. 
Devant l 1 impossibilité de ramener les religions 
traditionnelles à un seul principep le mieux me 

h 1\.. ~ p p . 

parait etre d'user d 1un mot tres general. Celui 
de ~ganisme 9 souvent utilisé autrefois pour 
désigner les croyances locales traditionnelles~ 
en les distinguant des religions nouvelles 
oecuméniquesp Islam et Christianism6 9 semble 
encore le meilleur. (1) 

To regulate his life •frican man relies upon mystic and 

supposed superior forces apt to protect him against manifold 

threats wherever they corne from. Religion can be perceived as 

a means of alienation or freedom according to one's standpoint. 

The two opinions may be defended. But here our main 

tapie is about African traditional religion pa~ticularly the 

Igbo one symbolized by the existence of severaJ. gods or deities 

carved out of wood or clay. Men being almost alike spiritually 

speaking around the world/we can apply the samG analysis of 

different faiths - the difference is narrow if we consider the 

origin of the beliefs = to the main manifestations of man;s 

faith. 

1 = Les Religions de lîAfrigue Noire 9 op. cit.~ pa 74~75a 
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The main interest to study Igbo religious life lies in the fact 

that they live in a forest· far from the first contact with the 

white man who settles on the coasto They enjoy their pristine 

innocence. Those data keep their culture in its purest aspects 

because unmixed. Like many people they were heathen and 

polytheistic. This may seem paradoxical since thoy have one 

supreme god~ Chukwu who lives in the sky. Basides~ other secon

dary deities existas his subordinates for minor taskso 

Man's crippling limitations as far as supernatural 

occurences and mysterious natural phenomena are eoncerned 9 urge 

him to believe in something in order not to be mad or caught off 

his guard. 

The Igbos gather their powerful medecine=men to create 

collective deities. Each Igbo man has a chi or personnal god 

and an Ikengue who is the god of manliness in his own obi. The 

1..kengue is a 

"Dieu titulaire m;le~ symbole de la virilit~~ 
il a son image (ikenga) dans la case do 
chaque Ibo sous la forme d 1 un morceau de bois 
sculpté. n ( 1 ) 

The notion of God has been long to be materializedo Fir-st/man 

has looked for deities through heavenly bodies and the elements 

such as fire 9 air~ wind and water. In his attempt to rationa

lize the irra tional 9 man finds or founds gods. Then the rela-

tionship between the two was to be defined clearly once for all, 

This was not an easy task because conflicts are probable. 

Lucienne has put it aptly in Cheikh Hamidou Kane 1 s Ambiguou~ 

Adventure. 

1 - MORICEAU (Annie) et ROUCH (Alain)p Le Monde s'effondre~ de 
Chinua ACHEBE. Les Nouvelles Editions Africaines~ Fernand.,~Nathan 9 Dakar.,~ 
Paris. Coll. Une oeuvre=un auteur~ 1983~ p. 61. 
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J'ai seulement voulu dire que la possession 
de Dieu ne devait coûter aucune de ses chances 
à 1 Y homme. ( 1 ) 

In other wordsp can faith in God or aven in deities bring about 

a reconciliation between man and nature insofar as Igbo views 

are involved? My answer is affirmative to a certain extonto 

Is the deity subordinate to man's will? Is the con

trary possible? Isa compromise between faith and freedom 

probable without any loss from the two? The Igbo society we 

are dealing with may be roughly dated back from 1850 to 1921 but 

we are interested in the post=colonial religious practicec o It 

is not easy to define exactly each other 1 s placeo The pla~e of 

man and god is to be defined once for all to enable us to 
tf1JL. 

understand wha t is wha t among,''Igbos. Their reJ.igion does r..ot 

spring from nothing. It has followed a long process because it 

has been involved in the long period of human historyo It takes 

a long time to shape man's destiny. The Igbosireligion has the 

many aspects described previously.rigbos incline to give a soul 

to everything they see in their environment. They have an 

animistic view and heathen deities due to their agrarian acti

vi ties •. -~- -- .. 11 Evil Forest n, the "Oracle of the Caves and the 

Hills 11
9 Amadiora~ Eru 9 Ulu,. Ide.mili, Ani and Chukwu are the 

fruit of Igbo man's wisdom. Human religious history has given 

them right to a certain extent about Chukwu. There is a dialec

tical link between man's behaviour and faith. Fuerback 1 s thesis 

on religious faith is quite universal. 

Comment 1 1 homme pense 9 comment il est disposé 9 
voilà comment est son Dieu. La conscience de 
Dieu est la conscience que l'homme a de lui-m~me, 

1 - . KANE (Cheild1 Hamidou), 1 1..f\.venture Abiguëo Edit. Julliard, 
Colleçtion 10/18, Paris, 1961, p. 122. 
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la connaissance &e Dieu est la connaissance que 
l'homme a de lui-m~me. Par son Dieup tu connais 
l'homme~ et de nouveau par l'homme tu connais 
son Dieu o ( l) 

In this thesis of Fuerbachp one cannot only see Christianism 

but each religion be it monotheistic or polytheistico The main 

characteristics of the divine is the notions of transcendence 

and immanence. To sum up that word we can say that it describes 

the fact that God is in everything but He cannot be reduced to 

anythingo He is in and beyond everything. He is anywhere and 

nowhere because he has created everything but is not the sum of 

those things and beings. He is the known and the unknowable as 

Ezeulu would have said. Man happens to rebel against deities. 

The notion of deity is abstract. Primitive peoples use masks 

or statues to represent them. Men make deities after their own 

images. This anthropomorphism has given us many deities and many 

masks. There are deities who smile~ there are deities who weep~ 

there are ones who are angry~ there are ones who are indifferent 

or shouting orders like men among their fellowmen. The deities 1 

faces reflect most 1often the temperament of his worshippers. 

The deities stand for different sensibilities and worldviews. 

Deitiei are male or female. The supreme Gad is thought to bo 

infallible. 

Rel~gions deal with the forbiddan and the sacred 

notions of sin~ chastisement and sacrifice take their full 

meanings in that contexto Religions determine each social struc= 

ture because we will see in a further analysis that all 

religious principles are about aesthetics and ethics. A society 

without those two values will not survive. The spiritual 

1 ~, ROUSSEAU (Hervé):. Les Religions~ Je F.dit. ~ P.UoF. Collection 
Que sais-je? N° 9~ Paris 1965~ p. 1. 
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strength conditions the oor.esion of the community. Man being the 

microcosm and society the macrocosm their relationship with Gods 

shapes the human destiny. Primitive man is not yet a superman. 

He cannot do without deities. He has to take into account their 

relationship at any time of life. The innate anguish before death? 

this great unknown has given rise to the most curious interpreta= 

tian of human nature condition and origin. If man does not know 

himself he will not know deities and their respective place in 

the cosmos. 

Il est de la nature de l'homme de réfléchir 
son expérience~ de 1 1 interpréterp de la 
formuler. Les doctrines religieuses sont 
des interprétations plus ou moins claires~ 
plus ou moins compl~tesi plus ou moins 
adéquates 9 de cette donnée vécue fondamentale• 
Les formulations étant toujours opér6es à 
l'aide d'instruments mentaux (images 9 con
cepts) empruntés à la connaissance dG l'étant~ 
c'est=à-dire de 1 1 objet 9 il est inévitable 
qu'elles soient toujours d'une certaine façon 
inadéquates ~ le Mystère restera toujours 
rebelle à toute expression. (1) 

Everyman has experienced the mystery of birth and death. A ' 1 SOCJ.a.1.. 

philosophy has been built up on these two major advents to 

rationalize human destiny and fear but mystery remains mystery. 

Before those two absolutely unexplainable occurences in terms 

of human knowledge many argumen~, · ' - hav~1à.vanced. Why does 

death exist? How is the Hereafter? why life? Why death? 

Metaphysical questions have been partly and provisionally 

answered. Each society has given a comfortable explanation to 

i ts members. But who knows the Tru th the ulümate Truth ? Man is 

anguished. The primitive believers gave a reassuring view of the 

situation. The deities and the ancestors are the intercessors 

between the two worlds and they agree with the Igbo philosophy. 

1 - Les Religions~ op. cit.~ p. 15. 
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The Igbo8 believe in the imhlortality of the soul, in its pilgri

mage. Each religion has its system of explanations. The Igbo 

explain .the worshipping of the dead ancestors by the fact that 

when they are dead their spirits are still stronger and can mean 

harm if one does not give them sacrifices. They are strong 

enough to persecute the living. One has to pay attention to 

what they want. 

Il y a availleurs en général 9 pour les morts~ 
un don dYubiquité assez large. Ils vivent au 
séjour des morts~ mais aussi près de leurs 
autels ou de leur tombe~ ils se réincarnent et 
ils surveillent les vivants i ils peuvent les 
rappeler à eux et ainsi causer leur mort. (1) 

Okonkwo threatens his sons to visit their coumpounds and· to 

break their necks if they follow Nwoye 1 s example by deserting 

his ancestral shrine for the church. Okonkwo intends to carry 

out this threat after his own death. Birago Diop has said the 

dead are net dead. Life is a perpetual beginning or eternal 

beginnings. Life contains death and death contains life. There 

was death before life. The phenomenon of the~ in Jh1n_gs 

E_all APart explains pa.rtly such strange occurences. An Og'l?_~}n.i e 
' 

is s~id to be able to enter his or her mother 1 s womb to be barn 

as many times as he or she likes after he or she dies. Igbo 

rnedecine=men have a specific way to stop that devilish process 

of death and rebirth at will. Religion teaches us the beginning 

of everything and every creature except God in mono,= 

theistic religions. Traditional Igbo religion in its animisti.c 

aspect accepts deities as responsible for what may befall the 

members of society. If the gods fail to protect them they become 

unsubmissive and rebel against the divine power and authority. 

Igbo deities know birth and death. Men have made them so men can 

1 ~ DESCHAMPS (Hubert)~ 1es Religions de l 1Afrigue 1'}9ire~ Je Edit.~ 
1er trimestre 1965~ Collection P.U.F.~ Parisp p. 12. 
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unseat th~m. D~ities are subject to glory and downfall according 

to their own merit and capacity. The mood of their followers can 

be fatal to theme They are not absolutely infallible. They 
t/1 tft>i, 

are criticized. They have beginning andvend like everything in 

life. The Igbos transfer their feeling to the dei ties. Nothing is 

given once for all in matter of deitie~ power. Mortal men have 

mortal deities. 

Li est la source des conceptions dVun commencement 
ou de commencements successifs ~ gen~se des dieux 
(théogonie) P de l-1 univers (cosmogoni,::i) :1 de 1 1 homrne 
(anthropogonie)j et~ compl~mentairemant et symé
triquement~ d'une fin absolue de l'histoire 
(eschatologie) 9 le tout introduisant un sens dans 
1 1histoire cosmique. (1) 

The Igbes feel the existence of God in natural phenomena. But 

God is beyond the visible thing~. Man's mind can but restrict 

God 1 s dimension to his own. Anthropomorphism cannot apprehend 
~ 

the divine manifestation in lt'I- totality through nature but it 

may give us a narrow opinion of the divine presence and potency. 

God has the gift to make sacred everything he touches. The 

paradoxe is that the Osu~ the slaves of god instead of being 

holy are impure. 'rhe phenomenon of the Osu among the Igbos is 

informative in that sense. They are outcast because devoted to 

deities 1 services. No free=born human being dare marry them. 

The Osu are the astate of gods f~om generation to generation • 

. In the eyes of the members of the society they are dangerous. 

They do not take titles. They belong exclusively to deities. 

To be identifiable the Osu are compelled to benr long hair. They 

must not shave at any cost and have to marry between themselves. 

They are devoted to deities forever. Here lies a contradiction 

within the relationship between men and deities. The Osu who 

1 = Les Religion~~ op. cit. 9 p. 16. 
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ought to be closer to gods ts isolated and rejected 

but they are not saint-like beings contrary to the 

Thieloo When possessed by the Oracle of the 11 Hills and the 

Caves" she is transfigured and becomes someone alse in trance, 

a sort of an epileptic fito In daily life she is a normal and 

quiet woman selling goods at the market. When she is in trance 

she changes completelyo She interprets Agbala 1 s will among 

ordinary people. Agbala "the Oracle of the Bills and the Caves" 

can read the future. He can tell the will of departed ancestors 
he 

and/transmits a part of his power to Thielo whe~ he possesses 

her. Thielo has the same power than Ezeulu. Bath are sometimes 

half-man and half-spirit. Thielo happens ta be frightful 

specially during the night when she walks around the nine vil

lages with Ezinm~ on her back. 

But at that very moment Thielo 1 s voico rose 
again in her possessed chantingp and 3kwefi 
recoiled because there was no humanity thereo 
It was not the same Thielo who sat with her 
in the market and sometimes bought beQn-cakes 
for Ezinma 9 whom she called her daughter. 
(o •• ) 
Thielo was nota woman that night. (1) 

The mediators of the deities - here Thielo and Ezeulu - are more 

than mere human beings made of blood and flash. Ezeulu can see 

tomorrow according to his own words. Ezeulu 1 s role is to watch 

a natural phenomanon such as the rising new moon announcing the 

new year and the rural calendar. Natural phenomena are used also 

to tell and foresee tha future~ Matefi and Ugoyo 1 s behaviour when 

they see the new moon is revealing as far as superstitions are 

concerned. The position of the new moon is percGived as an 111= 

omen. In ancient Greek civilizationp people used to scrutinize 

1 - _!hings Fall Apartp op. citop po 75. 
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the natural phenomena to guess the gods 1 will. Relationship 

between man and god cannot be fathomed totally since it dates 

back from immemorial times. We eut into the past a trench of 

religious history on Igboland. 

Si la régularité des phénomines cosmiques est 
une .expression de l'ordre et de la satisfaction 
des dieux (les Romains y voyaient un signe de 
la pax deorum)~ les phénomènes a-normaux~ non 
conformes a cet ordre 1 bref extra-ordinaires 9 . 

indiquent un dérangement des bonnes rolations 
entre le divin et l'humain ~ catastrophesp · 
comètesp naissances tératologiques~ éclairsi 
prodiges 9 vols d'oiseaux etc.i ~ sont des 
signe~ intentionnels adressés à l 1 hommep indi-
quant qu I une faute a été commise i .- -1 la . 
divinationp a eu dans 1 1 Antiquité une importance 
que l'on peut difficilement se figurer. (1) 

The relationship between the Igbos and their deities ha.s many 

resemblances with that of the ancient Greek. Maybe both stem 

from the antique Egyptian myth of deities. The deities _have 

their counterparts elsewhere. 

Chukwu can stand for Zeus or Jupiter, Ani for Gaia~ 

Agbala 1 s possession of the priestess reminds us of "la Pythie 

de Delphes". The priests are usually chosen among the most 

versed people in customs and traditions. They must not be 

ordinary men. Ezeulu talks with spirits and deities. Each one 

of the four days in Igbo calendar stand for a spirit. They reply 

to Ezeulu 1 s questions by naming themselves and describing their 

specific capacity and prerogatives. They speak in a very mys

terious and awestricken-way. 

I said to him g Is it you Eke? 

He replied g 11 It is !p Ekej the One that ma.kas 
a strong man bite the earth with his teeth." 
(. • 0) 

1 = Les ReliRion~j op. cit.~ p. 21. 
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I said to him i I~ it you Oye across my path? 
He said i It is IP Oyep the One that began 
cooking before Another and so has more broken 
pots. 
( 0 0 0 ) 

I-.said g Is it you Afo? 
He said g It is IP Afop the great river that 
cannot be salted. 

I replied I am Ezeulup the hunchback more 
terrible than a leper. (1) 

After being attentive to the days' replies. Ezeulu giv~them 
/ . 

presents and they let him pass his way. The spiritual manifesta 

itself in the perception of the divine in each net of every 
the 

day life. Indeed/Igbosare very religious people. They cling 

for centuries to their ancestral beliefs and customs shaped 

by their faith in deities. In Things Fall Apart and Arro'v!....2i. 

Goà men and deities are now on good terms now have conflicting 

relationship because their respective prerogatives happen to 

be confused. _The conflict of competence may ruin both. Ezeulu 

rebels against Ulu and Okonkwo disobeys Ani the goddess of 

the earth and Agbala the "Oracle of the Caves and the Hills". 

The two main characters trespass the social custom. They defy 

deities and their setback i.s all the more bitter for 1t. 

Before undertaking something they ough-t. to be attentive to 

the deitiesî advice to avoid any clashes of interests. Rela

tionship between deities and men cannot suffer stubbornness 

and haughtiness. Okonkwo and Ezeulu go on their own ways. To 

survive in traditional society is to be a conformist to a 

certain extent. The man who rejects the social ties is condemned. 

Those who do not understand it are not fit to live. The decisions 

of deities and the community are irrevocable when some offences 

are completed. One must be careful to that divine dimension 

for not (_) misbehav/':9 Oko3:1kwo and Ezeulu are aware of tne fac+, 

1 ~ Arrow of God» op. cit.~ p. 71. 
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that deities never fight a battle of dishonour because thay 

must not be unfair. The deities and their priests must keep 

the community well=balanced. Men have,to conform their everyday 

life to the directive principles of the ancestral order bocause 

it is the only reference for the community if its members 

want to secure its cohesion and solidarity. The deitiest advice 

and warnings must be taken into account but not to be ignored. · 

Ezeulu ~ Okonkwo and Oedipe's· tragedy comas out from their :refu

sal to listen to the gods. 

Les Romains étaient particulièrement sensibles 
aux signes 9 et c 1 est en cela quYils pouvaient 
se prétendre "les plus religieux des hommes" ; 
leur religion était une "écoute attentive" du 
divin et aucun acte important n'était accompli 
sans qu 1 edt été sollicité l 1avis des dieux~ (1) 

the 
The dead ancestors of /Igbœ a.re most often old men. The· ol(ar 

they get the closer to deities they become. The ~orship of 

dead ancestors is comparable to that of deitics in primitive 

traditional religion in Igboland. 

( ••• ) an old man wastoo close to ancestors. 
A man 1 s life from birth to death was a series 
of transition rites which brought him nearer 
and nearer to his ancestors. (2) 

Heathen religions d_iffer from the monotheism such as Judaism~ 

Ghristianity and Islam. The three great revealed religions 

speak about one Almighty God who is the creator and provider 

o.f all living or dead creatures. He is Omniscient and Omn:ipotent 0 • 

He is the Lord of visible and invisible worlds. The whole urri= 

verse obeys him except Satan and his followers. Nothing is 

beyond his knowledge and power. These monotheistic religions 

~-~~--- -~-~--------------------~-----" 
1 = Les Religions 9 op. cit.~ p. 22. 

2 = Things Fall Apartp op. cit.~ p. 85. 
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have been the synthesis of a long process of heathen faitho Faith 

is not given once for allo It is a permanent request of the 

absolute which by definition is very difficult to grasp in its 

totali ty. All truth cè·ases to be true a t the moment when we make 

the best of ito 

Traditional societies do not go so far in their mystic 

researcho They explain religious phenomenon after their own 

standpoint which is necessarily limited due to their knowledge 

levelo Theigbos explain their polytheism by the fact that like 

man~ god_cannot fulfill his duty satisfactorily. Sometimes he 

need help 1 and sacrifices will do~ The explanation of deities 1 

. . 
existence is anthropomorphic. Man's weaknesshtransferred to god 

and both need help. Weak men have weak godso Tho minor deities 

play a secondary roleo Hierarchical society uses high-ranking and 

low=ranking gods •. The minor gods help Chukwu in the small works. 

The family father is helped at the field by his children tooo 
. . . { 

Great men do great things therefore great gods complete great 
the 

tasks. If Chukwu was alive among/Igbos as an actual persan he might 

have ta~en the wholo titleso The polytheists and the monothoists 

have the ~ame notion of god that is why Akunna and Mr Brown are 

not on the same wavelengtho 

You say that there is one supreme God who made 
heaven and earth~-said Akunna on one of 
Mr 'Brown I s visita. 1 We also be.liev.e in Him and 
call Him Chukwu~ He made all the worl~ and the 
other gods. ( 1) 

the -, 
As for/Igbos, Chukw~ stands for God~ Yahveh or Allah. The Igbo's 

r~ligion does not .c8incide wo~d.for word wit~,the rev~aled,reli-
, 

gions. The angels_ in monothe~,m fulfill their duties but the 

Almighty God 11 accord~ng to common religious men I s, sense, ean do 

---- --~-- -----~--------~----.;~ 

1 = .TIUngs Fall Apart~ op. cit.~ p. 126. 
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without them. He is self=reliant. 

For Chukwu that is not the case. The confrontation of 

two notions of God is informative. It explains tous how does 

the Igbo's mind differs from the Christian one in matter of reli= 

gion to·a certain extent. Neither Mr Brown nor Akunna has won in 

their discussion. When Mr Brown denounces the structure of the 

hierarchical Igbo deities~ AkunnaYs reply is accurate and persua

sive. He explains Igbo God 1 s status. 

Your Queen sends her messenger 9 the District 
Commissioner. He finds that he cannot do the 
work alone and so he appoints kotma (court 
messenger) to help him. It is the same with 
God~ or Chukwu. He appoints the smaller gods 
to help Him because His work is too great 
for one persan. (1) 

Akunna has not been to any school of the White1°1tut his argumen=· 

tation is sound and difficult to reject. African traditional 

values are a school of virtue where people are initiatqd 

to their ancestral wisdom. Knowledge cornes from observation and. 
The 

experimentati.ona/Igbos have observed for a long time and the 

.s-acri-fi.c-e j_s the experimentation however irrational it may seem~ 

this has helped them to survive for centuries. 

Christians teach us that God has made man after His 

own image. If that is true~ Akunna is not completely wrong 

despi te Mr Brown I s argumentation •.• 

You should not think of him as a personp 
said Mr Brown. It is because you do so that 
you. i:m.agine Ha -must. ne.e<l he.lp.ers. And the 
worst thing abouti~ that you give all the 
worship to the false gods you have created. (2) 

Mr Brown cannot make the necessary step to understand Akunna 

his friend. He is fenced in his Christian education. It is the 

1 - .1:'hings Fall Apnrt~ op. cit.P Po 127. 

2 - Idemp p. 127. 
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same for Akunna. Both are trapped by culture. The two men do not 

find a ground of understan1ing. Their respective relationship 

with God determine their attitude. One would say to each of them: 

"tell me about the God you worship and I shall tell you who you 

are and how you react to the environment 11 • Tho psychological 
the 

dimension of/individuals depends on their deep-seated feelings 

shaped by their religious faith. A widening gap separates the two 

friands in matter of religion. Akunna sticks to his ancestral 

heathen beliefs and justifies them accordingly. 

The fear 

That is not so. We make sacrifices to little 
gods~ but when they fail and there is no one 
else to turn to we go to Chukwu. It is right 
to do so. We approach a great man through his 
servants. But when his servm:its fail to help 
us 9 then we go to the last source of hope. 
We worry them more because we are afraid to 
worry their Master. Our fathers knew that 
Chukwu was Overlord and that is why many of 
them gave their children the name Chukwuka -
"Chukwu is Supreme". (1) 

the 
of God makes/Igboselaborate a whole system of values 

which can be compared to a "code de conduite 11
o There is a pact 

between man and god. Bath must not trespass it. 

Ani the goddess of the earth therefore of fecondit~ 

has punished Okonkwo because he has committed many mistakes by 

trespassing the divine law. First he has beaten one of his wife 

during the 11 Peace='\,foek 11 ~ second he has almost shot Ewefi deadll 

third he has partaken in the murdering of Ikemefuna who used to 

call him father despite Ezeudu 1 s advicep fourth he kills inadver= 

tenly the sixteen=year=old son of Ezeudu during the funeral dance 

of the last one. These acts are ill-Omened signa and to cleanse 

the earth and appease Anip Okonkwo is banished from his father

land for seven years. The consequences of those mistakes and 

------~-------------------~-----
1 - Things Fall "~ll op. cit.ll p. 127. 
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offences to gods will be fatal to our hero. His chi or personal 

god cannot help him. Okonkwo acts as if he were cursed. \\Jheœver-

,_ he says yes his chi so.ys no. The chi is an inner detorminisril: 

an alter ego of the main character. The personnal god happens 

to rebel against man. 

Chez les Ibo~ l'homme a un double qui porte 
son caractère et sa destinée. Chacun élève 
un autel à son double. (1) 

The 
,nEvil Forest II epi tomizes the Devil ~ Sa tan or Thanatos. /Igbos throW 

the twins alive there. The outcast are left there when they are 

dead because they are offences to Ani. Those who commit suicide 

like Okonkwo or suffer hydropic illness like Unoka his father 9 

.:......~ 
must be buried in /Evil Forest because their bodies are ".0 011ences 

to the earth which cannot receive them. The deities are now 

attractive now angry. They are female or male. In the ~ama way 

there are male Oc~u and female Ochu that is to say a sin made 

inadvertently is a female Ochu 9 the contrary is a male Ochuo 

Each kind of sin has its own way to be wiped out by perfoiming 

the appropriate rituals~ ceremonies or sacrifices required by 

the circumstances and the offended god. The nature of the sacri

fice is determined by the nature of the Ochu. Okonkwo who dreams 

of manliness has completed a female Ochu. He accuses his chi of 

being female. 

The Igbo8 are somewhat fatalistic. The deities rule the 

most important pact of their lives. They do nothing important 

without searching for the deities 1 faveur. They offer sacrifices 

to satisfy them and manage matters so well that everything they 

undertake may be fruitful because of the deities' consent. There 

------·------.·------·----------~,=~-~-~-~~ 
1 ~ Les Grandes Religions de 1 1Afrigue Noire~ op. cit.~ po 100 
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is a hierarchy of gods and sacrificeso Deities~ Ikenga and an= 

castors need sacrifice. Sometimes human blood is ordered. Sorne 

sacrifices may be performed by-the head of the family. But when 

the supreme God is involved the priest must stand up to porform 

his duty as a qualified Godis servant and mediatoro In Arrow of 

God Ulu is the most important elected God. Ezoulu his chief= 

priestp at a given moment has confused willingly the two roleso 

He does not seem to know if he has to be an intermediary between 

Umuaro and Ulu or not. So he happens to ~de with Ulu against 

Umuaro or to side with Umuaro against Ulu. Back from his exile 

at Okperi he betrays both sida and manipulates deities and men 

to complote his revenge because he has been inpri~oned without 

Umuaro 1 s paying visit to him as for Ulu 1 s pricst. Who dishonours 

Ulu dishonours him. So he fancies he is the whip with ~hich Ulu 

flogs his flock. Ezeulu calls himself the arrow of god. And 

Umuaro people are his victims. Man and God 1 s clash tells on 

communal life. Then the relationship between men and deities 

may be very difficult to define if one does not contemplata · 

providi~for all contingencies. Ulu comas to power because the 

villagers decide so to protect themselves against the Abaroe 

warriors who used to enslave them. Therefore a god must be 

useful if not woe betides him. Umuaro once unseated a god when 

he was thought to be-incapable to do his duty. The election of 

a god is a matter of consensus among men and mGdecine=men. Nwaka 

does not hesitate to defy gods when he feels that his own perso

nal interest is threatened. 

And we have al1 heard how the people of Aninta 
dealt with their deity when he failGd them. 
Did they not carry him to the boundaTy between 
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the~ :and their neighbours and set ~ire 
on him" ( 1) 

The pact between man and dei ty is tha t of mutua.l h'eJ.:pr a~ci.. t,~.s.:pe'ct r 
,"/. 

•.love and fear~ attraction and rejectionp submission and rebel

lion. If one betrays the other he has to pay for it. Man being 

supposed the weakest must offer sacrifices to assure his 

protection instead of his destruction. People apply their moral 

principles to their deities since they are the outcome of 

religious scruplas The notions of good and 0vil are highl.i t 

by human condition here and now because sometimes deities 

are distant 9 deaf and dumb to m,nîs need when they are not 

satisf'.ied by sacrifices. They react sooner or later to man I s offe:n= 

ces like the Puritan angry God. God has as many faces as man haso 

God and man have more than one resemblance açcording to Igbo 

mentality. It is rumoured in certain countries that in imme

morial times poth lived together,on earth .but due to man's 
' ': . . 

fault the deitf left the sinful earth and went up to the sky. · 

At least ~ariy trad{tionàl b~~on leg~nds said s6. Thi h~à~~ai 

tradi tionBl Pifrican p'riests· think 'so • 

In monotheism conception Adam and Eve have been chased 

away from Heaven by God because they had eaten the forbidden 

apple-fruit urged by Satan. They left the Eden Garden for the 

~irth. Adam and Eve 1 s downfall is ignored by many tradi~ional 
.. '. . . 
religions. The notion of redemption may be assimilated to that 

·, 
of the sacrifice to placa~e deities. 

D 1 '"t" . ·t· t· " ., 1 t .. ans es. socie e pr1,m1 1 ves II o_n !3S :::.me g~nera ~men 
~u 1 après urie p,riode· par~diiiaque oa les ho~mes 
vivaient avec les, dieux~ ceux-ci en raison d 1 uno 

· faute' co·mini's·e ·par.' les homme 1 a.bançionnèrent· la 
Terre~ mais ~près avoir enseign, ~ux hommes les 
. ' . . . . ... 

J ~ ~ow of Goé\_~ op. cit. ~ Po 28. 
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rite.si ,·propres à leur' -permettre _de commun:î.quer 
avêc·-Lëùx~ _de _.même souvent (sic-) que les arts 

· et. l_e.s. l.<;>J~ o ·. 

De-puis }es -p..o,mmes agisàfnt .1.1cpmm.e 1 v on·t fait 
. les · ancetre.s 11 . qui. eux-memes faisaient · comme . 

. 'le ~-fir~1t:t .. le.:s di.e.u?C ~11 p·our la pre·~~ère fois II o __ ,,.(1_)_ _ 

One .d.o.es .:.r'ind deiJ,_:i_eJ3 <am.ong /f g'50s 'in ··one of their· yam fe·s·ti val. 
~~ .. -.. .. ~ . _:_ - . .... ... .. . - .. - ~ -- . ~':.. ~-= .. ..:-,;..;. .. ~, . .,, . .,:. ... _ 

God · and ·me.ri are .th,e;.n. gi:ven ·at1 op-por't'ùni ty t·o ·meet at specific 
·,.. . . ·-... ... . --· . . ... 

' ,.,-.... -- .:..·.--·--.~- ·-; .. __ -. . .. - -- : ....... ·- ,-:-~- - .-

period or' time the. pri.est èounts Üîè rti.inîbe:r of Umuaro inhabi tante .. , 
~-. . . - -•. --.:, .!.....--r :..:- .. 

- .__ ~--· - > ,. -· ·- -
Every grown man come.s and pùtà· a yatn' o:à a h~npo So the riumher o:f 

·-~~--.:_.--.- .... ._,.__.__ '· -----·· .. · . 

yams equals tha t of the persoris in tliÊ{ conîm\Înity., If there _is an 

increasing n1,1.1!1_b9r-. p;eop1e .. arè-- gra:të'ful to,. Ulu. If the number has 
.. .' .• - ,-.·:. :._.r...... - •. 

declined . co1:1.1J?.;i:a;t:ively t·o -the prev':ibûs 'year. a sacrifice to pla= 
~.' .. , .. ,. ·- .... 

catE? the _godJs_._was_ orderedij·-Thi:s festival is characteristic in th·3 

sense tllat i t, _ga.ther.s· ·,me.n·-an'd·';d-êitie·s·o Tlie festival is ,then moro 
.. 1 ·: • '• • •' ';" 'I ,•• • 1~' • •• • 

th.w: a .m~re.s.OCCasion· · to. know-fhe ·:nuinb~Ù~ of ·umua;~ .inha. bi tants. It 
·'..,...... ..... . _ _.~ ,. . ~ . ~ . - - . 

is a. c-er-e~_o?J,y _ deyo·ted .to· minor ·· gods · too. 
·-.:~ ·._:... . ·-;,. ' . . . ~ 

' . ' 

If the feastival meant·no more. than this it would 
.. still be the most impor~ant cer~mony in Umuaro. · 

But it,was also-the day fo~ all the mindr deities 
in the six villagei ~hd did not have their own 
special.·feasts. 

(. O'O) 

The festival;thus bro~ght g6ds-~nd men tog~ther in 
one crowdo It was· · the only< assembly in Umùaro :Î.n 
which,a man might look to his right and fihd his 
neighbour and look to his left.,and see a g6d 
standing there ·- perhaps Agwri ~hose mother also 
gave birth·to madrieis·or N~ene~ owner of a 
stre~mo (2) · ; 

Man has alway,s carved dei ties to gi ve a shape to the sacred. Trd .. s 

helps him to set his mind at r~st be~ause·a world without God 

is anguishin[?;o l\.g;rarian civilizations·have elaborated a reli= 
', "·, 

• • i 

gious syncret,ism to explain the mysteries of life. Chukwu the 

1 - Les Religions 9 op. cit. P p .. 23. 

2 - Arrow of Godp op. cit.~ p. 202~ 
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Igbo's supreme Gad lives in the heaveno He is too distanto The 

miner jbds 1 statues supersede him in daily life insofar as 

there is no state of emergency that other deities cannot 

master. This founds Igbo vision. 

On a pu dire que "les grandes religions" antiques 
sont apparues lorsque la figure de l 1 Etre suprême 
céleste s~est effacée au profit de divinitis inf&
rieures plus proches de l 1 homme·et de ses aspira= 
tionsp et plus actives. Les mythes les plus riches 
et les plus dramatiquesp les plus rituels 1 les 
plus complexes 9 se rencontrent dans les·cultures 
qui ont dépassé le stade de la cueillette et de 
la chasse·pour s'adonner à l 1 agriculture~ et oà 
1 1 Etre suprême est soit absent soit amalgamé à 
d'autres figures divines. (1) 

Ani'is the goddess of the earth therefore she provides people 

with yam~the main Igbo food. Yams are very important and aven 

sacred when Ezeulu 1 s duty has something td do with that plant. 

It has a functional use in the counting of the new moon. Eating 

a sacred yam before the time is eating death according to Ezeulu. 

Ani who give~ foodp gives life too because thore is no life 

without food. The link between that goddess and man is there= 
The 

fore unbreakable ·/ IgboSl are peasants. The land is more than a 

who 
factor of production. It is revered like the ancestors faro 

buried in. Many wars are caused by the dispute over a land. 

Okperi and Umuaro have fought each other because of a lot of 

land. In Umuofia a man has been imprisoned because of his quarre~ 

with ·nis neighbour who corrupted the white man 1 s interpre"ters. 

The land is a means of wealth and a goddess v~hose anger is 

feared in Igbolanù. 

When he (Aneto) killed Oduche in the fight over 
the land he fled to Aninta to escape the wrath 
of the earth. (2) 

1 - Les ReligionSp opo cit.p p. 33 

2 ~ Things Fall Apart~ op. cit.~ p. 125. 
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In Igboland man may be a peasant~ a warrior~ a medecine=man9 a 

priest o_r a tradero We may affirm that God 1 s function determines 

man's profession too. The contrary is also true. There is a 

phenomenon of projection. Deities can make or mar man. Faith has 

a sociological meaning which tells on the social structure and 

values that shape human being 1 s behaviour and deeds in daily life. 

1 Le monde divin reflite souvent l 1 état actuel et 
parfois passé, de la société.' 
On a vu~ iue chez les Inde-Européens le panthAon 
est divise en trois classes~ comme la soci,té 
humaine est diyisée en prêtres~ administrateurs~ 
guerriers et a~ric~lteurs=artisans. (1) 

The yearly rituals the p~i ·ests perform are the imitation of a 

godly deed. They are performed in remembrance of the god or to 

express people 1 s gratitude for deities 1 gift to mankind 9 to a 

clan or tri be. Igbo people cQmplete regularly I'ituals and ceremo=· 

nies with pomp to renew the year. These events are expected 

cheerfully because they are the re-enactement~ the renewal of the 

pact that binds men and deities or ancestorso Igbo ceremonies and 

rituals are meaningfu1 and useful. 

Man remains where god appoints him insofar as their 

respective interests a:rte mingled. The deity is a force which 

triumphs over chaos so he ia a cosmic strength which deserves to 

be worshipped and honoured. Without divine help life should be 

chaotic and unbearable amongjfgb~. The beliefs keep Igbo society 

well~balanced spiritually speaking. God is a refuge, a spiritual 

refuge for human beingso 

( ••• ) en eff~t le~forcœ d'opposition ne sont 
jamais total.ment anéanties~ et le cosmos 
ordonné est f.oujours sous la menace d'une 
rechute dans le claos ; l 1 ordre est instable 
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et il faut périodiquement réassurer sa soliditéo 
La victoire du dieu doit être réactualisée 
périodiquement au moyen d 9une repetition rituelle 
annuelle~ durant la grande fête de liannée 
nouvelleo (1) · 

To tame Nature man needs Godis help. Bath are fundamental for 

the group survival. Deities are jealous and easily offended. ·They 

are tyrannical and do not accept willingly to be abandoned for 

their rivals. Ulu and Idemili 9 s animosity originates from the 

fact that Ulu has dethroned him. This feeling tells on their 

respective priests and worshippers. Therefore Umuaro is divided 

into two rival groupa by a mystic and moral dilemma. The opi

nions about the two deities are clear eut. The traditional clan 

which ought to stick faithfully to Ulu does not know which way 
the 

to turn. The crack of faith is visible among/Igb~ because man 

and god 9 s relationship is questio~ned. Each individual has to 

choose with whom to side. Dithering is not allowed sois atheism. 

Faith is like a double edged knife. It orders the individual 9 s 

daily.life. Tperefore a faithless man cannot be conceived in 

Igbo society. Faith buttresses law~ custom and moral principles. 

Whenever they are questio~JJ11_ed in the community one may expect 

i ts next disruption and destruction wi thout any doubt II for,~gheg 

need to believe in some values in which they must stick to 

firmly to survive and make life bearable and meaningful. Ulu 

has religious and social function. His ruin is that of the 

community. 

Dans certaines sociétés africainesi en Mésopotamie, 
le roi était considéré comme sacr6 ou divin 9 

comme disposant des pouvoirs religieuxp ce pourquoi 
il était tenu pour responsable du bien être social. 
( 1 ) 

--- ··----------·----------~---------=-
1 - Les Religions? op. cit., p. 60. 

2,- Idem1 p. 114. 
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Different deities may lead to different societieso But gods can 

be complementary in Igbo mind like Chukwu and the minor goda or 

having conflicting relation like Idemili and Uluo To avoid such 
tœ 

likely conflict between de.i ties /Igbts have chosen Chukwu in Umuofia. 

Chukwu i s power over other dei ties is not questio1. ned contrary to 

Ulu's& Two religious Igbo groupa have two visions of Goda This 

affects their social structure and conditions the nature of their 

downfallo The paradox is that Umuaro and Umuofia's failure is the 

outcome of their refusal to take into account their deities 
are concerned 

warnings as far as the main characterff. I mean Okonkwo and 

Ezeulu .. .. · Okonkwo has betrayed Ani and Ezeulu has 

done so to Ulu. Things Fall Apart maybe entitled 11 Arrow of God 

rno Indeed Okonkwo has paid for.being the most prominent figure 

of conformism. He is a "faithful rebel 11 • He is fa.ithful to the 

customs even if he sometimes trespasses themo He haa been a 

martyr. Common fai th should lead to the same destiny but tho _ .. Igbos 

reject their relationship with deities and lose their strength. 

They believe in themselves as a strong community apt to 

survive for its faith no more. 

Dans (certains) groupes socio-religieuxp les 
rapports entre l'homme et les dieux sont 
absolument cohêrents avec les rapports de 
l'individu et de la sociétéo L'impiété est 
un crime social 5 parce ~u'elle sape les 
fondements de la sociéte: même dans une 
culture aussi avancée que la Grèce~ Socrate 
en fit l'expérienceo (1) 

The relation~hip ~etween deities and men determine their 

respective social sta tus among the :tgbes. 

1 - J,es Religionsp opo citop po 1150 
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PART TWO 
=============== 

C H A P T E R 0 N E 

THE ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE LIFE 

OF THE COMMUN'ITY 

.. :; 
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IN Igbo community the first truth is that the indi= 

vidual does not belong totally to himself but to the different 

levels of the communityo The individual lives at least in a 

family who belongs to a clano The right of the individual as 

such exists but is subordinate to his degree of submission to 

the authority of the commuui ty o The Igbo man belongs first to his 

fatherland in normal circumstances. His motherland comes after. 

From birth = and even before - to death and even 

beyond the Igbo man as an individual belongs to his comrnunity. 

He is born within the societyw grows up in an organized group~ 

marries within the groupo When he dies he is buried among the 

ancestors if he has led a normal lifeo The individual's first 

duty toward his community is to conform to the established order. 

Ezeudu's funeral oration is revealing in that respect. 

Ezeudu i he called in his guttural voice. If you 
had been poor in your last life I would have .asked 
you to be rich when you come again. But you ~~re 
rich. If you had been a coward~ I would have asked 
you to bring courage. But you were a fearless war~ 
rior. If you had died young~ I would have asked you 
to get life. But you lived long. So I shall ask 
you to corne again the way you came beforeo If your 
death was the death of nature~ go in .peace. But if 
a man caused it~ do not allow him a m6ment 1 s rest. 
He danced a few more steps and went away. (1) 

Every step in life has a special meaning. Children are gradually 

initiated to the ancestral wisdom. Nature is their first sèhool~ 

then society. The young Afriean boys have their first contact 

with farming activities. The round of seasons with the ceremonies 

and rituals which accompany it teaches them a lot of things. The 

1 - Things Fall A-part~ op. cit.~ p. 8~. 
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.. 
grown upsp particularly the.elders 1 help them to read through 

natural phenomena around them and to explain some natural laws. 

and regulations. Such an informal education facilitates their 

next social integration. After a severe initiation the Igboi 

children belong to an age~group which is composed of the children 

of the same age that is to say of the same generation if that 

word can be applied to such a case. 

Liée à la naturep la vie individuelle l'est plus 
particulièrement au groupe social. La participa= 
tion au groupe dépasse la naissance et la mort. 
Les ancltres sont les maitres des vivants~ les 
conservateurs du droit et de la rnoralei punis= 
seurs mais aussi bienfaiteurso (1) 

The village or the group of villages is the socio-cultural 

background of the Igbo~community. Anozie O. Sunday speaks of 

the Igbo village as a 11 unité totémique~ idéologique et reli= 

gieuse"2 • Achebe has chosen a representative item of the Igbœ/ 

community. The setting of his two novels we are dealing with is 

about Umuaro (six villages) and Umuofia (nine villages). 

All told we have fjdJ teen Igbo villages. The names of 

the two oommunities have a common root which is meaningful g 

"Umu" means "son of" in Igbo. Therefore there exists a stro~g 

socio-affective link between the members of each respective 

community. The solution of the conflicts and clash interests 

must be found democratically within the community and nowhere 

else. The individualisa link in a chain~ between his family 

and his society. The individual 2 s role in the village varies 

according to his sex~ age~ personal value and caste. 

1 = Les Reli_g_ions de lYAfrigùe Noire~ op. cit.~ p. 69-70 • 

. 2 ~ Anozie O. SUNDAYP Sociologie du roman africain. ColL Tiers Monde et 
développement. &lit. Aubier Montaigne 13~ Quai de Tonte. Paris VIe~ p. 93. 
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1vancienneté~ le sexe~ parfois la caste règlent 
exactement la place dans la société. (1) 

The assembly of the elders sees to the strict respect of the 

older ordero They meet to discuss any matter which may interest 

the survival and cohesion of the communityo The conflicts 

paradoxically reveal how the social structure works. The social 

crisis is revealing. The virtual disruptive forces within the 

communi ty may oppose families ~ husband.s and wi ves P different 

members of a communityp different communities or even an indi= 

vidual to his group. Many points of possible cracks do exist 

among Igbo people. 

D1une façon paradoxale on peut dire que la 
conscience collective~ le sentiment d 9appartenance 
à un groupe précis est le plus renforcé là où il y 
a la plus grande accentuation ou articulation des 
conflits sociaux~ car au~delà de cos conflits? il 
y a d'autres forces primordiales d'unité et d 1 iden
tit, commune. (2) 

The indi vidual is not alone. He has a friand who advises; war:µs 

or flatters him. We will make an analysis of three flat charac

ters to focus on the mutual help. Obierikai Akuebue and Obika. 

Achebe has a way of his own to deal with friendship. 

Friendship is a universal theme and really exists. Achebe 1 s 

fiction is a realistic one. A friend in the common sense is 

someone who sympathizes with us in our gloomy days and rejoices 

with us also in our happy days. He is expected to speak tous 

in a friendly manner and frankly. Obierika is a truly Okonkwo's 

friand. Whenever Okonkwo has troubles he is ready to help him 

to overcome them. He happens to disapprove the hero's actionstoo 

1 = Les Religions de l'Afrique Noirep op. cit.~ p. 20. 

2 ~ Sociologie du_roman africain~ op. cit.~ po 91. 
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After the murder of Ikemefuna~ crestfallenp Okonkwo makes up his 

mind and pays a visit to his faithful friend Obierika to judge 

his reaction about the act he has committedo Okonkwo 1 s guilt= 

ridden conscience urges him to confide his secret to his friend 

but be is nota man to tell anybody what troubles his mindo He 

is aware of his torturing secret and he wants to see cleàrer in 

himselfo This costs him too much because be is proud and haughty. 

He has suffered from trauma in his cbildhood andcannotj'et rid of 

it despite his persistent efforts in the eyes of his clansmeno 

Instead of talking about the very matter wbicb brings him to 

Obierika 1 s home~ he begins with Nwoye 9 s female behaviour. He 

tells Obierika that his hopes are shattered by Nwoyers laziness 

and carelessness. The good friand replies to calm him down and 

advises him to be patient with his son. 

- You worry yourself for nothingp said Obierika. 
= The children are still very young. (1) 

The friendship is a recurrent theme in Achebe's two novels. He 

uses that common theme to make us see deeper in his characters' 

inner individual motivation to act in such direction rather than 

in the other. Okonkwo and Obierika's talking reveals tous a hint 

of hereditary signs within a specific family» that of the haro. 

Each individual has a genotype. Ezeulu inherits his mother 1 s 

madness and Nwoye his grandfather 1 s laziness. For Achebe it 

seems tha t the indi vidual as such does not exist anywh,e.r,:e:,~ tha t 

man is determined by his socio-economical background. Obi 1 s 

return from England llk."lkes one member of the audience say revealing 

sentences. 

1 = Things Fall Ap,~rt~ op. cit. 9 p. 46. 
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I tell you this is Okonkwo. As it was in the 
beginning soit Will be in the end. That is 
what your religion tells us. (1) 

Nwoye too has inherited a lot from his ancestor Unoka. The two 

friends are aware of it. There is no denying it. But out of 

respect for the late Unokap Obierika does not mention his name. 

Unoka is Okonkwo's father who stands for failure in the eyes of 

his manly son. Okonkwo fears that name which haunts him night 

and day. The atmosphere they are in is filled with the dead 

man's ghost but decency prevents both of them f':..:·om the abhorred 

remembrance of a man who epitomizes downfall aud abomination. 

Unoka is more alive than the two friends want to readily admit. 

Okonkwo makes a long discourse upon Nwoye's effeminate behaviour. 

Nwoye as an independent being does not exist. He must shape his 

life according to his father 1 s manly principles. 

Nwoye is old enough to impregnate a woman. Athis 
age I was already fending for myself. Noi my friend? 
he is not too young. A chick that will grow into a 
cock can be spotted the very day it hatches. I have 
done my best to make Nwoye grow into a man 1 but 
there is too much of his mother in him. 
= Too much of his grandfather, Obierika thought~ but 
he did not say it. The same thought also came to 
Okonkwo's mind. But he had long learnt how to lay 
that ghost. Whenever the thought of his father 1 s 
w~akness and failure troubled him he expelled it 
by thinking about bis own strength and success. And 
so he did now. His mind went to his latest show of 
manliness. ( 2) 

One would s~y that Okonkwo is hesitating to tackle the gist of 

the matter for which he has corne to see Obierika. He intends to 

lrnow what Obierika thinks about what he himself considers as an 

evidence of manliness. Obierika condemns Okonkwo 1 s attitudG as 

1 = ACHEBE (Chinua.)~ No Longer At Fa.sep Heinemann Ltdp London 1963~ p.49. 

2 = Things Fall Apart~ op. cit.p p. 46. 
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far as Ikemefuna's murder is concerned. 

He condemns OkonkwoVs partaking in the judicial crime. 

He warns him of a possible retaliation from the offended goddess 

Anio The individmal 1 sdeeds must be in accordance with divine law 

and customs. ObierikaYs words are prophetic. Things hurried up 

quicker than expectedo We used to say the best way to defend 
,) 

O'>'LIYt,.self is to attack. It is a tactic as old as the world. So 

Okonkwo accuses Obierika of being afraid of blood. This one 1 s 

answer is prompt a11d firm o He tells him wha t may corne out of such 

an abominable a.et. Obierika sa.ys to him that he wi.ll not k:ill bis own son 

coldly by bis own bands if Ani had enacted such a law. 

You know very well 1 Okonkwo~ that I am not afraid 
of bloo~ 7 and if anyone tells you that I am~ he 
is telling a lie. And let me tell you one. thing~ 
my friend. If I were you I rrould have stayèd at 
home. !ih§._t you have done will ilot please the Eart11 • 
.Lt is the ki nd of action for ·which thQ.. goddess 
![ipes ~hole familie·s. (_! hnderline) ( 1) 

Okonkwo does not filind what his friand has just told himo He 

pretends to know how the goddess has to behave in such a case. 

He almost dictates her his own worldview. Let us not forget 

that haughtiness has ruined many men. Despite placating the 

earth, Okonkwo seems to rejoice in what he has done to Ike~efuna. 

Now killing that one i~killing Okonkwo too because the murderer 

used to project himself in Ikemefuna whom he secretly admires 

due to his beneficial influence on Nwoye as far as manliness is 

concerned. Ikemefuna has everything that lacks to Nwoye. Okonkwo 1 s 

life is ruled by manliness. Killing Ikemefuna is killing the 
I 

1 - Things Fall A1J~.1~ op. ci t. ~ p. 46. 
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ideal for which Okonkwo lives. Condemning Ikemefuna to death is 

condemning Okonkwo too. The latter shouid not ruin his own hope 

to see Nwoye become more virile. The assassination of the boy 

foretells that of the hero since things are taking plac~ within 

a vicious circle because 

As it was in the beginning soit Will be in 

the end. ( 1) 

Sorne individuals in Achebe 1 s navels move on a boggy gtound. Each 

individual 1 s act weaves more his destiny. The judicial murder of 

Ikemefuna should not remain unpunished. Deities are not so 

pitiless before such wickedness and trespass of the traditional 

customs by Okonkwo who has gone too far in his zeal. 

In fact no law or custom compells him to share the 

crime in the heartless manner he has shown. His action is revol

ting and disgusting. He acts willingly to satisfy his ego and 

under the impulse of fear but refuses to admit it in front of 

Obierika who condernns him harshly. Obierika .ru,,/Mr.,~ ;t.0 4-/.1:,1)()1,,;€., 

his friend 1 s ignominous actions~ 

~· The Earth cannot punish me for obeying her 
messenger 1 Okonkwo said. 

- A child 1 s fingers are not scalded by a piece of 
hot yam which its mother puts into its palm. 

- That is true~ Obierika agreed. But if the oracle 
said that my son should be killed I would neither. 
dispute it nor be the one to doit. 

Obierika 1 s attitude is wise. The difference between the two men 

is that Obierika is a thoughtful persan while Okonkwo is a self 

-made man with all the possible deficiencies. Okonkwo respects 

Ani's will as long as his dignity is not at stake. Obierika is 

1 ~ No Longer At Et.se~ op. cit.~ p. 49. 
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an intellectual5) a humane being who questions thG customs in a 

positive sense up to a certain extento He meets our moral 

standards and quite understands what is to be done in certain 

circumstanceso He knows what is forbidden and what is noto He 

epitomizesp like Ezeulu~ the sense of compromise but the first 

does it without a surrender of bis principles. 

Igbo society can be flexible in its approach to the 

godis demanda Okonkwo does not have the fineness of mind to 

acknowledge the limit of his power as an individualo He ought 

to know that in Igbo community in a certain extent 1 

Le conformisme est total et les excès individuels 
condamnés d 1 avanceo (1) 

The tragic individuals wear blinders at a given moment~ of their 

liveso To highlight the friendship phenomenon Achebe analy~es 

the relationship between the heroes and their friendso 

Obierika and Akuebue are the spokesmen of the readers 

or the writer. They sound the main characters' thoughts for uso 

Akuebue is the known Ezeulu's only friend who can advise and 

interrogate him everyday. Their talking about the land dispute 

or about Obika 1 s being beaten reveals us that the priest is not 

as harsh as he used to be when he faces someone who gainsays him. 

Ezeulu 1 s behaviour is a calculated one because he is powerless 

before Wrighto Ezeulu is aware of the white man's superiority 

in war. He is realistic where h~ feels his powerlessnesso Ezeulu 

is conscious of the birth of a new world for a neu order he does 

not control and which threatens his real authority ov~r the 

community. That is why he'keeps quietj The white man is living 

at Okperi with his soldiers not far away from Umuaroo 

1 - Les Religions·de l'Afrique Noire? op. cit. 9 p. 17. 
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My friend 9 let ~s talk about other ihings. There 
was a time when a happening such as this would 
have given me a·faver but that time has passed. 
Nothing is anything tome any more. (1) 

Akuebue has come to make inquiries about the reasons why Obika 

has been so vildly beaten. Ezeulu is ill at eas0 to explain his 

indifference on this very event. He accuses his son of behaving 

badly be~ause he was drunk when he left for the collective 

works. In a friendly way Ezeulu explains his own behaviour to 

Akuebue. According io the priest his unsubmissive and turbulent 

son deserves his misfortune. 

That is why a stranger can whip a son of mine and 
go unscathed, because my son has nailed up his 
ear against my words. Were it net so that stranger 
would already have learnt what it was to cross 
Ezeulu. ( ••• ) (2) 

It is dangerous when a father of the family refuses to protect 

a member of his household. This behaviour is in contradiction 

with Igbo traditional value. His reasons are not good enough to 

account for his behaviour. It discloses Ezeulu's ill-hidden 

motivation. He fears to fight against the road superviser. 

By this passive attitude he acknowledges his weakness. 

Ezeulu can~pt consent to be humiliated by an eventual 

defeat when facing the White 1 s powero So he systematically refu

ses to make any further investigations about Obierika 1 s caseo 

Obika 1 s humiliation should be that of his own father who ought 

to be his protector whatever the cost may be. Ezeulu answers 

curtly Akuebue who attempts to know who hits the first between 

1 ~ Arrow of God? op. cit.~ po 94. 

2 = .Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p. 95. 
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Wright and Obika since i t is .::ri.i.mour.ed that Wrigh:t,,, ~as f~Qgged 

the first in a fit of angèr_ bi3cause ·:the· na ti v:es ·v!ere making too 

much noise. Obika has aped.him:~~o~ Thii a~fair reieals the 

dissension within EzeuluYs compound. Edogo who was not asked 

to speak interferes and tondemns his father 1 s laxism. Edogo 

sides openly with Akuebue and sejzes this opportunity to dis= 

parage his father. In that respect his attitude is condemnable. 

He must respect his father even if this one makes mistakes. 

This conduct is not allowed because it is at odds with the 

customs. An individual ought not to trespass the old people 1 s 

right. It is a sapred ancestral law. 

He (Obika) went out with Ofoedu. He went out 
because our father did not·ask him what happens 
before blaming him. (1) 

Akuebue senses that Ezeulu is now on a sticky situation because 

of Edogo's harsh words. He tries to cheer him up and make him 

forget what Edogo~ his first son, has just said about his 

father' s behaviour. Akue·bue defends his friend as one may expect 

= This is what I tell my own children 1 said Akuebue 
to Edogo and the two boyso I tell them that a man. 
always has more sense than his childrén. It was 
clear he said this to mollifi Ezeulu; but at the 
same time it was clear he spoke th~ truth. Those 
of you who think they are wiser than their fathe~ 
forget that it is from à manws own stock of;sense 
that ho gives out to hissons. That is why a boy 
who tries to wrestle with his fathor gets blinded 
by the old man's to~n-cloth. (2) 

The allusioa.1 is clear enough for Edogo to- unèl.erstand Akuebue haE 

accurately expressed the gap of generations. He evokes the 

elders' right which is so valuable in Igbo traditions. This 

1 - Arrow of God» op. cit.» p. 99. 

2 - Ibidem. 
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incipient conflict between the youngstets and the elders 9 and 

~etween the age-g~oups themselves i~ a sm~ll or&ck in the s0cia: 

strncttite till now. The eldeis 1 ex~etience of l~.fe gives th~m ~h0 

right ta iule the comrnuniiy as Akuebtie put~ ii so aptly. He suros 

• .J. 
J.l, up. 

You forgot that a woman wh6 began cooking betore 
another Bust have more btoken ütensils. (1) 

Akuebtie is realisiic and objecii~e when he attempt~ to scilve the 

~onflicts in Ezeûluvs coumpound. Indeed there arc perpetual and 

latent conflicts inthe Chief-Priest houseo Akuebue'a word~ a~~ 

n~t biased. He even admits the right to have a different opinion 

f:rom one another in a grea t family. This is a s-:·.:pplemento.ry 

ovidetice ~f the democratic aspect in the communal Igbo l~fe to 

a certain extent. After talking to the children Akuebue facos 

Ezeulu too and tells him what he thinks about his way to ru~e 

his coumpound. Friendship in Achebe's two novels is nota mere 

makeshift. It is always used on purpose. Friendship is used to 

tuttress an opinion. The friands are the alter-egoes of the heroee. 

They piripoint the writer's view. Akuebue is critical a, far as 

Ezeulu's attittide is concerned. 

-Akuebue wheeled round on his buttocks arid faced 
Ezulu. It is the pride of Umuaro, ha said~ that · 
we never see one party as right and the other 
wrong. I have spoken to the children and I shall 
not be afraid to speak to you. I think you are 
toc hard on Obika. Apart from your hi~h position 
as Chief-Priest you are also blessed uith a great 
coumpound. But in all great coumpounds there must 
be peopl0 of all minds - soma goodj some bad~ 
some fearless and soma cowardly; those who bring 

.. - ----. -----

1 = gsow of God~ op .. cit., p. 100. 
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in wealth and those who scatter it~ those who 
give good advice and those who only speak the 
words of palm wineo That is why we say that 
whatever tune you play in the coumpound of a 
great man there is always some to dance it. I 
salute you. ( 1) 

The role of the individual within the family is to maintain 

its cohesion. To perform his duty» the individual must know 

his rights toc. Ezeulu 1 s household - the wives as well as the 

children - suspects him of being partial. Such an accusation 

is heavy of consequences in a polygamous man's house. Ezeulu 

is in an awkward position because he does not accept to b,s 

_gainsaid. When the Messenger visits his house Akuebue prevents 

Obika from fighting against him. Akuebue speaks sweetly to the 

Messenger to assuage his anger and gives him bribery to calm 

him downo 

ObiU __ ..,, is prompt to defend his re1atives whilo 

Edogo harbours a grudge against everybody becuuse he is envious. 

To better the relationship within the community, the indivtduals 

owe mutual help and protection ta each member. 

Obif<d--- _, is aware 

of it but he fulfills his duty as he understands it: Quick= 

tempered becaus~ given to drink palm-wine 1 he reacts violently. 

We are told tha t he is very handsome and we know tha t i t :Ls 

a common belief that all beautiful things or beings have a 

sad destiny. 

Obiké)..~ •. , is stubborn and wicked. Tho se two defau:Lts 

lead him to do things in his own way. "Like father like sonn. 

The portrait of Obika reveals him as an anarchist~ a non-c~n~ 

formist. His own fate can be guessed according to his acti0ns 

1 = Arrow of God~ op. cit.i p. 100. 
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and state of. mind. 

Obika was one of the handsomest young men in 
Umuaro and all the surrounding districts. His 
face was very finely eut and his nose stood 
gemi> like the note of â gong. His skin was? like his 
father 1 s? the colour of terracotta. People said 
of him (as they always did when they saw great 
comeliness) that he was not barn for these part 
among the Igbo people of the forests ; that in 
his previous life he must have sojourned among 
the riverain folk whom the Igbo èalled Olu. (1) 

One day Obika calls his friend Ofoedu who is as quarrelsome 

as him. They go to a neighbouring village where his hàlf= 

sister is ill=treated by her husband. At their arrival Obika 

goes straight away to his half=sister's husband and beats him 

almost to death. Then the two friends carry him on their heads 

like a faggot up to their own village. Obika achieves his task 

of solidarity and protection for his half-sister's sake. By 

so doing the two young men challenged a whole village. 

There may be work for youo If Umuogwugwo people 
are what I take them to be they will corne out in 
force to defend their brother. Then there will be 
work for you. (2) 

Obierika is a true dare-devil. He happens to defy a whole villa

ge. His courage is admirable but he has not been wise enough. 

He might have been killed since he did not even warn his 

relatives. Back from their work the two young men show off. 

Ezeulu does not approve them when he learns what has happened. 

The relatives of Akuebue 1 s husband corne to negotiate his free= 

dom. They even criticize the unfortunate husband who has not 

been courageous enough. Man must not completely relies on his 

1 = Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p. 11. 

2 = Ibidem. 
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clansmen. He must defend himself. It is a matter of manlinesr 

Cowardice is not allowed .. It lowers and bel:Lttles the indivi·· 

dual and his clansmeR. 

We cannot say that your son did wrong to fight 
for his sister. What'we do not understand~ 
is why a man wi th a perds between his legs 
should be carried away from his house and 
village. It is as if to say g you are nothing 
and your kinsmen can do nothing. This is the 
part we do not unders.tand. ( 1) 

Obierika and the husband's clansmen have shown a good examplc 

of solidarity when they respectively fu1fill the~e duties. 

The two main characters embody social values at theit highest 

point. It matters now to try to understand what urges them 

to behave a~they do in certain circumstances. 

1 = Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p. 12. 
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OEOJSiKWO' S FAILUR3 
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Achebe a.naly.ses a process through Okonkw~ and Ezeulu, 

the respective heroea of bis two novels~ In this chapter we will 

d.e~l wi th Okonkwo ~ a characteristic Igbo man i-·1. his struggle f'o:i~ 

life. This man's temperament is shaped since h3 was an adolescen~

a.nd even before by his father 1 s behaviour. Oko,J.kwo defines 

himself and can be defined by opposition to hi8 father. He hates 

everything his father liked. This attitude enajles him to win a 

honourable position within Igbo society since a man's place 

depends on his own merit and not on that of his father'a. 

Okonkwo I s su.ccess increases day after day o He is a good fe.:1'.'mer 7 

a skilfu1 wrestler 11 a daring wâ.t'l'ior. He has many chilclren. and 

wives 1 in brief •verything that an Igbo man hankers after. To 

perpetuate thé image of the hero he wears a so~t of a mask anq 

· adopts a virile attitude wherever he goes and~1hatevér he does. 

This makes him live in a tense atmosphere beca~se he is 

obssessed by the fear to look like his father and to have ·the 

same destiny as he •. That state of mind brings the hero sometimes 

to act ridiculously and arrogantly because he is worried about 

manhood and tortured by Unoka 9s ghost. Okonkwo lives in a uni

verse of his own .. He cannot or refuses to admit jokes. He sees it 

as an abuse to· his person. Whan one of his thrse wives speaks 

about his gun which never kills he tries it OL her in a fit of 

angero His psychological tension makes him intarpret everything 

as an obstacle to his manliness. He is ready to fight what he 

considers as hostility according to his fancy. He bears hia 

manliness like a badge. He believes that ther~ore you are feared 

the more you are virile. Therefore everyone ~-qt tremble baforQ 

him like other animals when t,hey meet the lion. on their way o As 
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the fe~r to fail pestera him night ·and day s he rules ·hie h't>ùse-

hold by f'ear o Okorikwo wan:ts. to show·· pèopÏe WI;la t st_4rr he is 'made 

ofo He terrorizes his householdo He conftli~~ lo~~ ahd ~ffedtion 

wi th weakness o Okonkwo 's philosophy is that a JllE:.n must hav_e a 

hard hearto He rejects all that is assim'ilateèi to sweétness and 

feminity,because he does nôt want io bè looked on as a female. 

His reactions become comic and betray' the upstart who wishes to 

impress his family and clansmen. Ok6rik~o is self-6entred too. 

In fact he had not killed a rat wi th h·is gun. And 
so when he called Ikemefuna to fetch h:1.s gun, the 

, wi-fe who had just been beaten. murmured something 
about gun that never shot. Unfortunately for heri 
Okonkwo heard it and ràn madly into his. room fox 
the loaded gun» ran out again and afmed at her 
as she clambered over the dwarf wall of the barn.(1} 

The bullet almost kills her. Okonkwo -who SeellS so courageous iri 

challenging cust'omE?: and laws is shaken by fear. After his deed 

he rur,r~ to see if she was dead. He was panic-stricken. Fortuna-

. tely for himo She vas ~necathedo The bullet did not hit the 

target.Okonkwo has committed.another offence by attempting to 

shoot his wife down. 

He. threw down the gun and jumped into the barn 
and there lay the woman very much shak0n and 
frightened but quite unhurt. (2) 

De spi te .. · the·· ïnany·,; blundett$h Ok<>ntwo~, ba~c; cp~m.jJ;t~d t hQ:·. i'ij . a.· mfl,n 

of ·h1gh'" pr:ip.ciplo·s,!' B~ ·Q,çpw].e~g.EI~ .: a t: · gnc~ i~l.lla bl~ .~P.1..1 ~ ;· W}len · 

he,,_think~ e.:bou.t, Ik~m..Q;fl,Jll~·, .•. h_(s.c ~ea.~to;!ê. ffll.eg.:cwit~ ... h<>~;:~,~ 
regr~t.r:He w-~:b@s·,hc_.bg.~ ~·-.. _eg.11c:J.ik.e,_Jl:çem~:~p.n~,.-,who,,~~~ ;1?~ne,fi.cia1 

influene(? on., Nwoye,. J1:i..1;1 ,_ effim4.p,~ t~, .. f t:r~t ·; -S:c?n • .:'..I]!:_em~fµ~:.·· .t!1;0 ; 

1 = Things Fall Apart 9 op. cita~ p. 280 

2 - Ibidemo 
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ho stage is more mature than Okonkwo vs eldest Gon who is expec·= 

ted to succeed him when he rejoins the dead a~cestors 1 kingdom. 

Ikemefuna embodies the values which Okonkwô w~nts to see in 

Nwoye. Okonkwo 1 s househbld idmires Ikemefuna betause he bas a 

certain experience and know-how. However youn.:; he may be 9 he 

shows rare quali ties as a leader. He has ever;;rthing Nwoye lacks. 

Therefore Okonkwo dare hope to think that he will change 

positively his eldest son 1 s state of mind and everyday behaviour. 

Ikemefuna) a stranger
1 

manages to hanclle well O;konkwo I s chi1dren •. 

Nwoye's younger b~others were about to tell 
their mother the true story of the sccident 
when Ikemefuna looked a t them sternJ.y and 
they held their peace. (1) 

Even Nwoye be gins to ape Ikemefuna in doing men' s · ·. works for 

Okonkwo 1 s wives. Indeed the frustrated child needs someone to 

imitate and an attractive model. He fears Okonkvo his father 

then he looks somowhere else for a model. IkeKefuna attrac:ts 

him. They become friends and like each other vary much. Nwoye 

gets less and less tense thanks to Ikemefuna 1 2 favourable 

influence on him and he starts disliking womanish manners. 
' 

Okonk.wo as the head of the house is grateful t.o the newcomer in 

the family. He is attentive to the slightest change in Nwoye 1 s 

new behaviour. In his eyes his son has a sound j1..,~~ gement since 

he becomes critical about women 1 s gossips and conduct to please 

Ikemefuna. Okonkwo and Nwoye would like to see Ikemefuna to 

stay with them forever. The two have different reasons to t.hink 

so. 

But fate would have it otherwise as we shall see ; 

further. Okonkwo wants his son to be his own L1age. He is gi ven 
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to admire manliness through games such as wrestling. li'or/8fgbo 

a wrestling match is a means t6 test physical fotce and 

smartness of mind. It is a ground on which ona·dan undoubtedly 

affirm oneself before 6ne 1 s clansmen. Whenever people orgQnize 

a wrestling match Okonkwb ~emembers his exploj_t in this field. 

He is a well .. ,kno1m champion and this very statv.s proves tJ. 1.at 

he belongs to the noteworthy members of Igbo s~ciety and he 

fears to fail to meet their demanda in everything he undertakes. 

Okonkwo cleared his throat and moved his feet 
to the beat of the drums. It filled him with 
fire as it had always done from his :outh. He 
trembled with the desire to conquer and subdue. 
It was like the desire for woman. (1) 

Okonkwo likes Ikemefuna vaty much fcir what the boy sycibolizes 

in his eyes. But when it cornes to sacrificing ~im according 

to Agbalats will Okonkwo is ready to partake i~ the crime to 

prove his manliness. He is given an opportunity to prova his 

courage ag~in. lk'?mefuna it3 to be sti.cr:lf.fci-ced beèl:).Use the Ch·acle 

of th~ Hilis and thè Caves has ordered so. A wisê old and 

titled man who epitomizes experience warns him against meddling 

in the next killine; of Ikemefuna. As a 11 wolof 11 saying would 

have it ~n old man can see the future while a :oung man cannot~ 

African ancestral legacy is very useful and relia~le. Okonkwo 

in his desire to show off does noi take into account that wise 

uarning. This will be his mistake. Ogbuefi Ezeudu is a man who 

does not speak in vain. He insiste on his warnlng so that 

Okonkwo may not participate in the ritual kill~ng of Ikemefuna. 

1 = .TILings Fall Ap-a.ct~ op. ci t. ? p. 30. 
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That boy calls you father. Do not bear a hand 
in hie death. ( ••• ) . · 
Yes. Umuofia has decided to kill him. The 
Ora~le of the Hiils and the Caves have 
pronounced it. They will take him outside 
Umuofia as is the custom~ and kill him there. 
But I want you io have nothing to do with 
it. He calls you his father. (1) 

This passage shows that some links cannot be broken with impu= 

nity according to the wise old manis own words. Okonkwo takes 

no notice of the advice. He lies deliberately to Ikemefuna who 

suspects nothing because he cannot imagine such an ungrounded 

cruelty. He is not guilty of bis father 1 s misdeeds but the 

laws want him to pay for it. They believe in the infallibility 

of the ancestral spirits and divine laws. For an ordiniry Igbo 

man to kill Ikemefuna is in the natural process of things. 

Nothing allows the clan to question its values till now ~ 

Ikemefuna will pay for it. 

Later in the day he called Ikemefuna and told 
him that he was to be taken home the next 
day. ( 2) 

The tragic event is that Ikemefuna is confusedly aware that 

people are plotting against him. What is happening reminds the 

boy of the day when he has left his parents after overhearing 

men's murmurs. He is asking himself if history does not repeat 

itself but he does not know really which way to turn. 

As for Ikemefunai he was at a loss. His own home 
had gradually become very. faint and distant. He 
still missed his mother and his sister and would 
be very glad to see them. But somehow he knew 
he was not going to see them. He remembered once 

1 ~ Things Fall Apa.rt, op. cit.~ p. 30. 

2 - 'l'hings Fall Apa.rt~ op. cit. 7 p. 40. 
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when men had talked with his father~ and it seemed 
now as it was happening all over acain.(1) 

Even Nwoye and his mother are mourning the unfortunate child 1 s 

lot. Nwoye 1 s mother has understood what happened. She sympa= 

thizes with the boy who is leaving the house for a sure cleath. 

To perform this bloodshed Umuofia men carry their "sheathed 

matchets"2. The men who are walking behind Ikamefuna~ talk 

about down-to-earth things td hide their anguish and to mistake 

Ikemefuna. As for those who do not want to partake in the crime 

they are looked on as 

effèminate men who had refused to corne with 
them. (3) 

The act they achieve may have unforseeable consequences mainly 

for Okonkwo who kills coldly the boy who is linked to him. The 

men are aware of that impending threat. To calm down their fear 

they become talktive for a while but bear a guilt=ridden 

conscience despite their dare-devil attitude. Let there be no 

misunderstanding about ito They are not so sure that what they 

are going to dois right. Their hidden feelin8S are hard to 

withstand. Okonkwo is having a debate with his conscience. He 

is wondering whether he can kill Ikemefuna unscrupulou~y or not. 

Killing Ikemefuna or not that is the question. His clansmen have 

to think it over in spite of their superficial cheerfulness. 

But as they drew near to the Outskirts of Umuofia 
silence fell upon them too. (4) 

1 ~ Things Fall Apart 9 op. cit.? p. 40. 

2 ~ Things Fall Apartp op. cit.» p. 41. 

3 - Ibidem. 
4 ~ Ibidem. 
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A heavy silence hovers around theci. The men make many attempts 

to break ito But in vain. Si~ence is indiscreet because filled 

with evil thoughts. Fear to be not up to the task besieges the 

men who must kill Ikemefuna. They walk behind him. They do not 

want him to look at them wh:Ue they hit him with their matchets. 

Achebe purposely insists on the word "silence~ which he repeats 

three times to stress ~he inner struggles of the protagoniste. 

Ikemefuna alone goes ahead while the g~own-ups contemplate 

cold=headedly his next death. The quicker~ the better Okonkwo 

seems to say to his clansmen because the silence is unbearable 

to the conspirera. The persistent silence foreshadows the 

beginning of Ikemefuna's end. Even Okonkwo's f~mily has guessed. 

A deathly silence descended on Okonkwo's 
coumpound. ( 1 ) 

In the forest the atmosphere becomes more -tense. The men are 

aware of it. They harbour gloomy thoughts because they are not 

sure to fulfill this duty without a great damace from the 

deities. 

They argued for a while and felJ. into silence. (2) 

Ikemefuna ignoring wha t is going around him looks forward · .io 

seeing his family. He has an ill""Omen feeling from time to time 

and asks himself if his mother was still alive. At this thought 

he is taken aback. When he looks back hais ordered not to do 

so. Okonkwo is lagging behind. The boy begins to suspect some

thing he cannot explain yet• He is undergoing a hardship. He 

dare not ask questions about the situation. When he makes up 

1 = Things Fhll AP9:rt? op. cit.~ p. 41. 

2 = Ibidem. 
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his mind and looks round a man orders him to look in front of him curtly. 

The way he said it sent cold fear down IkemefunaYs 
back. His hands tremble.d vaguely en the black pot 
he carried. Why had Okonkwo withdrawn to the rear? 
Ikemefuna fel t his legs mel ting :'imé.er hi.m. And he was 
afraid to look back. {1) · 

The men kill Ikerrtefuna in a very horrid manner. Okonkwo who wa.s 

far behind ran to the first rank to hit his adoptivG son whom 

he admired not long ago due to his obvious virile gifts. That 

act reveals Okonkwo 1 s other aipect. He lives under the anguish 

of being detected as a weak man. He has nota lofty ideal of 

his own but obeys the established social order and regulation. 

He is a mare conformist who takès up his community laws and 

customs blindly whatever they may be. He does not question thG 

communal customs contrary to Ezeulu or Obierika. He is not an 

intellectual but a conformist insofar as this facilitates his 

social ascent. He believes in nothing else. He has no a0thetic 

or ethics principle of his own~ Even if he has 1 he is not 

courageous enough to live accordingly. One cannot prevent 

oneself from feeling like to spit on Okonkwots faceo He does 

deserve it after the killing of the poor Ikamefunao The pure 

truth is that Okonkwo is a coward who tries to mask it by 

showing off in front of his clansmen. The motivation for which 

he murders Ikemefuna is so base that he feels sicle many days 

after. 

As the man who had cleared his throat drew up 
and raised his matchet~ Okonkwo looked away.-
He heard the blow. The pot fell and broke 
in the sand. He heard Ikemefuna c:ry~ 11 My fatherr 

1 = Things Fall Apa.;rt_? op. cit. P p. 43. 
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they have killed me !" as he ran towards him. 
Dazed with fear, Okonkwo drew his matchet and 
eut him down. He was afraid of being thought 
weak? ( 1) 

Okonkwo fears that his secret should be discovered. The only 

aiternative left to him is to act to mask his weakness. A 

freed man ought to act according to his own conviction in 

certain circumstances. Manhood lies there but nowhere else. 

Manliness cannot be reduced to conformism~ A man is someone 

who dare say "no" whatever the cost maybe. Okonkwo acted out 

.of panic. He is an interesting case for psycb.11:malytical study 

insofar as he is an introvert. His psychological state prevents 

him from being true to his own self. 

Okonkwo is piling mistakes up and by thé same occa~ 

sion he weaves his own destiny in accordance with his chi or 

personnal god 1 s will. The hero precipitates headlong to his 

own destruction consciously or not. He should know the customs 

and the deities 1 laws. In the bargain he is told about them by 

a venerable and wise old Igbo man. But as Achebe puts it so 

aptly, fate is blind~ 

When death wants to take a little dog 
it prevents it from smelling even 
excrement. ( 2) 

This is all the more true because all tragic heroes are alike. 

They cannot escape their fate; Okonkwo is a model of success in 

Urnuofia but he is a prototype of stubborness and haughtiness 

too. He dares to defy deities. When Thielo cornes in his compound 

1 ~ Things Tu,g__Apart~ op. cit. ~ p. 43. 

2 = Arrow o.f...9,Qd~ op. cit.~ p. 226. 
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to take ·~~ to Agbala he almost rebukes' her. Thielo threaten:: 

him because of his refusal to obey the priestess. Okonkwo cannot 

receive an order from a woman even if that one has a paramount 

religious funct:ton ~l_{lJ.i.~Igbo communi ty. 

The priestess suddenly screamed. 
Beware 9 Okonkwo~ She warned. 
Beware of éxchanging words with 
Agbala ~ Does a man speak when 
a god speaks? Beware î (1) 

Okonkwo respects Igbo customs and laus as long as they do not 

conflict with his own desire to succeed. To reach his aim~ he 

is ready to rebel against his clansmen and deities. Okonkwo 

considers everything as a means to achieve his plan. He does 

not likepeople as they are but as he wants the~ to be 9 that is 

ta say he obeys people insofar as his manliness is not ques

tio~~ed or threatened. Clashes between him and his first son 

are inevitable. Okonkwo dares to trespass laws to fulfill his 

desire of more success. His major concern is to have a. succes~ 

sor worthy of him. He wants Nwoye to be his alter-ego. He fears 

that the changing world will ruin all his projocts as far as his 

sons are concerned. When he dies he wants them to assure his 

passage through this earthly life to the spiri~ual one. This 

needs rituals from hissons. He fears to be forgotten when dead. 

He fears that Nwoye his eldest son will give a bad example. 

Till now the boy has not yet shown decisive siens of being able 

to lead a household with a heavy hand. This wo~ries Okonkwo too 

much despite Ikemefuna's beneficial influence ~n this male

dominated society. 

Okonkwo was inwardly pleased at his 0on 1 s 
development~ and he knew it was due ~o 
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Ikemefuna o He .wanted Nwoye to grow into a 
tough young man capable of ruling his father's 
household when he was dead and gone to join 
the ancestors. He wanted him to be a prospe
rous man; having enough in his barn to feed the 
ancestors with. regular sacrifices. And so he 
was always happy when he heard him grumbling 
about womèn; Th~t showed that intime he would 
be able to èontrol his women-folko No matter 
how prosperous a man was~ if he was unable to 
rule his women and his children (and especially 
his women) h~ was not really a man. He was like 
the man in the sang who had ten and one wives 
and not enough soup for his foofoo. (1) 

Okonkwo uses didactic means such as male staries to teaci1 me.ne, 

liness and strengthen his son 1 s temperament. He gathers Ikeme

funa and Nwoye in his Obi and tells them readiiy 

masculine staries of violence and bloods~ed. (2) 

Okonkwo compels Nwoye to obey him but cannot persuade him. By 

nature Nwoye is non-violent. Despite his father's efforts to 

harden his character he is still equal to himself. He sticks 

to his mother 1 s female staries which are more sweet and confer~ 

to his pacifie nature. To please his father he hides his deep= 

seated feelings as far as staries are concerned because he is 

aware of his father's quick-tempered mind. Cne never knows wheh 

Nwoye is going to burst out against his authoritative fs.ther 

whose views he does not share ~ The boy has ;:t uni verse of his 

own but dare not live in it fully next to his father. This ono 

does not admit being gainsaid. 

Nwoye knew that it was right to bs masculine 
and to be violent 9 but. somehow he still pre
ferred the staries that his mother used to 
tell and which she 110 doubt still told to 
her younger children staries of tt.e tortoise 
and his wily ways, and of the bir~ eneke-nti 

1 - Things Jall J!m_rt ~ op. ci t. ~ p. 37 o 

2 - Ibidem. 
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oba who challeng~d the wh~le wQr14 to a wrestling 
contest and was .rtnally throwl'l by the cat, ( 1) 

This story has 1nany resemblances wi th that of Okonkwo who 

challenges the rules of the community-life without knowing 

what will corne out of it. Okonkwo 1 s naivety in the long run 

threatens his social situation. ~ ~ - ·~ G..,rasp all lose a.11. 

Unoka, Okonkwo and Nwoye represent three aspecta of 

times which overlap one anothef. Unoka ~tands for the pa3t, 

Okonkwo for the p:r.esent and Nwoye the future. Thase 'three 

characters have more tha.n one res-emblance. Nwoye is a drGam0r 

like his grand=father. Okonkwo' s tr·agic destiny resemblGs 

strangely to that of Unok~ bis father. The theme of heridity 

is reccurent in Achebe's workso 

Past, present and future are the m~:in diïrreri:sions of 

human life. Each is d~fÙ1,i:d 'c'diitpià·ati ve':J..y to ·the ·'other a:nd can 

teach a lessono Nwoye understands his father's will. He prete11~ 

to be interested in his male stories to satiafy his fathar 1 s 

wishes and to find security before him. Nwoye is a sly and shy 

boy despite his coolness. 

But he now knew that they were for foolish women 
and children and he knaw that his father wanted 
him to be a. man, And ,o he fe:i,gned · tl).i,.. t he no 
longer cared for women's stories~ And ·wnan he 
did this he saw that his rather was pleased~ 
and no longer rebuked him or beat him. (2) 

Whon his father partakes in the judicial murder of Ikem~funa 

wi th the other men of Umuofia P Nwoye experiences ano1;J'ler rebirt!:. 

but a painful one .. He èannot explain what, has happened ~ 

1 = TJ:rlngs ~all ~tp opo cita~ po 380 

2 ~ 
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so something dies within him~elf~ He rejects in his innar sel~ 

the values for which people kill in such a gratuitous mariner. 

He is freed spiritually iince he is no longer a membe~ 

of the clan. He becomes ànother being after undergoing an 

ordeal. He was very attaèhed to Ikemefunaa In killing the last 

one Okonk~o suppresses the source of a positive influen6e on 

his own son according to Igbo social ethics. In Nwoye's eyes 

life becomes senseless at least if he sees it through his 

father's own eyes. His father's deeds wake him up from a long 

sleep. The physical death of Ikemefuna is the spiritual death 

of Nwoye as far as Igbo culture is concerneda The dissénsion 

within Okonkwo 1 s compound foretells that of the èommtinity as 

a wholeo The gap between Okorikwo and hié son i~ widening. It 

is the same with Ezeulu and Oduche. The clashe~ of worldviews 

begin at the heroes 1 houses. 

As soon as his father walked in$ that hlght, 
Nwoye knew that Ikemefuna had been killedi 
and something seemed to give away inside him, 
like snapping of a tightened boyo He did not 
cry. He just hung limpa (1) 

Okonkwo is affected by Ikemefuna's deatho Hais paralyzed by 

guilt and sorrow. He is almost sick and cannot eat the food 

he is given. He has an inner debate~ a soliloquy about his 

actual state of mind~ Okonkwo the brave is crestfallen due to 

the death of Ikemefuna. He tries to forget about ita 

When did you become a shivering old womanp 
Okonkwo asked himself$ you are known in 
all the nine villages for your valour in 
war? How cana man who bas killed five men 
in battle fall to pieces because he bas 
added a boy to their number? Okonkwo, you 
have become a woman. (2) 

1 ~ Things Fall Apart, Opo cit.~ Po 430 

2 - 1_hings Fall Apcg:t~ op. cit.p Po 45. 
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To oalm down his moral torture Okonkwo pays a visi~ to hi~ 

friend Obierika to fathom his mind about the ev~~~~ Obierika 

without hesitating disapproves harshly his friendis ~aking 

part in the ritual crime. He seizes this occasion to wàr~ him 

~gainst the goddéssi impending retali~tion~ Eaok home Okonkwo 

sleeps deeply after spending three sleepn~ss Aigbts befofe, 

Okonkwo is aware of bis frailty befor~ the cosmic 

forces but he is not the sort of man who adroits his W~ij~ness 

easily~ He is a self-sufficient m~p becau~e h~ 1~ a not,wdrthy 

member of the society so ha becomes more and more daring, He 

is an egwugwu~ a most important magistrate so he ought to know 

the classic laws and to behave accordingly instead of defying 

the ancestral customs. Social structure may make or mar him. 

He must bear this constantly in mindo Okonkwo is a self-made 

man who fears not to be up to his social imparative duty. This 

urges him to do things farther than people e;:pect reasonably. 

Till now he has met success among his clansmen and family but 

brutality and haughtiness are spoiling and undermining his 

case. His behaviour is more and more controvGrsial .be.cause he 

is going too far by taking liberties with the; sacred apd the 

taboos~ 

Okonkwo 1 s wives? and perhaps other women as we11$ 
might have noticed that the second egwugwu had 
the springy walk of Okonkwo who was not among 
the titled men and eiders who sat behind the 
row of egwug1.@.. But if they thought these things 
they kept them wi thin themselves. 'rhe egwugwu 
with the springy walk was one of the dead fathers 
of the clan. ( 1 J 

1 = Things J:all A part~ op. ci t. P p. 61, 
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Okonkwo as an egwugwu settles cases within t.he con.i~un~ty. He 

is a guardian of the ancestral wisdo~ and must n&t treapass 
. .. J . \ ,, ~ . 

. i·t :in any ra te. Thielo is Ani I s priestess. Okorikwo wa_1~t~ -~.() 

.im;pose her his own view in ma tter of re_:J.igiop. •. When the 

priestes.s wa.rits to take Rzinma to the Orac;J.e of th_e ,li?,lls s.n,d 

the Cave~~ Okonkwo rebukes herp Ezinma is O~on~wo'~ da~ghtfr 
' '. . ' .-..... . 

. and this one must protect -her since he loyes -t1er v~ry m-y_cn 

because the girl has a male temperament am} :Ln the b~;r_ga.:Ln i.~ 
an ogbanje. Human feelings conflict with de;ty's will~ Agbala 

like ~arty other doities may sometimes be a tyrannical goJ. 

Deities do not suffer being gainsaid. Okonkwo argues with the 

priestess who gats angry against him. She doos not accept that 

a mare human ordinary being's refusal to be éo-operative when 

Agbala gives orders. A d~ity's will must be patisfied with6ut 

delay~ Okonkwo rebels against the established order when what 

it proposes, requires or contemplates does not fit him. His 

conformism is timeserving. Before his household it is difficult 

for him to be submissive to a woman may it be Agbala 9 s 

priesteas or not. If he obeys without discussing this may be 

perceived as a sign of weakness. Now he must not yield to fear 

or weakness. He is aware of his role as a male who owes :i?rotec-· 

tion to his offspring a11'1 wives. OkoJi~wo is a complex che.rac= 

ter psychologically speaking. In the Middle Ages he might 

have been a knight but let bygones be bygones since time that 

is past will never corne again. At last he gives up disoussing 

Thielo's arguments. 

The priestess leaves the house with Ezinma on her back~ 

Ewefi the mother follows them around the nine villages for one 

nighto Okonkwo comes · and stands up before the cave-entry read~· 
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to defend his wife and her daughter. When EKwefi realizes his 

presence there» she is full of gratitude to her husband. Both 

are waiting now for Thielo and Ezinma to walk obi from the cave9 

Okonkwd 1 s courage is an eloquent evidence of loveo His courage 

i~ that precise case cannot suffer any blemish. He does have 

'a· haro I s status in the sense that he achieves ~ome exploit.s 

which contribute to the progress of his community. He is too 

humane to escapefrew major defiencies. Okonkwo 1.s case iS 

pathetic. We can neither hate him nor like-him definite1~j He 

is hesitating betwoen the individual 1 E:i rights,-ànd ·éblleèt:i;ye 

imperative duty. 'l'o climb up the social ladder he must .be ;lJoth 

conformist and non-conformist following 'what is at st.ake. 1 If 

one wishes to have an ezomplary destiny one must do extraordi-

ns.ry things in accordanco wi th social princi'ples ··and standard. 

The hero is not the man in the street. If the herô achiaves 

extraordinary things which a~e not allowed, such as defying 

gods? beating ona 1 s wife during the Peacer Week or killing a 

relative to prove one 1 s manliness since Igbb sqciety puts much 

values on manhoods one must be punished accordingly. 

Under certain circumstances Okonkwo rebelso This 

repeated attitude will be fatal to hirn. Achebe weakens his charac·

ter at will to have at last a well=grounded reason to destroy 
' ·, 

him without being roproached anything. In that respect Acbebe 

has suceeeded. The downfall of the hero is all the more hai·d 

because he has risen so high. Okonkwois rising up has t~ken 

long and patient work while his failure happens quickly~ The 

structure of the book pr~ves it. The climax has lasted longer 

than the anticlimax or cRtastrophe. This shows that it is more 

difficult to rise up from nothing than to fall down from a high 
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ranking si tua tian. Eighty-~seven pa·ges are devoted to the rising 

of the hero while only sixty-one are devoted to his process of 

failure which begins with his exile for Mbanta~ his motharland. 

Okonkwo 9 s misfortilne$ corne from his arrogance and prideQ He is 

never ready to yield a point ignoring that Igbo social life 

does admit compromises. That characteristic helps to soften 

each one 1 s attitude. Okon~wo confusos flexibility of mind with 

cowardice. The late Ez0udu had taken three titles ·out of four 

but knows how to be diplomatie. Contrary to Ezeudu or Obierika7 

Okonkwo cannot manage to introduce light and shade into his 

playing. He is given to harsh and definite refusals whenever 

he is asked some service or to do something which may offand 

his manliness. He is always repressing his feeling so that he 

takes offence at many things. He refuses to be tender before 

his children and wives. His everyday behaviour weaves his 

destiny. One cannot escape his fate. Achebe can be suspected 

of naturalism since his realisrn is too pessimistic. He is giftod 

in destroying his character to bultress his standpoint on 

traditional Igbo society. We are never compelled to share his 

opinion because the readers are given all the details of the 

internal conflicts or the clashes of two cultures. Igbo cultural 

background does not parmi t the killihg of a ciansman or a rela·

ti ve whether this has been done inadvertently or not. Okonkwo 1 s 

crime is prein~nt with fatal consequences. Obierika has already 

foretold what may happen to Okonkwo in accordance with Ikeme

funa1s death. Obierika sympathizes with his friend in his 

gloomiest days aven if he has cortdemned Okonkwo's action in 

bitter terras. A man who defies deities may expect severe setbacks. 

Okonkwo should not be surprised at what happens to him because 

he has been warned for a long while. He is like every doomed 
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hero~ Sowetimes he really deser.ves our pity. D~~~iny ~?. lï.ke. 

h~redi ty. Both are traps for man to fa~l in tiOq1{
10:r f~~~r. Wrff.'.'"' 

,y,r be ~oes. There are those who mo~ent~rily a~o~d it b~t ~q@~ 

~itably will fall in it. Fate is a sor.t of a vïcto~~ ~irp~e~ 

!t ~?r~~ myst~riously~ We never k~QW ~~!~ Wit,~ ~?~e ~~~t b,~~ 

we know ~or s~re that the he~o ~s going g;a~~~~l7 to ~i~ qwn 

r~~n by death or madness at the end. The herots death 1s alwJys 
. ~ .. . . -· 

that of an ideal how imperfeqt ~P.~ unattractive it may be~ 
. . ' . ' . . . . . . . ' .~ . . 

First Okonkwo ~xperiences a spiritu~l death howev~r he ha~ ~ot 

yet achieved his misslon among his cl~n~menî H~ i~ aompell~~ . . . . . ; . . ~-

to leave his bàrns;compounds and field bec~use of bis female 

offence against Ani. We kriow that Okonkwo always despises fed

nity which he looks on as a ourse. His clansmen have rejeeted him. 

He is banished for seven y~ars. This is hard to stand for him. 

His hopes are Shattered but he dreams of coming b•ck home to 

resume his place. But is it possible? 

Okonkwo is exiled for seven year~ because he has killed 

indavertently a ~le.n~man during Ezeudu I s fu:µeral ~he very man 

ijho warns him against killing Ikemefuna. 

Guns fired the last salute and the cannon rent 
the sky. And t~en from the centre of ~he 
delirious fur.y came a cry of agony and shouts of 
horror. It was as if a spell had been cast. All 
was silent. In the centre of the crowd a boy lay 
·in a pool of blood. It was the dead man's sixteen
year-old son~ who with his brothers, and half
brothers had been dancing the traditional farewell 
to their father. Okonkwo 1 s gun had exploded and a 
piece of iron had pierced the bo~'s hcart. (1) 

1 - Things Fall Apart~ op. cito 9 p. 86• 
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The crime has been committed. The law is going to be appli~d 

wi thout any restriction. Igbo social justice has foreseen a 

punishment ~roportional to each misdeed. The individual is 

protected when threatened by coèmic forces or exte~nal en~~ies. 

Iri the samé way when he trespasses the usual law or custom he 

is chastenèd mercilessly if a sacrifice cannot suppress the 

sinJ A well structured society faveurs emulation and punishmeht 

to regulate everyday life. Out=laws are fined~ banished or put 

to death. Igbo society is a well=balanced one. No excess is 

allowed. Every man familiar with Igbo culture k~ows exactly 

what will become of Okonkwo. Igbo knows what to do in any cir

cumstances. 

After the 

The only course open ta Okonkwo was to flee f~om 
the clan. It was a crime against the earth,,,,,/1~/;j· 
goddess .to kill a clansmari and a man whcfv"Œust ~leèfrfflt, 
the land. The crime was of two kinds male and female. 
Okorikwo bas coinmitted the .femal.e, because it bad. been inadvertent. 
He could return to the clàn( ,â,/)/;ra, nttm1r, ~eaw J:1 > 
female i1ochu 11 the dishon·oûrable ex'ile begins. Okonkwo 

and his whole family must leave in a hurry for not being mas

sacred in the morning. Okonkwo who has been honoured by the nine 

villages must now run away today leaving behind everything he 

has liked. He picks up quickly the wealth he has patiently 

hoaded up year efter year. He gathers what he oan carry with his 

family and leaves before dawn. He is chased : ···-~. from his · 

fatherland which is a disgrace and a disavowal. 

Tha t 11i'ight he collected his most valuable 
belongings into a head-loads. His wives wept 
bitterly and their children wept with them without 
knowing why. Obierika and half a dozcn other friends 
came to help and to console him. They each made nine 
or ten trips carrying Okonkwo 1 s yams to store in 
Obierika 1 s barn. And before the cock crowed Okonkwo 
and hie family were fleeing to his motherland. It 
was a little village called Mbantap just beyond the 
borders of Mbaino. (2) 

___ , ________ -=------.. ----..... -.--... -..._,_~ ... -----~ 
1 - Tlµn,,zsFall~pa:et.9 op. ci t. P p. 87. 

2 ~ Ibidem. 
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Few heurs after their leaving, their house~ were dèatroy~d and 

burnt down to placate the goddess. Sometime~ cust0J11S a:1:"8 abeùrd: 

If men made themp they ought to undo themo To wipe out t~~ 6f~ 

fen~e Okonk~o has lbst a lot. He ij almost reduced to rtonentity. 
,.. ' \' : 

Traditions die hard: OKonkwovs redemption is a hardahip 9 Ue 
deservés an6ther fate irisofa~ as he is the sy~bol of his ~deiety 

whtch by dint of rêwards has shaped his daring charaoter~ He is 

a self'-·made man and his upbririging reveals ma:ny defièian~;ie~ 

which condemn him to be as he is~ gis own community oultµr• has 

trapped him~ He càrinot escape whatever he doe~ and wuereye~ he 

go~s~ 

4s soon as the day broke, a large crowd of men from 
Ezeudu's quarter stormed Okonkwo's compound, dressed 
in garbs of war. They sat fire to his houses~ demo
lished his red walls, killed his animals and 
destroyod his barn. It was the jQstice of the e~tth 
goddess and they were merely her mossengers. Thet 
had no ha tred in their hearts age.inst Okc;mkwo. His 
greatest friend 1 Obierika, was among them. They were 
merely cleansing the land which Okonkwo had polluted 
wi th the blood of a clans.JI1an~ ( ·1) 

This event cannot let people indifferent. After tulfilling his 

duty as a member of the com-unity, Obierika muses upon the deop 

reasons of such laws and customs. He himself has qe~n a victim 

of ancestral wisdom. By solid~rity he hangs on the laws out at 

the same time questions them strongly after his friend's depar

ture for a seven--year~e:;dle o 01:>ierika.ts. moral principles are hurt o 

He condémns the traditional laws which allow such thing to 

happen to one who is blinded by his faithfulness to his social 

values despite his momentary and persistent drawbackso Manls 

dignity cannot suffer from humiliationo Now submission is in a 

certain extent a sort of humiliationo Heroes are not so base to 

1 - Things Fa1i A:part~ op. cit., p. 87. 
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~ëcept everything from the eetablished order9 Soma he~ee~ arij 

saint-like figures. Others ar~ not. They are huma~~P tpo hu~~Ab 

hence their inevitable failurè whatever ~lorious t~eir past ~~! 

be. Sad lot indeed ~- Okonkwo déPicted as a tragio haro is 

Acihabeis m~h~hpieca to spread-~ worldview but not th9 unique and 

praise-~orthy one. Obierika mourne his friendj, misfertune bht 

hie conduet does not ebake Igbo social fundamental baae~ He lij 

concerrted [~:,~ome social praatice,~ There is ~ 11ttl~ c~Ao~ Jijt 

eince a.n :i.nd1 vidual-- and may bé he ia not alonè "' quelitions tlù> 

riwell" grou~ded raaion of th~ jhdicial aystem within Umuotia; 

Obierike. was a. man .who tnought about thing~ .. When 
the will of. th~ gpddess _h~d been dono, he s•t down 
i~ his obi and mourned hiâ friehd's càlamity. Why 
s~ould a·man suffer.$0 grievously for an offence he 
had committed inadv.rtently? But althougb he thought 
fQr a long time he fbund rto ans•er. He wa$ merely. 
into a greater eompl~xi~ies. Ha remembered his w!fe'b 
twin chilçl.:ren, whom h~ had thrown away. Wh~t crime had 
they ao~mitted? Th~ Ea~th had d~creed that they were 
an oftence on the land •nd must be destroy•d· And if 
the clan did not exact punishment for an offenee 
again~t the gre•t godde~s ber wrath wa~ loosed on 
•11 the land and net just on the offender. As elders 
sa:i,d, if one finger brought oil i t soils the 
othe:rs ~ ( 1) 

Okonkwo as well as E:zeulù are ,.,.1ed. tingers whio.h must be 

separated from the not-soiled on,~a but by diffërent means accor

ding to tragedy as a literary genre. Achebe's way to uao 

catharses wil1 gradually bring the heroes' respeetive downfall. 

as far as the plot evolves towarda the denouem~pt. 

1 - Things Fall Apart ~ op. ci t . .9 p. 87; 
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EZEULU'S . FAILURE 
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In Arrow of God 1 Ezeulu is the hero's nàme. This name 

means the priest of Ulu,the natives' main God. 

Because of this,Ezeulu occupies three import~nt posi

tions that we will try te ana:.ly,4e i,n this chapter. We will be 

interested in his religi0us position as a chief priestihis 

social position as someone in charge of regulating society and 

finally his political involvement because all th~s$ three dimen= 

sions of Ezeulu are narrowly linked as far aE> social imperative 

norms are concerned. 

We have seen in a previous chapter that Igbo men are 

very religious people. Their daily lives are regulated by their 

beliefs in deities. Therefore the chief priest is an important 

member of the community if not the most important one.Ezeulu 

performs rituals and ceremonies which mark off Igbo community 

life as a whole. So the chief priest or the priest must not be 

chosen among the eommoners. He must not be a more human being. 

His status must be above that of the middle-of~the-road hero. 

Ancestral wisdom sees toit. The choice of the Chief priest is 

based upon obvious qualities bacause of his paramount role in 

religious matters. The fact that he has been chosen is an eviden

ce that Ezeulu is not a.nybody. The Chief Priest has sorae know

ledge in matter of religion 9 magic? and witchcraft. So he is an 

influential member of his community in that respect. 

Made of flesh and blood he acts as a human being. He 

has a mixed nature because he is half man and half spirit. 

Therefore he is convinced of bis infallibility and behaves 
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accorJingly~ This religious aspect is set on a well-balanced 

social ba~~frou11d as far ,the inner contradiction does not ; · ·-. 

burst out~~ give birth to a fatal crack of boliefs till now. 

As a Chief priest who she.res Ulu 1 s secrets,he is liked by few 

of his clansmen and hated by the overweTheming members of his 

community. These contradictory feelings tell on Igbo society. 

Ezeulu 1 s social position is another dimension of his being which 

must be taken into account to understand the ùifferent rawifi

cations of sociv..l conflicts which Igbo society is undergoing and the:i.r 
consequences on the 

/institutions. Ezeulu is expectej to keep the balance of this 

society by seeing toit that the customs and laws are not tres

passed. He is the main character upon whom deDends the survival 

of Igbo ancestral wisdom. This society is struggling against 

its internal and external contradictions. The three.t cames from 

the facts that there are manifold intricat~ interests at stake. 

Clashes within that society are unavoidable despite Ezeulu 1 s 

promptness to find compromises whenever he is :i.n an a.wkuarcl 

position. This attitude leads him to be involved in everyday 

policy ta settle the community affairs. 

He is a central character due to the fact that he is 

a sort of a demi-god who supervises the daily life and is 

watchful about the events which may influence the community 

destiny. Ezeulu is a human being rnac"!.e of' flesk and blood o Des pi t[: 

his double nature he has qualities and defaults. 

First his qualities ~ I would rather speak of his 

qualifications because his defaults are so nu@berless that they 

hide his qualities. He is rather a ptiblic eneuy who has quali

fications required. But those qualifications ure net based upon 
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unblemished moral principles : Ezeulu has a wo.r-I.c::t.: a:f::_. hi.Œ... own • 

He finds in himself the reasons and values which motivate his 

bewildering behaviour and compell· him to behave in this way 

rather than in the other. His mixed nature and the three aspects 

of his being give him a special statue among hi~ fellovmen. 

BecauseJK1s social~ political and religious dimensions 

Ezeulu ~annot be a mere member of his community. He bas a 

psychology of a tragic hero if we look at the factual level and 

the probable consequences of Ezeulu's deeds. Everything pleads 

for him to become a king in the broad sense of this word. He 

stands above the commoners, Now Igbo society is essentially demo

cratie and does not acknowledge kingship. Everything must be 

decided after debates. 

The relationship between Ezeulu and hi~ democratic 

society is the first contradiction .• Igbo society needs a chief 

but binds hi$ bands by dernocratic debates to settle community 

issues. 

Ezeulu is imbued with his power, He ia proud and 

stubborn, Such are his obvious major defaults. Once be has made 

up his mind, it is difficult to convince him to change it .: 

Ezeulu's social function as a priest is to perform the ritaals~ 

the ceremonies and to regulate the yearly calené'.ar in accor.danee 

with the new moon that he has to watch in order to avoid 

miscounting the day of the harvest announcing the new year which 

is very important in a rural area like Igboland. The community, 

life depends on his ability to watch the new moon. Ezeulu ~Ban 

'

ia 
old man who is reluctant to admit his bad eyGsight and loss of 

physical strength inherent to human ageing. He refuses to accept 
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his physical ~ be cause of his pride. He does not consider 

himself as a simple human bei~g like anybody else. He is aware 

of his supernatural gift as the Chief Priest o~ Umuaro six

villages. He is so proud tnat he thinks that he is better and 

stronger than tpe young me11- of today when he was their age or 

even in his ageing. The priestis behaviour is not exemplary. He 

wantsto impress his clansmen to prove that be re~lly deserves 

to be their beloved Chief Priestc, 

<~•~> because for the Prepent he was a~ good as 
any young man~ or better because young men were 
no longer what they used to be. There was one 
game Ezeulu never tired of playing on them. When= 
ever they shook hands with him he tensed his arm 
and put all his power into the grip ~nd being 
unprepared for i t the y winced and recoiled 
wi th pain. ( 1 ) 

In Igbo society a man is all the more praiseworthy because he is 

wealthy and wise. A man must be daririg and hava many full barns. 

Since yam is the man edible plant it is sacred and plays arole 

in ceremonies and rituals. Ezeulu uses it to perform hïs r0li

gious duty. He keeps "the twelve sacred yamsn2 in a· barn~ And 

at a given moment he starts· eating them. From ·this we conclude 

that in Igbo community nothing is gratuitouso Jach action is 

functional because the f0refa.thers har:(: shaped the values once 

for all. Even Ezeulu 1 s acts are the re-enactment of the founding 

·fathers' cultural legacy to help the community to survive amidst 

hostile environment by re-ordering the chaos of space and time. 

Religion is the means to discover nature 1 s se~ret. Ezeulu 

reckons the days of the moon to know the exact date of the 

11 Festi val of the Pumkin Leaves 11 3 which will f,tll on the third 

Nkwo from that day. As Igbo society is a democ~atic onei the 

1 - Arrow of' God_~ op. ci t. ~ p. 1. 

2 = Idemp op. cit.~ p. J. 
3 - Ibidem. 

-~---~---:"<.-=· 
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Chief Priest must not keep the information for himeelf and his 

own village. The neighbouring villages must bQ informed as eoon 

as possible. Communication ia well organized ,,ithin the clan. 

It is imperative to organize society for the profit of averyone. 

Society is hierarchically structured to facilitate collective 

work and specialization on a certain extent.E~eulu is not alone 

in his precious Hork •. He has six assistants wl:o help him. They 

respectively belong to a village. The responsJbilit7 is colloe-

ti ve ~Ji certain extent due to one I s social ran:.: and qualifications o 

The assistants announce the new moon after Ezeulu. 

Umuaro communi ty is composed <fl/(?six villages. This 

gathering of villagesp this sharing of responsibility and common 

destiny proves that Igbo people are~. Ezeulu's tempe

rament urges him to confuse the divine and th8 humane. He 

confuses his power with that of Ulu by his biased interprotation 

of God 9 s will. He tries to analy,Ae the true mi.ture of his power 

and concludes that everything is allowed to him. Democratically 

elected 9 Ezeulu becomes little by little autoDomous from all 

groups pressure and exerts his duty autocratically. He denies 

his fellowmen the right to contradict him and believea that he 

is God's gift to mankind~ 

Whenever Ezeulu considered the immeY.1Si ty of bis 
power over the year and the crops and therefore 
over the people he wondered if -it was real. The 
only restraint on his so called power is that 
he did not choose the date but he mcrely name 
it for the nreast of the Pumkin Lea~es" and for 
the New Yam feasto (1) 

With such thoughts in bis mind~ Ezeulu become;; more and more 

dictatorial forgetting that he is a mere watchman. The ·Chief 

1 - Arrow of God_9 op. cito, Po 3. 
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priest's power consists in naming the harvest-day according to 

the moon since Igbo calendar is lunar. Despite sacrifioing 

himself for his community welfare 1 he secretly contemplates the 

desastrous drawbacks of his eventual blackmailing his clansmen. 

He deliberately violates ancestral wisdom by so doing. He is 

craving for a limitless power but in Igbo community such a thing 

does not exist yet. Ezeulu dreams to be more than a mere watcher 

of the moon despite the importance of this task. He does not 

want to be reduced to that customary routine. He wants something 

loftier. His inner debate is revealing at that respect. 

No i the Chief Priest of Ulu was more than thato 
If he should refuse to name the date there would 
be no planting and no reaping. (1) 

Ezeulu holds a strategic position within the community. He 

contemplates all the possibilities to punish his community in 

case he should be defied by his own enemies. This process of 

thoug~gives us a foretaste of the impertding conflicts between 

Ezaulu and Nwaka on one hand and Ezeulu and Winterbottom on the 

other hand. We will deal with them later on. Ezeulu faces his 

imaginary foe as if he was in front of him. He is training 

himself for the next combat. He foresees troubles with his com

munity since the Okperi land dispute. So he is polishing up his 

weapons. This is ablatant mistakc because Ezeulu underestimates 

his community by his controversial attitude. He is persuaded 

that he is answerable to nobody else. He expects people to account 

for their views and deeds before him because he is the interme

diary between men and Uluo A democratic society such as Igbo 

community must not be ruled as Ezeulu does. Ezeulu becomes more 

and more haughty and tyrannical. 

1.= Arrow of God, op. cit.~ p. 2. 
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~ake a~~y ~hai word dare he replie~.tq hi~ e~émi~ 
Yès I sày take it away. No man in All Umµaro c~n· 
stand up ànd say th~t I.4&re not~ 'Ilhc wom~n w4p 
~111 bsat the man who will say it h~s not ~eeti 
b.(!rti yet; f) r1 ) 

Ezeui~ ~ah~d piu ~9 e~poijq Jwafd his soti d~ hi~ ~üpe~ds•r• He 

~ishé~ ~o impo!~ ~i~ viewd 1» religiP~~ m~tts,, RQ f9r,,t, bf§ 
human rtattite and ~ed41ed ~ith UlUiij de~i~i~n. B~ J~, «~tJ~g 
m~n whô d'.oep~!13t·;a ~·e ·~·~ h711~ay tradi ttoqp ~rul h;t~ r~rJ.tm:11fl~» ~ 
Dµe ·to thid coµtroVersi~1 po!foi Eze"iu hae ma~y ijnd.1p, ~tthftj 
h.is comwup.1. ty ~ 

Nwaka is one of Ezeuluis . ~' ' 
fllO!ltal, en(?m;y9 He ba:l;,~t3 ~l1961JF1 

lu because th;La 9ne ha.s pid~cl wi:,th Okpert diJring tbe la.nd 

dispute and has sent his son to the wh:i,te man's school. The 

most important hidden grief is that Ezeulu is the rival of 

Ezidemili;Nwaka 1 s friend. Ezidemili i~ jealous of the Chief 

Priest. Both think that Ezeulu~ a candidate of compromise to the 

priesthood does not deserve to be~r sudh a title since he 

belongs to the ~e~kest clan among Igbo people. Nwaka is right 

to condemn Ezeulu 1 s sending Oduche to school but his motiva

tion is deeper than that. However Oduche's behaviour is condem

nable if we know that each society has its totems ~nd taooos. 

Oduche does no longer care about them now because of the new 

religion 1 s influence. He even attempts to stifle Idemili's 

sacred python. In so doing the child opens another ground of 

conflict between his father, Nwaka and Idemili. Ezeulu refuses 

to repa1r that abomination as required by Idemili" He is nota 

man to accept an ultimatumb Oduche.1 s behaviour is disastrous for 

his fatherîs reputation. People become more and more critical 
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about Ezeulu 1 s repeated mistakes. Ezeulu 1 s tasks become more and 

more uneasy. Men rebel against him as a priest of Ulu and a 

leader within the community. 

If the Chief Priest of Ulu could send his son among 
people who kill and eat the sacred python and corn= 
mit other evils what did he expect ordinary men and 
women to do? The lizard who threw confusion into 
his mother 1 s funeral rite did he expe~t outsiders 
to carry the burden of honouring his dead ? 11 (1) 

Despite his friend 1 s warnings Ezeulu goes on his own way. He 

challenges his whole community. The priest of course does not 

shàre Akuebue 1 s views on his own behaviour and motivation. The 

priest believes that everything he did now is right. His 

arguments are apparently logic. He asserts that it is not him 

who start8 the war against Okperi which enables the white man to 

step in. He explains this by the fact that his clansmen go to 

war against their blood brothers of Okperi as if they had forgot= 

ten that 

When two brothers fight,a stranger reaps the 
harvest. ( ••• ) (2) 

Akuebue may be perceived as the writer 1 s spokesman and stands 

for the community while Nwaka is somewhat demagogic because 

blinded by his partiality. 

Ezeulu adequately appreciates the white man 1 s superio= 

ri ty in weapon and means. He is amazed by this i1ew power and 

hopes to use it in his own advantage. The white man's known-how 

has seduced him. He secretly fears this unknown force and sides 

with him against his clansmen9 another big mistake. The priest is 

inspired by God, that is why his decisions are irrevocable. He 

1 ~ Arrow of God 9 op. cit.~ p. 125. 

2 - Ibidem. 
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sticks to his own opinion despite the community opposition° 

I have ~y own way and I shall follow it. I can 
see things where others men are blind. That is 
why I am Known and the same time I am Unknowable 
( ••• ). I can see tomorrow~ that is why I can 
tell Umuaro g came out from this because there 
is death there or do this because there is 
profit in it. (1) 

Ezeulu 1 s argumentation seem/.lsound but we cannot be sure that the 

next events will give him reason. He has sent Oduche to school 

to be his ears and eyes in the white man's house. This on~ after 

due thought believes that Ezeulu is the right man to be appointed 
)k 

as a warrant chief. Nowvigb~know no king. The clash of cultures 

between Ezeulu and Winterbottom is another element which pleads 

for Ezeulu 1 s downfall. The Chief Priest refuses the offer. This 

shocks Winterbottom 1 s assistant. Clark puts him in jail 9 a 

supreme humiliation for the Chief Priest of Uluo Imprisoned~ he 

intends to carry out his revenge against his clansmen who do 

nothing to prevent him from being ridiculed by the white man~ his 

friend. While s 0 journing in prison he has had a nightmare which 

foretells the next ruin of ancestral beliefs. Instead of redeeming 

himself. Ezeulu harbours a grudge against Umuaro as a whole. He 
p 

willingly forgets his true role within society. In his blindness 

he believes that Ulu will side with him against his community 

while the deity does nothing against Clark. The Chief Priest 

interprets accurately his nightmarish vision but does not behave 

consequently. His vision sums up the next tragic events. At the 

beginning of his dream it is his grand-father who is shouted at 

but at the end it is Ezeulu himself who stands before the 

assembly of the elders. 

Then the people seized the Chief Priest who had 
changed from Ezeulu 1 s grand=father to himself 
and began to push him from one group to another. 

1 - Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p. 132. 
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Sorne spat on his face and called him the priest 
of a dead god. (1) (I underline) 

It should be better for Ezeulu to analy~e. in a realistic m~nner 

the new data which rise from his subconscious. A freudian analysis 

would reveal that Ezeulu 1 s hidden feelings and deep=seated moti= 

vations rise at broad daylight and highlight his inner struggle. 

His nightmare illustrates his fear to fail to overcome his foes. 

Umuaro and white administration are his two enemies now. Curiously 

enough he seizes but one aspect of this conflict ~ the easier one 

to sol ve tha t is to say his ma tters in dispute wi th Umuaro. Ezeu·· 

luis vindictive. He deliberately avoids fighting British 

administration. He mistakes his enemy. Two reasons may be held 

responsible for Ezeulu 1 s numerous blunders. Either he is afraid 

of the white man 1 s power or he is very realistic to fight him 

openly. Therefore he is a coward who masks his cowardice by 

an unexplanable stubborness. To prove his valour in his own eyes 

~nd to mislead his clansmen he needs to struggle against someone 

or something. So he confronta his own community confusing his 

enemies and his friends. The tragic dimension of the hero leads 

him from one mistake to another. He gradually steps forwards to 

his own destruction. He does not care about his community cohe= 

sion and he becomes ipso facto an objective but unconsciouf ally 

of the administration$ the main external disruptive force of 

Igbo cofumunity-life. The "hubris" prevents him from taking into 

account the whole elements of the two=pole conflict. We are 

flabbergasted when we know Ezeulu 1 s Machiavellian purpose. He 

intends to hit his clansmen to avenge himself for being humilia= 

ted. 

His quarrel with the white man was insigni
beside the matter he must settle with his 

1 ~ .Arrow of God~ op. cit. ~ p. 159. 
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own peo~le. fo~ years he had been warning Umuaro 
hot tci allôw a few jealous men to le&d them ipto 
the bush. But they had stopped bath ears with 
fi:hgers. ( 1) 

While having such thought he is in prison. He can no longer 

support this situation. According to him the intermediaries 

between him and Winterbottom are responsible for what happeps to 

him. He wishes Winterbott0m were here. Winterbottom 1 s inteµtipns 

seem suspect te the Priest because things are gone too f~r~ 

Ezeulu undergoes a hardship silently because his title and wh.at 

he stands for are helpless to him. He is powerless and do9med to 

act in despair. He muses over his lot but cannot find a way out 

of it. So he becomes wicked. Ezeulu the protector turns out to 

be a sadistic destroyer. He is fully aware of what will happen 

if he carries out his desastrous decision of revenge. 

But in spite all of this Ezeulu's dominant feeling 
was that more or less he was now even with the 
white man. He has not yet said the last word to 
him~ but for the moment his real struggle was 
with his own people and the white man wasll with
out knowing it, his ally. The longer he was 
kept in Okperi the greater his griev~nce and 
his resources for the fight. (2) 

After his release Ezeulu goes back home confident in himself and 

ready to challenge his own society forgetting his own words 

about dissensions within the community~ He reproaches his clans

men of behaving as if he were not their Chief Priest. Ezeulu is 

a narrow-minded man in thinking and reasoning likewise. Not 

long ago he was not helping his fellow country men when ha 

took soma major decisions affecting Umuaro lifa. Ezeulu has 

forgotten his own wrong doings. He decides to delay his revenge 

till. the harvest see.son when Umuaro is weaker due to the cri tical 

1 - Arrow of Godll op. cit.? p. '160,. 

2 = Idem? p. 176. 
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period when people are short of food. Ezeulu has gone too far 

indeed for Ulu to noticeo The deity disapproves his priest 1 s 

intentions and acts. 

"Who told you this was your own fight ?" (1) 

Ezeulu has seen clear through himself now. He explains what 

happens to him by fate. He is convinced that Oduche and 

Winterbottom are Ulu's puppets to fulfill his own purpose 

against the Chief Priest. Tragic conclusion indeed for Ezeulu 

He was no more than an arrow in the bow of his 
god. (2) 

Instead of taking his share of responsibility for his acts 9 

Ezeulu plays Pontius Pilate 1 s role but the dicG are cast. 

Despite Ulu 1 s warnings~ advices and thrsats he stands against 

his clansmen. He is ready to flog Umuaro insteed of defending 

it against its internal and external enemies as one may expect. 

Ezeulu is an actual danger to his community. Each Igbo man is 

responsible for his detention because no one h~s raised a finger 

to protest. Silence is guilt Ezeulu seems to say. 

Meanwhile the white man manages to return Oduche 
a,i.. 

against his own father and people. He commitsvabomination. But 

for Ezeulu's behaviour,so many cracks will not happen so soon. 

Love and charity ought to be his main characteristics. He shoultl 

have been a self-sacrificing man because according to his own 

words, Oduche has been sacrificed to the new religion to snve 

the clan besieged by external impending danger. Ezeulu should 

follow his son's example as far as native reliJion is concGrned. 

The priest must sacrifice himself to protect his community 

1 = Arrow of ~Pop. cit.i pp. 189=190. 

2 = Idem~ p. 192. 
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instead of misinterpreting religion for his own desire of 

revenge. Ezeulu decides to retaliate after a while. His refusal 

to eat the remaining yams because of his imprisonment delays 

the feast of the new yam and nobody dare trespass Ezeulu 1 s 

prerogative to perform his sacred duty because it is Ulu who 

is honoured through this festival. If Ezeulu Qoes not eat the 

remaining sacred yams there will be neither reaping nor plantingo 

And he refuses. He wanta to starve them to death. Does such a 

man deserve to be appointed Chief-Priest of Ulu who is called 

the saviour? The farming activities are linked tb the new moon. 

Ezeulu refuses to announéo it under the pretext that it is not 

the time yet and that he has no lesson to receive from his six 

assistants and the ten elders who are sent to him to beg or to 

force him to perform his religious duty as a Chief Priest. 

Ezeulu dismisses his assistants by telling them that it is 

beyond th~ir competence to count the days of the moori. 

In rebuking his assistants Ezeulu rebels against his 

own community. In so doing he increases social tension. Ezeulu's 

own son sums up the situation in a prophetic way. Nwafosings 

a song which foretells the next outcome of the two cultural 

clashes. These clashes are possible because of the internal 

contradictions and conflicts. The sang is a badomen. Ezeulu 

understands it as such. When Ezeulu asks the boys what they are 

singing. One of them answers 

We were saying ~ Python 9 run î 
There is a Christian here. (1) 

Back to their respective village tha assistants inform their 

fellowmen who grasp at once all that such an attitude implies. 

1 - .Arrow of God~ op. cit. 9 p. 
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The news spread over Umuaro o People discuss the pros and the ·mms 

of Ezeulu 1 s deeds. Umuaro sends ten representatives to discuss 

the matter with Ezeulu and find a ground of understanding. The= 

se venerable men know up to what point the custom can be 

softened since everything is not established once for allo The 

ten elders epitomize the villagers 1 wisdom. They understand many 

things and events. Ezeulu refuses to obey the ultimatum of 

announcing thé new moon. Ezeulu rejects all the arguments of 

the elders who finally leave him. According to Ezeulu asking 

him to eat the sacred yams is asking him to eat death. 

In special circumstances one must take special measu

res.Umuaro custom is not so rigid because it has been made by 

men for the survival of the group. It must be subject to 

modification if it turns out to be a means of destruction as 

Ezeulu intends to use it despite the warning and advice of his 

wisest fellowmen. The ten elders are ready to sacrifice them

selves if Ulu wants to chastise Ezeulu for eating the yams to 

save Umuaro. To eut his interlocutors' argumentation down~ the 

priest declares that he is used by Ulu to whip his people. He 

is lieing because he hangs on his revenge4 To carry out his plot 

he pretends to side with the deity against his clansmen. 

Howe~er he has been elected by· .Umuaro people but not by Ulu. 

After "consulting" Ulu on the situation prevailing in Umuaro 

Ezeulu d~clares that 

( ••• ) his consultation with the deity had produced 
no result and that the six villages would be 
locked in the old year for two moons longer spread 
such alarmas had not been known in Umuaro in 
living memory. (1) 

Because of Ezeulu 1 s attitude Umuaro is starving, Opinions are 

set at variance. Ezeulu 1 s household is secluded. The children 

1 = Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p. 210. 
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sing Ezeulu's wickedness around the six villages. Ezeulu's own 

family is disrupted. Ulu 1 s priest has brought famine and death 

among Igbos.People are fed u~ now with such suffering. They 

desacrete ancestral custorn. Bven the oracle decision ïs 

questioned by a young man who13e father's spirit asks to sacri= 

fice a bull for the rest of his soul. He rebels against such a 

decision. Such thing had never happened before. His answer is 

harsh. 

Ask rny fathep if he left as muchas a fowl 
for me. (1) 

The rites of burial cannot be performed without a yam. Umuaro 

is buying foreign yams from their neighbouring ,clans. They eat 

them secretly but Ezeulu bas not that possibility. Ezeulu pre

tends to defend the religious orthodoxy that he is trespassing 

every day. Ezeulu 1 s family suffers harder than most families. 

The punishment bec~mes a vicious circle. 

The plight of Umuaro lay more heavily on Ezeulu 
and his family than othe~ people knew. In the 
Chief Priest's aompound nobody could think of 
indulging in th1:1 many old and new evasions which 
allowed others to eat an occasional new yam be 
it local or for~ign. (2) 

Fenced in his ivory tower for a long time~ Ezeulu is curious to 
is doing · 

know what Umuaro/but nobody tells him. After a while the 

Christians 1 propose to make people reap the yams in the name of 

the son. Akuebue who tell~ Ezeulu the news sums up the situation 

well. 

It troubles me he said~ because it looks like the 
saying of our a~cestors that when brothers fight 
to death a stra'llger inherits their father 1 s 
estate. (3) 

-----~=---------------------------· 
·1 = Arrow of God~ op. cit.) p. 128. 

2 - Idem~ p. 218. 

3 - Idem~ p. 220. 
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At this same period the conflict between Ezeulu and Oduche is 

enlivened by this news from the Church. Oduche does not tell his 

father what his teacher has said to Umuaro about their proposal 

to harvest in the name of the Christo Ezeulu who wants Oduche 

to be his eyes among the white men feels betrayed by his own son 

as he has himself betrayed Ulu and Umuaro by acting unfairly 

according to his own fantazy. Oduche is his father 1 s escape-goat 

now. Ezeulu is angry against him because he has ruined all his 

plans by refusing to be his eyes and ears next to the white 

man's house. 

- Do you remember~ Oduche 9 what I told you when I 
sent you among those people? 

- Oduche shifted his eyes to the big toe of his 
right foot which he placed a little forwards ( ••• ). 

= Go away and rejoice that your father cannot 
count on you. 

= I say go away from here~ lizard that ruined his 
mother 1 s funeral. (1) 

At last Ezeulu eats the remaining yams but it was too late. He 

beats the drum to announce the news. He has had another promo

nition at night and when he wakes up all is clear like the day= 

light reality. He even hears murmuring voices around him in his 

compound from everywhere. The second sang he hears is an ill~ 

omen one. It is that of the Idemili's python deatho The theme of 

ruin and death has been treated more than once in the navels of 

Achebe·:. Dreams and songs are allegorically used to buttress 

the notions of ruin and death. Ezeulu the Chief Priest of Ulu 

who was responsible for announcing the deity's will and the 

people 1 s aspirations is now the death-symbol. Each coming super

natural bad occurence befalling Umuaro hits him first because 

he is the first to betray ancestral wisdom which he ought to 

defend firmly against alien forces. He has shown himself too 

1 - Arrow of God~ op. cit.~ p.221. 
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co-operative with the white therefore he has to pay for it. 

They sang the song with which a man was carried 
to the bush for burial. 

Look ! a python 
Look ! a python 

Yes» it lies across the way. (1) 

Everything is crumbling down. Ezeulu 1 s compound is deserted by 

his two wives and their children. Whenever ha rushes in one 

Obi he finds it empty. Green grass and cold ashes caver the 

internal ground of the Obi. This event is an aspect of the ruin 

of his own family. Ezeulu faces his fate alone now. He is 

disturbed and spends restless nights. All things that give a 

sense to his life disappear iittle by little. The song of the 

solitary singer reminds him that of his own mother when she 

was madness=stricken. That song confuses with that of the 

python too. The cracking of the spiritual universe foretells 

that of the' physical universe. Ezeulu bas always feared that 

very event because it is too meaningful for him. He cannot fail 

to understand the meaning of such a song. It means ruin~ madness 

and death. The hereditary madness is loitering around. Tragic 

end indeed The song is a reproachful one too. The singer lies, 

the blame on Ezeulu. It is toc much for the priest to support. 

I was born when lizards were in ones and twos. 
A child of Idemili. The difficult tear-drops of 
Sky 1 s first weeping drew my spots. Being Sky. 
born I walked the earth with royal gait. And 
mourners saw me coiled across their path. 

But of late 
A strange bell 

Has been ringing a song of desolation ~ 
Leave your yams and cocoyams 

And come to school. 
And I must scuttle away in haste 
When children in play or in earnest cry ~ 

Look î a Christian is on the way. 
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha. (2) 

1 - Arrow of God$ op. cit.j p. 221. 

2 - Idem 2 p. 223. 
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This song and the previous one deal~ with the recurrent themes 

of death and ruin. Both songs sum up the conflict of two cul

tures. "Yes it (the python) lies across the way" and 11 Look 

a Christian is on the way 11 are meaningful. The 11 way 11 here 

stands for ancestral customs and values. The python embodies 

traditions or the old order whereas the Christian faith repre

sents the new order which makes ring a "strange bell 11 • If "the 

python lies across their path 11 the Christians are compelled to 

trample it to death before conquering Umuaro. It is a matter of 

survival for the G~i ttest •. The clashes of the two worldb are 

unavoidable. Ezeulu is hit through his beloved son Obika. That 

fact proves in his eyes 9 Ulu 1 s hostility and bGtrayal. The 

priest thinks himself to be faultless. 

Soma villagers ask Obika to run the Ogbazulobol~ or 

the night=spirit. He accepts unwillingly after evoking his 

fever as a motif of a reasonable refusal but he is morally 

condemned to accept to run around the six villages because he 

is the fastest young man in the villages. If he refuses his 

family will be pilloried once more. Obika wants to redeem his 

father in the eyes of the Igbo community despite the peril he 

runs while fulfilling the Ogbazulobolo. The priest 1 s son is 

sacrificing himself to save his familyîs reputation strongly 

shaken. Ezeulu is indirectly responsible for what will become 

of Obika whatever he may think. He must be aware of his guilt= 

ridden conscience so much so that he thinks over the implica

tion of that matter. Obika helps those who reject his father 1 s 

authority by performing a ceremony before the new yam reaping 

is ordered ~ trespassing his own father t s strict measures.

against the community. 
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~ True said Obikao 
I agree but I am agreeing in cowardiceo If I say 
no 9 Obika told himself 9 

- they will say that Ezeulu and his family have 
revealed a second time their determination to 
wreck the burial of their village man who did 
not harm to them. (1) 

While fulfilling what he thinks to be his quty towards his 

clansmen Obika dies all of a sudden and mysteriously. The body 

is brought to Ezeulu who becomes distracted when he sees it. He 

has had a heavy blow to stand with. Then he rebels openly 

against Ulu. 

= What happened to him? Who did this ? I said who? 
Ozumba began to explain but Ezeulu did not hearo 
The matchet fell from his hand and he slumped 
down on both knees baside the bodyo 

- My son, he cried. Ulu, were you thero when this 
happened tome? 
He hid his face on Obika 1 s chest. (2) 

Consequently ~ ~~ Igbo community builds a new wisdom on Ezeulu 1 s 

misfortune. If Ulu can no longer rescue his pries~ :tt , j5 __ --. not 

worth t~~-b-e.i--T1~f~ _ < ~ worshipped. Achebe uses si miles to 

pinpoint the common feeling over Igbo society. Ulu is regarded 

as a betrayer. Sorne similes will be enough to illustrate what 

we mean by the new wisdom of Umuar6 which is vory critical as 

far as Ulu is concerned. 

Who ever sent his son up the palm to gather nuts 
and then took an axe and felled the tree? But 
today such a thing had happened before the eyes 
of all. What could it point to but the colla:e.se 
~ ruin of all things (J underline;. · Then a 
godp finding himself powerless, might take flight 
in one finalp backward glance at his abandoned 
worshippers cry i 

If the cat cannot flee fast enough 
Let him make way for the tortoise i (3) 

1 = Arrow of God 9 op. cit.P p. 228. 

2 - Idemp p. 229. 

3 ~ Ibidem. 
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Ulu 1 s behaviour is hard to explain despite he has showed some 

mercy toward his headstrong priest by sparing him the details 

of the Umuaro ruino This mercy is morally questionable because 

Ezeulu ought t.o see what his stubborness has brought upon Umuaro. 
It will be fairer. Divine justice must not be biased. Ezeulu 

is really responsible for his act because ha did not care about 

Ulu's warnings. So he must go through an ordeal. Madness is too 

comfortable. He ought to suffer more in accordance with what 

ha has done to Umuaro. 

But this final act of malevolence proved merciful. 
It allowed Ezeulu~ in his last days~ to live in 
the haughty splendeur of a demented high priest 
and spare him knowledge of the final outcome. (1) 

For Umuaro people;Ulu has sided with them against his ambitious 

priest. By reasoning likewise they believe firmly that Ezaulu 

ruined himself in acting as he did. So they harvest nin the 
2 

name of the son." 

The course of the events seems to give reason to Nwa

ka and his followers but it is a failure for both sides indeed. 

Ezeulu who symbolizes Umuaro unityP cohesion and solidarity 

stands aside against the whole communityo The triumph of Nwaka 

however momentanous it may bep is that of Idomili and the other 

rivals of Ezeulu. But the maiawinner is Winterbottom the 

British representativeo ~:~. Igbo community life is disrupted 

due toits internal and external contradictions. The white 

presence is but a revealer of the society-weakness announcing 

its next collapse. 

Their god had taken sidas with then against his 
headstrong and ambitious priest and thus upheld 
the wisdom of their ancestors - that no man however 
great was greater than his peoplep that no one 

---~-----------~---------------~------~~--~ 
1 = Arrow of God, op. cit.» p. 229. 

2 - Idem~ p. 230. 
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ever won a judgement against his clan. (1) 

Ezeulu 1 s downfall has incalculable consequences on the next 

events. The Christian is gaining ground and the white man 1 s 

institutions arewidespread over Igboland. 

1 ·- Arrow of Godll op. cit., p. 2.30. 
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THE DISRUPTIVE CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
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European colonialism had more than one way to carry 

.out its mission in Africa. First of all it was based upon the 

so-called notion of the white man's superiority. The Europeans 

believed firmly that they were the most civilized men in the 

world. Thus they felt the need to civilize the black "savages". 

They used many means for that purpose. The Christian Church and 

the Army carne after the explorers followed by the traders. Here 

we are interested in the white man's settlement on Igboland and 

the disruptive forces which they embodied. The first contact 

between the two worlds proved to be desastrous for the blacks. 

This painful encounter has visible consequences on Igbo every day 

life. The well-structured community-life has beeh shaken toits 

roots. The custom and law were questioned which had never hap

pened before. The greatest representatives of the society were 

humiliated. Our two heroes epitomize this past g Okonkwo commits 

suicide and Ezeulu becomes mad. The white man's arrival in 

Africa is tragic for~~~~ African peoples in general. 

L 1 invasion du continent noir par les Européens 
boucla l'ire de l'Afrique spécifiquement afri
caine. Le colonisateur imposa sa loi~ sa culture 
(celle de l'Afrique) reçut un choc 9 et sa 
démographie vacilla. (1) 

The white man's colonialism was a monster with many legs which 

were composed by the administration» the school 1 the army and 

the church. Each of them enabled.;,. i t to gain ground gradually 

1 = BONI (Nazi)~ Crépuscule des temps anciens» p. 16 et s. Présence 
Africaine 7 Paris. CitÎl par Claude WaÛlt.hier dans L' Afri__g_ue des AfricaJns. 
F<litions du Seuil~ Collection L1Histoire immédiate~ p. 60. 
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by using free-labour» compulsory collective works~ nativess 

converts» and interpreterso Those who refused to work for the 

white man's were banished~ severely punished or killedo 

In Achebe 1 s two navels the first contact with the 

white is decisive as for the future of the community. In T~ings 

Fall Apart the first white man appears when the main character 

is banished and is living at Mbanta his motherland where he has 

no important role to play. One of t.is clansmen Obierika and his 

friend brings him the bad news. The white man cornes and settles 

on Igboland» more precisely in Umuofia. The Oracle had said 

so. He tells him the story of the destruction of Abam. The 

first contact with the white men is disastrous. The white men 1 s 

power is so dangerous that they are assimilated to evil spirits. 

The natives who first meet them run away as if they had seen 

the devil in person. That event is tragi=comic, Most Africans 

had had the same reaction in the past. Igbo people too arG 

afraid of the unknown but they are at the same time puzzled by 

i t. The white has brought his way of life among th~JJigbds:.~wru:r:m-e 

not yet quite ready to accept it. 

Okonkwo sums up the situation accurately. The white 

man has coma with his faith and soldiers. The Igb~:must face 

two fights. The first one is spiritual and the second is physi

cal. The new order represented by the church and its mi~sionna

ries undertake a tremendous religious propaganda which helps to 

colonize the mind. Little by little the Christian faith gains 

some followers among the heathen natives. This new order makes 

the outcast be aware of their unjust lot. They rebel against the 

ancient order they belonged to. Two categorieE of people e~brace 
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the Christian faith. The twins 1 mothers and the Osu. This is 

one internal factor which enables the Christians to step in and 

to spread their faith on Igboland threatening by that fact Igbo 
.-.. _-

1.mi ty. This is possible because the twins are thrown in '---·--;; 

Evil Forest. This tradition hurts the mother's feeling. Mother

hood is a solid link which is stronger than custom. Therefore 

the twins mothers reject the tradition that compels them to 

throw their offspring away and at the same time they reject the 

society based upon such custom. The Osu~ like the twins are 

outcast. The Osu are deities slaves. Instead of being sacrod for 

that fact~ they are considered as cursed and live like pariahs 0 

The Osu and twins are two minor cracks within Igbo 

social structure. They refuse to acknowl~dge such unjusticc sinco 

the white man's church has settled on Igboland. 

Meanwhile the Chritians spread their faith by dint of 

persuasion. The Igb~try to counteract it ~ut without success. 

Thielo~ the priestess of Agbala~ called the 
converts the excrement of the clan and the new 
faith was a mad dog that had corne to eat it 
up. ( 1 j 

Nwoye and Oduche who are supposed to inherit and perpetuato 

their respective community 1 s values embrace the new faith des= 

pite their respective fathers 1 refusal and hostility. The 

Christians weaken Igbo self-confidence. They do hit the target~ 

for when the mind is sick it is easy to enslavG a man and make 

him deny or forgGt his own self. 

'Ck 
In that respectp the church is unmatched in brai~= 

washing. v Igbos are los ing their heathen beliefs" When Nwoye 

·---------· 
1 ~ Thir:gs Fall AJ!t.!:h opo cit. P p. 101 .• 
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embraces the Christian faith his father curses himo Family ties are broken 

and the administration succours the ChristiansQD~vision among 

the natives weakens themo The missionaries disparage the 

heathen r~ligion and the natives are very critical about 

Christianisme The clash of the two communities is a religious 

one beca~se religion has shaped human values from both sidas. 

The natives refu~e to share the Christian dogma about the 

Trinity because the white man 1 s explanation is confusing ~ 

Okonkwo 1 s question is relevant. 

You told us with your own mouth that there 
was only one god. Now you talk about his 
son. He must have a wife 9 theno The crowd 
agreed. 

Nwoye 1 s intense inner life urges him to question the universe 

surrounding him. Contrary to his father~ he wants to know the 

ultimate reason of the worldo He is nota conformist like his 

father. Their conflict stems from thereo It becomes more acute 

when the boy attends the Churcho Okonkwo cannot accept such a 

behaviouro Nwoy~ is not alone in his fight for n more spiritual 

freedom. The Osuj the twin-mothers too have experienced the 

heavy pressure of social custom on their destinies. They are 

going to be freed from their anguish and anxiety. A new lifo of 

hope is opened before them. They cling toit lite drowned men 

who catch a strong bough. The Osu are redeemed by the new f~ith 

which restores their human dignity. Before the advent of Church 

the Osu were secluded but now they have found a protector in 

the Church contrary to heathen natives. 

They (the Osu) are regarded by the free-born 
with repugnance which is in part at least 
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physical and which is remarkable when one 
rememba~s that originally they were fre~-born 
themsel ves. ( 1) 

Nwoye is attracted by the Christians' ceremonies~ rituals~ music~ 

staries and mysteries. Only a sensitive soul~ a delicate 6harac

ter can be upset by such things. 

The Igboo fight against this religion because they 

perceive it as an impending threat to their survival. So thay 

expect the deities to destroy the white church because the 

white man has trespassed their ancestral laws a.nd must die for 

that i but nothing happens. Consequently the Church gains some 

converts in the eyes of the community g 

Not longer he (the white man) won his first 
three converts. (2) 

Umuofia institutions start cracking due to the ~llegiance to the 

new fai th in Things _Fall Apart. The same phœomenon ma.y be obser~ 

ved if we analyse Oduche 1 s behaviour in Arrow of Godo The only 

difference is that Ezeulu does send Oduche to the missionaries 1 

school while Nwoye joins it after due thought. The main ev8nt is 

that a priest of traditional religion dare send his son to a new 

religion even if his motive is praiseworthy. This attitude is 

seen as Ezeulu I s second major betrayal after the land d:ispute. 
)11,1, 

Here toovigbesare facing two threats. 

The first one is internal. There is a fight between 

Ulu and Edemili which tells on their respective priests. This 

division within Umuaro while hostile forces are near is a danger. 

We can add to that the hero's stubborness which is his tragic 

1 - An Ibo Village 4ffairs1 op. cit.P p. 24. 

2 ~ Things Fall Apar_ip op. cit. ~ p. 106. 
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dimensiono The heroes epitomize their societiesa Therefore when 

Ezeulu refuses to be appointed king which the white man percei~ 

ves as a challenge to his authori ty and power. Thi-s is an exter= 

nal threat to traditional power from the white. 

Ezeulu's attitude can be explained by the fact that 

his community does not acknowledge kingship. Igbo society is a 

democratic one as far as ruling is concerned. Achain of reac

tions precipitate the clashes at three levels because there are 

.three contradictions. 

First Ezeulu is imprisoned because of his refusal to 
be appointed king._ 

Second he has to face his avowed enemies. 

Third he has to carry out h~s will power against 

everybody. Here the q1hubris" takes all i ts significance sin ce 

Ezeulu is doomed to fighto All the tragic dimension of Ezeulu 

is revealed tous by the very obstacles he must face without 

forgetting the disruptive affect of the church. We will study 

some of its aspects and its disruptive effects on Igbo institu

tions. First of all the administration manifeste itself by 

sending policemen to arrest Ezeulu. These policemen are Igbo 

but their discourse reveals that they are alienatedo They have 

forgotten themselves as Igbo community memberso They share the 

white man 1 s values and help him to impose his lawso 

Sometime na dim said his companiono But we nogo 
return back jus lik~ dato All this waka wey we 
waka come here no fit go for natingo (1) (sic) 

Some blacks side with the white men against their own clansuen 

because of the new valueso When in jai~ Ezeulu feols this l:ï.ke 

a betrayal. After his release he confuses bis friands and his 

foes by refusing to announce the new moon so that he may flog 

1 = Arrow of God 1 op. cit.» p. 154. 
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his clansmen who have been ungrateful to himo The cra.cks. ara 

widening because of Ezeulu' ·S attitude and by the same way hG 

paves the way for the Christian Church to .step in becaus~ he 

starves his fellowmen to deatho They cannot stand ·it and send 

yams to the church which allows them to harves~ 

In this confrontation, traditional religion has been 

belittled in the natives' eyes. Those who have trespassed the 

custom have not been punished by Idemili. The white man's power 

increases while Igbo community weakenso Even Nwaka yields to 

that obvious evidence. 

As a result many people - some of them very 
important - began to send their children to 
school. Even Nwaka sent a. son - the one who 
least likely among his children to become a 
good f armer o ( 1 ) 

Before such chaotic events ooodcountry makes up his mind. HG 

'Seize~ the opportunity given to the natives by the next Feas

tival yam to save Umuaro from a sure impending deatho The ·cate

chist wants to save his heathen clansmen from "darknesstt and 

death even if the cost is the ruin of the old ordero Indeed 

Goodcountry seems very good for his countrymen. 

This was God's hour to save them from their error 
which was now threatening to ruin them. They must 
be told that if they made their thank offering to 
God they could harvest their crops without fear of 
Ulu. (2) 

Due to that event~Igbo deities' shrines are desarted becausa of 

the gods' inefficiency to face the white man's guns and bible. 

The administration has played a decisive role in the destruction 

of Igbo institutions based upon religious beliefs. Ezeulu~ Nwaka~ 

Ulu and Idemili have parta.ken in that ruin of religion. Those who must defend 

the old order are the first who bring confusion and disagreement. Therefore 

the clashes of the two worldviews ·will be fatal. 

1 m Arrow of God.2 op. cit.9 p. 2150 
2 - Ibidemo 
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Many conflicts result from different worldviews. New 

each community perceives itself as a distinct entity. This 

plural approach of values is possible because of reiigion 

which has shaped human society. Therefore any event that affects 

this institution has consequential effects on men's behaviour. 

To protect their respective beliefs and values the 

colonizers and the natives who belong to different religions 

were then to fight ta death for their survival. Here we witness 

a fight between a traditional agrarian Igbo society against 

a nascent industrial country belonging to the most developed 

western nations at that time. 

First we will analy~e traditional Igbo religion~ 

second British modern religion and third the fatal clashes of 

the two worldviews and their consequences on Igbo values and 

behaviour. 

As we have mentioned in a previous chapter~ the Igbos 

polytheists because one god cannot meet their demanda and 

each deity is specialized for a well-defined need. Therefore 

different needs require different gods~ The godsi existence 

follows a hierarchy. This faith in many gods is in accordance 

with Igbo spiritual universe and physical environment. This 

outlook has an overall impact on social structure. Igbo 

pyramidal community is composed - by order of importance - of 

the deitiesp the dead ancestors~ the priests~ the elders:. the 

ordinary men and the outcaat-· who contrary to the others can 

never reach the top of~ social Igbo ladder. Therefore Igbo 
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community is a closed society to a certain extent. However some 

free-born men~ by dint of perseverance 1 manage to climb màny 

rungs of the social ladder by taking titles according to their 

own merit. This possibility of social promotion within the 

community is denied to the Osu and the twins. Such a society 

cannot be reformed from the interior. To escape this social 

pressure the outcast have the Christian church as element of 

comparison. It embodies new values such as brotherhood and 

charity toward the marginal human beings within Igbo community. 

Western religion - as we will see ~ is not only that positive 

vision of the outcast. The church conveys a cultural legacy 

which buttresses foreign values contradicting Igbd wisdomo 

Consequently things are going to evolve because new values are 

not easy to accept for the ruling members of traditional society. 

The church dreams of martyrdom and repentance. Ta carry out 

this aim it uses spiritual violence towards the natives and 

physical violence too. The British administration helps the 

church with natives soldiers, policemen» carriers and interpre

ters under the order of District officers and Commissioners. 

The conversion of the Osu to the Christian faith and the up

bringing of the twins by the missionaries are regarded as sacri

lege. The free-born natives feel this deed as an offence to 

deities and dead ancestors. They rebel against this new order 

first peacefully and second violently when they can stand it 

no more. 

How do these clashes of the tvo worldviews start? 

Traditions and customs die hard. The heroes 1 main 

role is to defend the v~}ues of his community since he epitomizGs 
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its highest principleso The whites were to fight against them 

before the advent of the "Pax Britanica"o_As long as the 

Christians do not meddle with the native laws everything ioes 

well. A ~modus vivendi" is found despite the Christiansv atti

tude towards the outcast. 

It was true they were rescuing twins from the 
bush? but they never brought them into the 
village o ( 1 ) 

This relative peace is broken by the converts who are making 

trouble due to their eagerness to spread the new faith on 

Igbolando The proselytes will not havè a rest till they éucceed 

in destroying the heathen vs beliefs o According to the converts 1 

new logic the heathen pollute the larid since they are the 

Devil 1 s children who delay the advent of the Saviour 1 s kingdom. 

The converts ridicule the deities and their priests who are 

high ranking members of Igbo community. 

The converts had gone into the village and boasted 
openly that all the gods were dead and impotent 
and they were prepared to defy them by burnitig 
all their shrineso (2) 

Given all these circumstances rumeurs spread fast. The natives 

become more and more aware of the danger that the expansion 

of the new faith represents for the equilibrium of their pris= 

tine community. They question the missionaries 1 peaceful in

tentionc They cannot watch them do what they like at the cost 

of the Igbos' survival as a homogenious ethnie group. Due to 

1 ~ Things Fall ..:1part~ op. cit. 9 p. 110. 

2 = Ibidem. 
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this tense relationship~ suspicion and hostility become a gene

ral ruleo 

The whites came with their institutions and values 

which defy the Igb6s' social structure and ancestral wisdom. 

But staries were already gaining ground that the 
white man had not only brought a religion but 
also a government. It was said that they had built 
a place of judgement in Umuofia to protect the 
followers of their religion. It was even said that 
they had hanged one man who killed a missionary. (1) 

Igbo laws condemn the killing of one 1s clansmen. This hampers 

their fight against the converts who are an actual thieat to 

the clansmen 1 s cohesion. The whites 1 powerful administration 

dissuades them from retaliating immediately. The Igbos contem

plate driving them out of the clan. It will not be an easy_task. 

The Christians intend to settle there forever. Their mission 

is to spread the Gospel willy~nilly. 

Meanwhile the Osu are being converted and they 

become the more zealous convert~. They even strifle a sacred 

python which is 11 the emanation of the god of the water 112 
o 

Contrary to what one ma.y expect the convert who carries out 

this abomination has not been outlawed or fined. The heathens 

find themselves in dilemma about what to do. As usual Mbanta 

people hold a meeting to settle this matter in dispute. Okonkwo 

proposes to whip the whites out of the village but he is not 

followed by the majority. People 1 s opinions aro set at variance. 

Finally they decide not to face the white man. They are divided. 

1 - Things Fall Jl4J.fi.rJ. ~ op. ci t. ~ p. 110. 

2 ~ Ibidem. 
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The assembly rejects the hard line position by an overwhelming . 

majority. This teaches us a lesson of democracy among the ftee

born Igbo men. At the same time we know that Igbo society is 

a male dominated society since the major decisions are taken 

by men. 

~But there were many others who saw the .situation 
differentlyp and it was their counsel that 
prevailed in the end. 1~t was net our custom to 
fight for our godsu said one of them. "Let us not 
presume to do so now. If a man kills the sacred 
python in the secrecy of his hut the matter lies 
bet~een him and the god. We did net se~ it.~ (1) 

Wh ile the na ti vos are wai ting for their offended god to chasti~, 

se the offenderî the number of the converts is increasing from 

day to day. The religious hierarchy supports and encour~ges 

the young church contrary to the native priests who prefer 

to wait and see what will corne next. The well-organized Chris

tian church is working harda It is more enterp~ising than the 

traditional religion because they have not the same conception 

about how to convey their respective values. 

Men~ women and children leave the heathens for the 

Christians and work for the church. They live in a harmonious 

community. The women do the female works while the men do the 

male ones for Christ 1 s sake. 

One day a group of young natives prevent the Christian 

native women from getting water from the river by whipping 

them. Then the converts decide to accompany their women to the 

river. They use weapons to protect them. The clansmen are ready 

~o fight one another to defend their respective faith. The 

clashes become more violent and the unity of the clan is 

·1 - Things Fall Apart~ op. cit. ~ p. 113. 
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threatened. The cult~ral clashes become an impending danger. 

Of course the administration champions the church 1 s cause. 

It sends its civil servants to impose Christian views and 

order. The clan- is judged according to the new yalues. T~~ 

natives who do not swear allsgiance to the British Crown are 

outlawed on their fatherland by foreign laws. Their way to 

settle matters in dispute is wiped out and declared out=dated 

by force if need be. A man's bouse is no longer his castle 

with the new order. The natives are deprived of all power. At 

this very moment of confusion and chaos for the Igbos~ Mr Brown 

a Christian priest decides to talk to the most important 

representatives of the clan. He tries to persuade them to 

embrace the Christian faith so that they may be saved from 

hellfire. He builds a missionary school where children will 

be sent. He enters each compound and asks to be given a child. 

The natives give him the slaves and the lazy boyso They send 

him those who are not showing signs of being future leaders 

or prominent members ·or Igbo community. This is a tactics of 

the Igbos who are hostile to the whites 1 institutions which 

are disrupting the social structure. Mr Brown understands this 

psychological behaviour. He holds a discourse about school and 

its usefulness in the future. According to him scho.ol is the 

key of the future. He believes in the advent of the western 

Christian church among the Igbos by a peaceful process. 

He said that the leaders of the land in the 
future would be men and women who had learnt 
to read and write. If Umuofia failed to send 
her children to the school strangers would 
corne from other places to rule them. They could 
already see that happening in the Native Court~ 
where the D.C. was surrounded by strangers who 
spoke his tangue •. (1) 

1 ~ Things Fall il.part~ op. cit. ~ p. 128. 
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Mr Brown's speech tells on the people 1 s minds. The 

number of schools and churches has increased. Umuofia people 

are delighted by the visible affect of the new knowledge. 

Even Okonkwo 1 s own son Nwoye - now Isaac Okonkwo -

is attending the collage of teachers. School is an important 

means to alienate the natives. It helps the church to spread 

its dogma. What school fails to achieve~ soldiersp policemen 

and prisons do. The pristine Igbo values are upside down now. 

Manliness is no longer held in praise. Okonkwo feels ill at 

ease since the world he used to live in is undergoing a 

metamorphosis. 

Okonkwo was deeply grieved. And it ~as not just 
a personal grief. He mourned for the clan which 
he saw breaking up and falling apart~ and he 
mourned the warlike men of Umuofià. who are so 
unaccountably become soft like wom~n. (1) 

When Mr Brown leaves Igboland the Revererid Smith replaces him. 

The two men have not the same way of dealing with the natives. 

Mr Smith 1 s vision is clear eut. According to him there are two 

opposite forces g that of the chaos and darkness represented 

by the heathens and that of the cosmos and light embodied by 

the Christianso The Reverend sees religious life as a barracks= 

life. He rejects any compromise with the Igbos. He does not 

hesistate to convert people ~manu militari~. He condemns 

Mr Brown's method to spread Christian faith among the natives. 

He questions his teachings and is very critical about the 

native converts he finds in the congregation. In his opinion 

Mr Brown is very lenient as far as the Gospel truth is concer-

ned. 

1 ~ Things FaJ..l Apa.rt~ op. cit.~ p. 129. 
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Mr Brown had thought of ndthing but numb~rs. He 
should have known that th~ kingdom of Gbd did 
not depend on large crowd. (1) 

Under Mr Smith's intransigence the converts become still more 

zealous ahd daring. Enoch a convert u.nmasks an egwugwu~ a masked 

spirit~ thus committing one of the greatest crime a man could 

commit. By so doing he has killed an ancestral spirit. All 

Umuofia is in confusion now. Each abomination has its specific 

way to be repaired. Therefore Enoch's offence cannot remain 

unpunished. The 11 Mother of the Spirit" walks around the villa= 

ge at night and requires revenge. As a retaliation the egwugwu 

destroy Enoch 1 s compound and burn it down while he has been 

hidden by the Christians who fear to be killed. The church too 

must be burnt down despite The Reverend's attempt to prevent 

it by promising to settle the matter according to Christians 

laws. The egwugwu distrtist him and refuse to listen to hiru. 

~he answer is an epitome of the cultural clashaso 

We cannot leave the matter in his hand because 
he does not understand our customs just as we 
do not understan~ hiso We say he is foolish 
because he does not know our ways» and perhaps 
he says we are foolish becau~e we do not know 
hiso Let him go away. (2) 

The egwugwu burn the church before Mr Smith. This clash will 

have many consequences afterwards on Umuofia. The same process 

of destructio~]native institutions can be observed in Umuaro 

too in Arrow of God. 

Ezeulu's main concern is to understand the white man's 

eus toms. So he sends Oduche ~ his son to learn this very lmowledge 

1 ~ Things Fall Apa~~ op. cit.~ p. 1300 

2 ~ Things Fall ApartP op. cit. 9 p. 134. 
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that enables Winterbottom to be a victor in whatever he under= 

takes. Ezulu admires the white man's know~how so he decides 

to spy on him. Meanwhile Winterbottom must appoint a warrant

chief since the Lieutenant Governor intends to impose Indirect 

Rule while he ignores Igbo customs. Winterbottom proposes this 

to Ezeulu who refuses because being the priest of Ulu is 

worthier than this promotion. His attitude is interpreted as 

an offence to British administration which decides to put 

Ezeulu in prison. il brief portrayal of some white characters 

will help us to understand the British conception of ruling 

the natives. There are roughly five whites living in Umuaro g 

Captain T. K. Winterbottom~ the District Officerp Clarke his 

assistant a rather sympathetic character, Wade~ Robert and 

Wright. Wade is in charge of the prison. Robert is the Assis= 

tant Superintendant of Police in charge of the local detach= 

ment". Mr Wright is in charge of the road building. He belongs 

to the Public Work Department supervising the new road to 

Umuaro. He is inclined to sleep with the native women and to 

beat the men. Of course Winterbottom reproves such act because 

he wants to keep the British blood pure. Here is the microcosm 

of the British subjects 1 universe in Igboland. 

The natives perceive the road building as an oppor= 

tunity for the whites to step into their whole local affairs 

once again. Umuaro people understand that the white man's road 

is a true threat to their customs and traditions. 

At the very beginning the labour was paid to work 

on the road but now the work is compulsory. Wright uses hard 

labour because he wants to finish the road in due time. Roads 

are very important insofar as they play a paramount role for 

the traders and settlers. Wright seizes this occasion to use 
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Umuaro people as hard labour when he is short of moneyo The 

natives a.re complaining about thia unjustice but they are 

helpless since the white is the strongest. In a fit of temper 

they gather to see whether they will stop working or not. The 

interpreter makes them understand what this attitude implies 

and they keep quiet4 

Moses told them that the white man would reply 
by taking their leaders to prison et Okperio (1) 

Umuaro people I s situation is awkwardo They ce.nnot rebel .against 

the new order which is destroying their customs. They are aware 

that the life and death struggle between the new order and the 

old one is unavoidable. The administration uses strong~ a?m 

tactics to provide for emergencies. Ezeulu uses a flawless 

argument to dissuade his fellowmen from fighting against·the 

white men~ for this will be suicidal. 

-~ L have travelled in Olu and I have travelled in 
Igbo I can tell you there is no escape from the 
white man~ ( ••• ) As daylight chases away darkness 
so will the white man drive away our customs. (2) 

Ezeulu's realism is pathetic but it limits his tragic dimension. 

His tragedy is that Ezeulu has a quick insight but he is a 

powerless·witness of the ruinof his ancestral values. He deser

ves our compassion to a certain extent. Umuaro people are doomed 

to fail in whatever they undertake against the new order. 

In Things Fall Apart as well as in ftrrow of God the 

old order is cracking everywhere because of its internal and 

external contradictions. There are many conflicts and.as many 

rivulets make a river the manifold conflicts were to make 

Igbo socioty collapse at the end. 

l = ..li.rrow of God.~ op. cit., p. 840 

2 = Ibidem~ p. 84. 
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Christian church based on spiritual strength uses 

the administration to impose its values if need be. It often 

forces the natives to embrace Christianism instead of convincing 

them. As a result the heathen and the Christians were to 

encounter. As a weapon the British settlers have guns and the 

bibleo Traditional Igbo society believes in its deities and 

medecine men. The western world at that time was more materia

listic than the Igbo community. Thus the first one proposés 

or imposes his own values by many means. 

Material ~ealth embodied by money enters Igboland. 

Sorne natives welcome this new order. John Nwodikap Winterbottom 1 s 

cook~ the court mesèengersi the interpreters~ the policemen~ 

the converts and the outcast~ who are fuil-bloôded Igbo·advo

cate the white men 1 s way of life. They prefeT the coins to the 

cowries as a means of exchange in tradeo Money becomes a means 

of corruption too. Where it. fails the whites use violencG. There 

are two sorts of corruption i the physical one and the spiritual 

one. Both are used to convince the rebellious natives. The 

Europeans give them food and clothes or beat and împrison thorn. 

Before such methods the natives are divided. Some people like 

Okonkwo want to defy the new order~the others like Ezeulu faveur 
) 

a modus vivendi. 

These two conceptions divide Umuofia and Umuaro which 

are weakened. The outcasts rejoin the church. The free-born 

men are between the devil and the deep sea. From day to day 

the white man's supremacy prevails over the land. People are 

losing their cultural identity and freedom of cult. They no 

longer attend the deities' shrines. They embrace the new religion 

and take Christian names. They wear white men 9 s clothes and 
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speak more or less accurately their tangue which is a sign of 

promotion through the new order. The Igbo·•become more and more 

alienated. They are forgetting their own selves. It is in this 

characteristic background that Okonkwo and Ezeulu are struggling 

to save Igbo values. Both are the spokesmen of their respective 

community to a certain extent. After many changes of fortune 

Okonkwo is back from Mbantap his mother's village where he had 

been exiled due to his killing of a clansman. He has a bene 

to pick with the church because his elder son Nwoye who is 

supposed to see to his shrine when he dies has join~d the 

Christians. Okonkwo feels this as a personal offence~ a betrayai. 

Therefore he is impatient to corne to grips with the new order. 

He takes part in the burning of the church which follows the 

dispute about the river and the unmasking of an egwugwu by 

Enoch. To settle the issue the District Commissioner invites 

six men from Umuaro. Okonkwo is among them. The natives suspect 

nothing. They fall in the trap headlong. The District Commissio= 

ner makes them handcuffed and put in the guardroom. 

We shall not do you any harm said the District 
Commissioner to them later if only you agree to 
co=operate with us. We have brought a peaceful 
administration to you and your people so that 
you may be happy. If any man ill-treats you we 
will corne to your rescue. But we uill not allow 
you to ill-treat others. (1) 

The District Commissioner 1 s attitude is bath paternalistic and 

machiavellian. The six men are jailed till their clansmen pay 

a fine which amounts to two hundred bags of cowries. The pri

soners are released as soon as the sum is collected. This moral 

and physical torture brings their nerves down. They have an 

individual inner debate. They weigh the pros and the cons of 

1 = Things Fall Apart 9 op. cit. 9 p. 137. 
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fighting against the new order. Only Okonkwo does not give up 

fighting. He cannot accept the "Agbala's" arrogance. The native 

civil servants have betrayed their clansmen. They even beat 

them despite the District Commissioner 1 s orders. Their wicked

ness is baffling. 

Everi when the men were left alone they found no 
words to speak to one another. It was only on 
the third day when they could no longer bear 
the hunger and the insults~ that they began to 
talk about giving in. 
1 We could have killed the white man if you had 
listened to me 1

• 

Okonkwo snarled. 
1 We could have been in Umuru now waiting to be 
hanged 1 someone said to him. (1) 

Unfortunately for them one of the messengers overhear ~ their 

talking and cornes to beat them rashly. The native civil servants 

need to defend the white man because they want to be promoted 

or rewarded consequently. The notion of solidarity which was 

so valuable arnong clansmen seems to be outdated. The civil 

servants have a particular status. They stand between the whiteG 

and the Igbos. They are not fully accepted by the whites with 

whom they side against the natives who reject them. The native 

civil servants are very wicked towards unsubmissive Igbos. The 

court messenger in charge of collecting the fine gives his own 

version of thingso He asks more bags of cowrios than he has 

been told by the District Commissioner. He takes advantage of 

the situation by telling them that the six men are going to 

be hanged if they do net pay the fine at once. The civil servants 

are corrupt to the boneo 

Unless you pay the fine immediately said their 
headman we will take your leaders to Umuru 

1 = Things Fall Apart 9 opo cit.~ p. 138. 
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before the big white man and hang them. (1) 

When the villagers learn this news th~y are panic-strickenr 

It is rumoured that the six men have been already hanged~ that 

their familias too will be hanged and that aven the soldiers 

are walking towards Umuofia to repeat the same onslaught of 

Abame. The villagers hidè themselves. It is as if there ~er~ 
no living soul"in Umuofia a former village of heroic warriors 

feared by other villages. The Igbos are aware of their weakness 

before the strangers. Therefore they agree to submit and 

accept the whitè man's conditions to r~lease the six native 

men. 

On the morning after the village crier 1 s appeal, 
the men of Umuofia met in the market place and 
decided to collect without delay two hundred and 
fifty bags of cowries to appease tho white man. 
They did not know that fifty baga would go to 
the court messengers who had increased the fine 
for that purpose. (2) 

Consequently the six representatives are released. They return 

home crestfallen. In so doing the administration levels every

body down. It punishes any rebellion or manifestation of 

freedom. 

Okonkwo almost undergoes a nervous breakdown. His 

universe is wiped out by a hostile and stronger new one. The 

hero cannot accept that. When the public crier calls for a 

second meeting Okonkwo has already made up his mind. If the 

villagers do not follow him he will carry it out alone without 

flinching since he cannot live in dishonour. This can be 

explained by the fact that Okonkwo is imbued with lofty 

1 ~ 1Jtj.n,gs Fall Apart~ op. cit.~ p. 138. 

2 - Ibid.~ p. 139. 
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principles o He was born in a traditional society wbere the senn· 

se of dignity is the most prized value. Therefore an underserving 

man cannot live in such,society. ~gbo ethic is composed of the 

greatest sense of honour. This sense of dignity is a tragic one 

as far as Okonkwo is concernedo He has many common points with 

Pierre Oorneillevs heroes~ mainly Rodrigue in Le Cid. 

Okonkwo gives due thought to all the events tha-t had 

happened since his return from exile. No place is left now for 

himo He decides to kill the representative of the new order or 

his messenger because he can neither forget nor forgivea He 

rejects the common consent as a betrayal of ancestral values. 

Only death is the remedy to his dilemroa. Such is his conclusionc 

The villagers are holding à meeting when the head 

messenger tells them to stopo The natives are deprived of their 

right to hold a meeting without a permission from the adminis

tration. 

- The spell was broken by the head messenger. 
Let me pass î he orderedo 

- What do you want here? 
The white man whose power you kn:ow too well 
has ordered the meeting to stop. 

In a fit of anger Okonkwo beheads the messenger without much 

ado. Instead of supporting Okonkwovs daring example Umuofia 

people disapprove his acto Frightened~ the crowd breaks up. 

People blame him.Okonkwo 1 feels this attitude as a second 

betrayalo As a result of Okonkwovs deed the District Commissioner 

p~~es with bis soldiers and interpreters to arrest the hero. Un

der the threat of the soldiers 9 Obierika - Okonkwo's friand~ 

shows them the tr.ee where Okonkwo has hanged himselfo The 

District Co~missioner considers this tragic death as just a 
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detail which is worth a little paragraph in a book he intends 

to write: The Pacification of the Primitive Tribes of The Lower 

Nigero This title has pejorative connotationso It shows how the 

whites despise native culture·termed as primitiveo This so= 

called pacification has shed so much blooda This way to impose 

the "Pax Britannica" cost many lives among the nativeso And the 

whites dare speak of humanism and civilizationo 

Obierika pays a moving tribute to the late Okonkwo. 

That man was one of the greatest men in Umuofiao 
You drave him to kill himself; and now he will 
be buried like a dogooo (1) 

Okonkwo 1 s death is that of Umuofia tooo Those who outlive the 

hero are not better than ha since "the survival of the fittest" 

is not necessarily the survival of the best. After Okonkwo - a 

martyr to a cause - let us analy..,l&e Ezeulu's evolutiono 

As a priest of Ulu he is responsible for the destiny 

of his communityo This is not an easy task since he has many 

foes wi thin Umuaro. Being chosen ·~PJ'tv: the weakeat clan~ he must 
l .. 

be careful enough. This choice has been dictated to his fellew= 

men by their concerns to check and balance the power of the 

individuals mainly those who are in charge of regulating social 

life. The spiritual power is not unquestionable because it is 

not hereditary. This way of choosing a priest is an evidence of 

the democratic aspect of Igbo social structure where major deci= 

sions must be taken after a common consent of the natives who 

have the right "to vote" so to speak as our modern aociety d~es. 

This traditional society is well organized despite some flaws 

1 - Things Fall li.part~ op. cito ~ Po 144. 
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inherent in any human institutiono However this democratic choice 

does not avoid jealousy. 

Nwaka a wealthy man and Idemilivs priest are jealous 

of Ezeulu because he has been chosen from the weakest clan. He 

is a candidate of compromise. Despite this handicap~ Ezeulu's 

temper gives him a special status within the community. He is 

endowed with good and bad qualities. His enemies are waiting his 

slightest mistakes to deprive him of bis social prerogatives. 

This animosity becomes a threat to the balance of the community. 

Ezedimili manipulates Nwaka against Ezeulu. This religious 

dissension divides Umuaro into two rival gangs. Ezeulu acta as 

the impulse takes him. People interpret this behaviour as a 

defiance. This brings many conflicts within Umuaro. First he is 

denied the right to be priest by his half-brother Okeke Onenyi. 

Second Umuaro people accuse him of betrayal during the 

land-dispute. This division enables Winterbottom to step in and 

give the land to Okperi» Ezeulu 1 s mother village. Ezeulu inter= 

prets Winterbottom decision as a personal success because the 

white man has given him right against the whole of Umuaro. By so 

doing the priest is sawing off the branch on which he is 

sitting. The facts begin to pile up against Ezeulu who is oloser 

to the colonist than his clansmen. The colonist takes advantage 

of this situation. He divides to rulep stirs up hatred and inter

nal conflicts to disrupt the harmony and the cohesion of the 

ethnie group. 

The priest befriends Winterbottom and takes this oppor~ 

tunity to send Oduche to the missionary schoolo He wants the boy 

to learn the white man's wisdom. He is misunderstood againo 

People cannot conceive that a chief priest sends his son to a 
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foreign and hostile religiono To them this is a betrayal even e 

social blundero Instead of spying?rhe whites for his father 

Oduche embraces Christian faitho He commits an abomination by 

attempting to stifle the sacred python which is Idemili's emana

tion. Oduche's behaviour upsets Umuaro. All these events isolats 

Ezeulu from his community. 

Meanwhile Winterbottom invites him and proposes him 

to be a warrant chief. The priest refuses and is jailed. This 

delays the performing of his religious rituals which consists 

in eating sacred yams to count the days of tha new moon. When 

released he contemplates punishing Umuaro because his clansmen 

did not show enough compassion to their priest. He refuses to 

announce the new year which suspends the time of sowing and 

harvestingo He refuses to give in despite his six assistants 9 

and the ten elders 1 pressureo 

He uses his religious power to whip Umuaro. Since he 

is half-man half~spirit nobody can know which part prevails at 

a given moment. People are taken abacko They are locked in the 

past year. To carry out his revenge against his clansmen who do 

not espoul.te his cause and even bis family and relativesj Ezeulu 

starves themo He justifies this deed by Ulu's will to use him as 

an arrow against his clansmeno Such logic is surprising from a 

chief priest who is supposed to help people. 

At this critical period Obika is asked to complete 

the ritual of the spirit of the night which consista in running 

at night from village to villageo This is performed only by 

the fastest young man of the community. He was ill but he could 

not refuse for fear that people should say he is acting like his 

father. While running he dies mysteriously. WhGn Ezeulu.seos the 
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body he becomes mad. Umuaro gives his yams to the church which 

allows them to harvest in the name of the sono Ezeulu's madness 

is interpreted as Ulu 1 s punishment. The deity has abandonned 

his chief priest to his enemies. This madness is the death 

of Igbo spiritual values. Therefore the deities' shrines Qre 

deserted. 

Their god had taken side with them against his, 
headstrong and ambitious priest and thus upheld 
the wisdom of their ancestors - that no man 
however great was greater than his people; that 
no one ever won a judgement against his clan. (1) 

Ezeulu 1 s death is a spiritual one while Okonkwo 1 s is bath spiri

tual and physical. Their death foretells the collapse of Igbo 

society because a society without saints or heroes is doomed to 

perish. Ezeulu is a prophet~like figure while Okonkwo is u hero 

and heroes never die despite their mistakes inherent in any 

human being made of flesh and boneo 

How many Okonkwo and Ezeulu have died unknown? 

The colonist has managed to take advantage of the 

internal divergences to strengthen his own power. He occupies 

the land and spreads his way of life. He has pacified the Igbo 

country by dint of threat and corruption which give birth to 

submission and passivityo The natives partake in the ruin of 

their cultureo They are alienated and enslavedo Their downfall 

is unavoidable. 

1 = Arrow of Cl.od~ opo cit.? p. 230. 
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Ezeulu and Okonkwo have failed before the white men. 

We may ask what is Achebe 1 s aim when he destroys his heroes at 

the end of these navels. The writer 1 s pessimism is not gratui

tous. It depicts what has actually happened as far as Igbo 
\ 

community is concerned and even African traditional society. 

This gloomy setting may be explained by man 1 s original 

sin. Religion te aches us tha t we a.11 sinned in Adam i,6 sin. The 

sons inherited the father 1 s sins. All h~man beings are imperfecto 

A.chebe's two heroes are not excepteda They experience success 1 

failure~ madness and death. This is man's lot. The imperfection 

of human nature tells on the institutions. Igbo community and 

the white man's administration embody vice and virtue. The 

factual level teaches us that different cultures may have diffe=· 

rent values which can be a ground for confl_icts. 

The Igbos 1 strength is based upon cohesion and unity 

at the social level. The individual lives in and for the 

comrnunity which protects him against external threat as far as 

he behaves consequently. The main values are manliness» submis= 

sion to the collective custom and faith in the native deities. 

The Igb~ do acknowledge some universal values such as justice 

and happiness: However weaknesses can be found here and there. 

The Osu and the twins are oppressed and rejected because of 

Igbo social norm about human hierarchy. This specific outlook 

hinders the cdhesion and unity of the Igbos as a solidary 

group. This is a possible crack when they confront enemies 

mainly the Christians. 
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The Church is a means of salvation for the pariahs. 

All oppressed people embrace the new faith. The Church US3S 

corruptionp spiritual or physical violence 9 conviction and 

threat if need be to spread Christian faith a~ong the natives 

who are leaving their gods. Oduche and Nwoye are among the 

pioneers of the new faith. The young people who are supposed to 

replace the elders are deserting the heathen deities. This is · 

one more step toward alienation and ruinas far as the nativesY 

culture is concerned. 

The junction of the internal disruptive factors and 

the external ones makes the clash and collapse unavoidable. The 

white ~an wants to win while the natives' must survive. The 

two worldviews arG irreconcilable. The one which will survive 

will not be necessarily the best~ but the fittest in terms of 

scientific and technical achievements. Here we have the two 

aspects of science ~ the negative one and the positive one. 

Science is used to crash down man and his values or to help him 

to triumph over his enemies. That is why somewhere Winter

bottom has defeated Ezeulu. 

What does this teach us? First of all~ values are 

relative. The notions of good and evil can vary according to 

cultures. The Igbos and the white men 1 s values have common 

points such as religion and justice but they do not have the 

same understanding about the individual and the community link. 

Evil and good co-exist among the natives and tha 

settlers. The white man's attempt to impose his own values and 

vision brings conflict andruin among the Igbos. 
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Achebe uses fiction ta dig deeper into his ancestral 

past. His purpose is to seize the gist of the mattero He tries 

to explain objectively why the Igbos fail before the white men. 

According to Achebe 9 our past was net so pure as some people 

want to make us b0lieve so as to declare that the white man is 

the only dulprit. Sorne African rituals do require human sacrifi

ce. Betrayal~ crime and greed do net belong exclusively to the 

white men. Of course our past was not stainless. Eros and Thana

tos co-exist everywhere. 

Achebe's main concern is how people manage to reconcile 

them since we are not saint-like figures. Man must live in 

equilibrium between chaos and cosmos. After this fight to death 

between the two communities 9 Achebe - the teacher - finds out 

that Africans 9 embodied by the Igbos~ have lest confidence in·· 

themselves. Here fiction joins reality because the writer uses 

literature as therapeutics to heal the spiritual wounds that 

follow the confrontation consequenceso 

The Igbos have been defeated but the sense of thoir 

fight to secure their cultural legacy is still alive among many 

nations be it African or not. Traditional Igbo society has 

struggled to survive in a hostile environment worsened by the 

white men 1 s arrival in Igboland. 

The habits of thinking die=hard. The clash will be 

more deadly for it. The Igbos cannot see by thomselves, what is 

wrong in their own community so as to find a remedy. They are 

convinced that everything follows its natural process. Sorne 

individuals happen to be critical but they never go beyond 

because social Igbo structure has its own limits. All these 
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factors put together will ruin the Igbos for the happiness of 

the white men who look forward dismantling it. There is some 

lack of cohesion in the apparent cohesion of Igbo social struc= 

ture. The white men 1 s arrival reveals it at the first confJ.ict 

about the Osu and twins' place in society. 

The metamorphoses of Igbo society mean the death of 

meritocracy. Ezeulu and Okonkwo are martyrs to a cause. They 

epitomize Igbo values despite their defects and failure. 

Achebe is a realistic and pessimistic witness. Okonkwo 

undergoes a physical death while Ezeulu undergoes a spiritual 

one. Both stand for African hlstorical heroes who fought against 

the colonists. The writer 1 s approa6h espouses the tragic dimen

sion of African history when in touch which colonialism. Achebe 

is not partial in his analysis. He is nota doctrinaire. Tha 

reader is free to choose but nothing is taken for grantedo 

Achebe's point of view is well-balanced. Let us quote him again 

Let us give the devil his due; colonialism 
in Africa disrupted many thingsp but it did 
create big political units where there were 
small scattered ones before (o •• ). Of course 
there are areas where colonialism divided 
a single ethnie group among two or three 
powers. But on the whole it did bring together 
many peoples that had hitherto gone their 
several ways. (1) 

Achebe's wise attitude explains why in his fictJon the two 

heroes have been treated differentlyo Ezeulu who faveurs a modus 

vivendi with the new order will survive despite his madness while 

Okonkwo the daring warrior will be compelled to commit suicide. 

The white men'spresence is not an absolute evil. 

1 - KILIJ\M (G. D.), op. cit., Po 4. 
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The two heroes' failure may be fruitful if it enublos 

us ta take advantage of our weaknesses and defocts in order ta 

correct them. Colonialism has positive and negative aspec~. 

It is a mixture of good and evil. By dealing withtbis human 

adventure Achebe raises the universal issue of ethics which 

everyman has to face everywhere. 
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